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Laburpena


Landutako lehenengo gaia nitxo ekologikoaren teoriarekin bat datozen espezieen banaketa ereduen (Species Distribution Modelling, SDM) garapena izan da (2. Kapitulua). Eredu hauek espezieen presentzia edo ugaritasuna ingurumen baldintzekin lotzen dute, bai eta ezagugarrir espazialak eta ezaugarri espazioaren lotzeko eman. Ezezaguk hobeta egazu eta ezezaguk hobeta egazu kolosialaren garrantzitsua ezagutzen dute. Nitxoa kolosialaren teoriaren abertzalea da, espezie baten banaketa ingurumen aldagai batean zehar moda bakarrekoa da. Hala ere, eskuagarri dauden metodoek ez dute hau kontuan hartzen modu esplizitu etako. Erregresio ereduetan oinarrituz, forma mugatuko eredu gehigarri orokortuak (Shape Constrained Generalized Additive Models, SC-GAMs) proposatuz ditugu nitxoa kolosialaren teoriarekin bat egingo duten SDMak garatu ahal izateko. Eredu hauek eredu gehigarri orokortuen (GAM) es-
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parru berekoak dira, forma mugatzeko aukera eskaintzen dutelarik. SC-GAMen bitartez, estimatutako kurba eskala aurrezalean ahurra izateko mugak magazteak, GAMen malgutasuna mantendu eta moda bakarra izateko baldintza betetzea ahalbidetzen du, aipatutako teoriarekin bat eginez.


Egindako simulazio ikerketak, SC-GAM ereduak doikuntza-egokitaezura eta nitxo ekologikoaren teoriarekin adostasun mailaren arteko orokorra zuten. SC-GAMek GLM eta GAM ereduak baina hobeto funtzionatu zuten, teorikoki sortutako kurbengandik gertuago zeuden emaitzak lortuz. ”Plateau” eredua forma egokiak estimatuko gai izan zen baina lortutako emaitzak simulazioen ziurgabetasunarekin ezegonkorrago izan ziren. Implementazioei dagokienez, scan kodifikatzea erraza, eraginkorra eta azkarra izan zen, mboost bestalde, motelagoa izan zen bariantza estimatzen, baina emaitza egonkorragoak lortu zituen.

SC-GAM eredu Bizkaiko golkoko sardinaren arrautzen datu errealei aplikatu zitzaien.
Lortutako emaitzak, ereduaren malgutasuna eskuz finkatzea behar duten ereduekin lortutakoak bezain onak izan ziren. Honela, proposatutako SC-GAM ereduak espezieen banaketa eredugintzan oso erabilgarriak direla esan dezakegu, forma muga-tzeara behar duten eta behar ez dute aldagaiak eredu berean erabili daitezkeelarik.


(SS) "kutxa beltza" ez den eredu batekin konparatzea ahalbidetu zuen, ereduaren ezazugarri eta ekuazio guztiak guk garatu genituelarik. Proposatutako beste aukera, a4a, simplea eta azkarrak izan zen aldetik, milaka iterazio egin behar diren simulazio ikerketetarako aukera egokien bezala identifikatuz genuen, ebaluaketa eredu konplexuagoak ordezkatuz.


Monte Carlo simulazioarako egiazkio balioak sortzeko, definitutako kasu bakoitzarako Bizkaiko golko zaldiren datu errealekin doitsu genituen ereduak eta harrapaketen eta indizeen datuak sortu genituen, egiazkio balioei errore lognormala biderdutuz. 100 datu multzo sortu genituen kasu bakoitzarako, eta 1000 iterazio gorde genituen ziurgabetsasun estimazio metodo bakoitzeak. Metodo bakoitzak fotonizamendua konparatzeko, besteak beste, estimatzako biomasa ugaltailea edo harrapagarritasuna bezalako parametroen estima puntuala, bariantza, aldakuntza koefizientea, estaldura probabilitatea edo alborapen erlatiboa kalkulatuz genituen. Literaturaren aurkitutakoarekin bat eginez, gure emaitzen arabera MCMC izan zen metodo fidalagarriena. Arrantza hilkortasun parametroko konplexutasun maila ezberdineko
ereduak ziurgabetasun estimak alderatzerakoan, funtzio parametrikoa ez bezala, funtzio ez parametrikoa forma malguak estimatzeko gai izan zirela ikusi genuen. Hala ere, kasu konplexuenetan parametro kopuruak nabarmen egin zuen gora eta ziurgabetasuna handitu egin zen, aldaketa koefiziente eta alborapen handiagoak erakutsiz azken urte eta adinen estimetan, eta estaldura probabilitate okerragoak eman ez, MCMC metodoa salbuespen. Eredu aukeraketarako AIC eta BIC irizpi-deak ere testatu genituen, BICak eredu egokia aukeratzeko zehaztasun handiagoa dute ondorioztatuz.


Lan honetan feedback osoko MSEa garatu dugu Bizkaiko golkoko sardinaren stock-erako (5. Kapitulua). MSE prozesuetan kontuan hartu beharreko ziurgabeta-sun iturriak zeintzuk diren zehaztea oraindik ere erronka bat den arren, literaturaren arabera beharrezkoak diren hiru sertu sartu genituen gure lanean: prozesu, parametro eta behaketa ziurgabetasunak hain zuzen ere. Gainera, SS ebaluaketa eredu ofiziala Monte Carlo simulazioaren bidez sartu genuen. Hasierako populazioa definitzen duten parametroen ziurgabetasuna, ebaluaketa ereduko MCMC iterazioen bitartez sartu genuen, aurreko atalean ziurgabetasuna estimatzeko metodo eraginkorren dela ikusi baitgenuen. Horretarako, SS ereduak duen MCMC egi-teko aukerada baliatu genuen (ADMBen oinarritutakoa) eta 1000 iterazioa gorde genitu genuen, MSEa hasierako 1000 populazio ezberdinak oinarritutako. Behaketa errorea banaketa multinomial eta lognormalen bitartez sartu genuen, SS ereduarekin kon-sistentzia mantendu ez, eta prozesu errorea urtero errorek errekultamenduei errore lognor-


Oro har, Monte Carlo simulazioa baliagarria izan da tesi honen helburuak bete ahal izateko, datu erreal eta emaitza analitikoak solik baliatuz lortu ezingo genituenak.
Summary

Monte Carlo simulation consists in computer experiments that involve creating data by pseudo-random sampling with the objective of obtaining empirical results for complex problems. It has shown to be a powerful tool to study the performance of statistical methods. The strength of Monte Carlo simulation relies on the underlying known "truth" which allows measuring and assessing the properties of the statistical method under study, that are often difficult to be derived analytically. Due to the advances in computational power during the last decades, Monte Carlo simulation has become relevant in many scientific disciplines. One of them is fisheries science, a multidisciplinary area that aims at understanding and managing fisheries. In this thesis Monte Carlo simulation was used to improve statistical methodology related to three different fields of fisheries science: species distribution models, stock assessment models and management advice. All the methods were applied to the case study of sardine in the Bay of Biscay (Chapter 1).

The first field of fisheries sciences addressed in this thesis was the development of species distribution models (SDM) that meet the ecological niche theory framework (Chapter 2). SDMs relate species occurrences or abundances with environmental conditions and spatial characteristics and can be used to have a better understanding of species habitats or to predict their distribution under future climate scenarios. According to the ecological niche theory, species distributions are expected to show unimodal relationships with respect to environmental gradients. However, most of the available methods do not account for this expected shape explicitly, and result in not meaningful or ecologically interpretable results. Focusing on regression-based models, we propose using shape-constrained generalised additive models (SC-GAMs) to build SDMs under the ecological niche theory. These models are based on the same
statistical framework as generalised linear models (GLMs) or generalised additive models (GAMs) but include the possibility to add shape-constraints. In particular, imposing concavity constraints in the predictor scale in a logistic GAM leads to flexible response curves while retaining the unimodality required by the niche theory.

We used Monte Carlo simulation to compare the proposed SC-GAM approach with respect to commonly used GLMs, which can only estimate symmetric response curves, GAMs, fixing a high and a low number of knots to limit the flexibility of the response curve as a commonly used strategy to obtain the desired shape, and a climate envelope model ("Plateau") that fits a piecewise function consisting of an increasing slope, followed by a plateau and a final decreasing slope. For that, first, we generated theoretical response curves that meet the ecological niche theory using the Beta function. Combining different values for the shape parameters, we defined four different curves: symmetric, platycurtic, left skewed and right skewed. For each of the curves, we generated samples of 1000 observations according to four sampling options: sampling randomly along the whole range, sampling with a higher probability around the mode, and having a sampling probability of zero above or below a specific value of the gradient. Presence/absence data were simulated following a beta inflated distribution centred at the generated theoretical probabilities, allowing for zero and one inflation, as implemented in the `gamlss.dist` R package. SC-GAMs fitting was performed using a maximum likelihood approach with the `scam` R package and a component-wise boosting approach with `mboost`. The performance of the methods was evaluated in terms of the Root Mean Square Error, the uncertainty around estimates and the agreement with the niche theory through the computation of the second derivatives of the predicted curves.

The simulation study showed that the proposed SC-GAM approach resulted in a good balance between the goodness-of-fit and the agreement with the niche theory. SC-GAMs performed better than GLM and GAMs obtaining fitted curves that were closer to the generated theoretical curves. The "Plateau" method was able to provide the correct shapes but results were less robust to the uncertainty of the replicates. The `scam` implementation was easy to code, efficient and fast while the `mboost` approach was more robust but slower for variance estimation.

The SC-GAM approach was also applied to real egg abundance data of sardine in the Bay in Biscay. The results obtained were as good as the outputs from models
that needed manual tuning of parameters for controlling the desired shapes. Therefore, it was concluded that proposed SC-GAMs can be readily applied for modelling both constrained and unconstrained responses in a unified SDM framework.

The second field of fisheries science tackled in this thesis was stock assessment. A stock is defined as a collection of fish of the same species distributed in a given area that is large enough for self-reproducing and shows similar biological characteristics. It forms the most important biological unit for regulation and monitoring of a fish species. The objective of stock assessment is to estimate the past and current status of a stock along with the corresponding uncertainty. This involves constructing a stock assessment model that describe the dynamics of the stock along time incorporating explicitly the fishing process. Stock assessment models belong to the general class of statistical models called Hidden Process Models. These models describe the evolution of two time series in parallel: the state process, that in this case corresponds to the stock population dynamics, and the observation process, that is related to the data collected on the stock. All available data can be integrated constructing a joint likelihood. Estimation methods to conduct inference on the unknown states and model parameters can be based either on frequentist or Bayesian approaches.

Since 2017, sardine in the Bay of Biscay is analytically assessed yearly by ICES (International Council for the Exploration of the Sea) using an age-structured stock assessment model implemented in Stock Synthesis (SS) software. Parameter estimation is based on automatic differentiation (AD) using Automatic Differentiation Model Builder (ADMB) within a frequentist framework. In Chapter 3 we detail the basis of this official assessment model and compare it with two alternative approaches: the a4a (assessment for all) model, that is also based on AD but intends to be simpler in terms of implementation, and an ad-hoc developed Bayesian model coded in JAGS (Just Another Gibbs Sampler) that uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods for inference. The three models were based on the same population dynamics, but differ on some underlying assumptions (the use of the total catch data or the incorporation of prior information), on statistical distributions for the observations process (multinomial or lognormal distributions for age-structured data), and on estimation methods (the use of AD or MCMC methods, or the need for iterative tuning processes for some variance parameters’ estimation in SS). We concluded that obtained estimates were all consistent and that the three approaches presented could be used to estimate Bay of Biscay sardine’s stock status similarly.
The development of the ad-hoc Bayesian model tailored for this specific case study provided the opportunity to compare the official assessment to a non "black-box" approach where all the assumptions and equations were self-developed. Alternatively, a4a was identified as a fast and simple approach that could be appropriate to replace the official assessment in simulation studies where thousands of iterations must be run.

The correct quantification of uncertainty in stock assessment is a crucial issue, with an increasing interest in incorporating it into management processes due to many management failures related to the lack of consideration of different uncertainty sources. In this thesis we used Monte Carlo simulation to compare different methodologies for uncertainty estimation in stock assessment models with non-parametric effects on fishing mortality (Chapter 4). Using the a4a approach, that was identified as the most suitable option for simulation, three different approaches for uncertainty estimation were tested: the multivariate normal distribution, parametric bootstrapping, and an MCMC algorithm implemented in ADMB. Stock assessment models have typically relied on parametric functions that may lack enough flexibility to capture all the data features and the inclusion of non-parametric smooth functions have been advocated to avoid model miss-specification, although model selection could be more difficult. In order to study the performance of the uncertainty estimation methods depending on the model complexity, five different scenarios were defined depending on the shape of the smooth function of the fishing mortality ($F$). They range from a classical age-year separable structure to a non-separable tensor product based structure, and they were implemented using smoothing functions (splines and tensor products) available in mgcv R package with different degrees of freedom.

For the Monte Carlo simulation, true values were generated by fitting the real data from the Bay of Biscay sardine case study to the defined model in each scenario and simulated catch and indices-at-age data were generated by multiplying lognormal errors to the true values. For each scenario 100 datasets were simulated, and 1000 iterations were saved for each of the uncertainty estimation methods. The methods’ performance was evaluated for several quantities of interest, such as spawning stock biomass (SSB) or catchabilities, in terms of point estimates, variance, coefficients of variation, coverage probabilities, relative bias or skewness. In agreement with previous studies in the literature, we concluded that MCMC was the most reliable method. When uncertainty estimation was compared across models of different lev-
els of complexity for fishing mortality, we found that non-parametric functions were able to estimate flexible shapes that parametric models could not capture. However, the most flexible configurations increased the number of parameters and resulted in greater uncertainty, with greater CVs and relative bias at terminal years and ages and also in a deterioration of coverage probabilities, except for the MCMC method. AIC and BIC criteria for model selection were also tested in terms of accuracy in selecting the correct model, obtaining better results for BIC.

The third and final field of fisheries science addressed in this thesis was fisheries management advice. The traditional approach for providing scientific advice for management consists in developing the best possible assessment and subsequently translating these into short-term management actions. This is repeated on an annual basis and can result in highly variable recommendations from year to year. In the last decades an alternative approach known as management strategy evaluation (MSE) has emerged. It entails evaluating by means of Monte Carlo simulation different management actions before they are put in place. This approach involves the projection into future years of the entire management system: the real dynamics of the population and fishery, the observation process, the stock assessment, the management decision and its implementation. The results are then used to compare and select management strategies that outperform with respect to pre-specified objectives and that are robust to different sources of uncertainty.

In this work we developed a full-feedback MSE for sardine in the Bay of Biscay (Chapter 5). Although the decision on what sources of uncertainty need to be included in an MSE remains a major challenge, we considered the least three sources of uncertainty that should be included according to the literature, namely, process, parameter and observation uncertainties. The official SS assessment model was also incorporated into the Monte Carlo simulation. Uncertainty on parameters that define the initial population was introduced via MCMC iterations, identified as the most robust method for uncertainty estimation in stock assessment models, using the MCMC option in SS (inherited from ADMB) and saving 1000 output iterations as 1000 different initial populations for the MSE conditioning. Observation error was included through multinomial and lognormal distributions in order to be consistent with the SS assessment model assumptions and process error was represented by lognormal errors in the annual recruitments. Different sources of uncertainty were added gradually to provide an analysis of the impact of each of them. 1000
simulation were run for each of the MSE scenarios including different uncertainty sources. The performance indicators computed for comparison were the risk of SSB being below a limit level, the probability of closure of the fishery, the interannual catch variability and the median SSB. FLBEIA package was used to perform these simulations, which has a modular implementation facilitating the development of new functions by the users. We developed several functions for our case study, such as a function to include the SS assessment model within the MSE loop or a function to generate the non-multiplicative multinomial error for age-structured data observation.

The gradual inclusion of uncertainties resulted in a successive increase of the probability of SSB being below the limit biomass reference point $B_{lim}$ and a decrease of the average catches. The fitting of the stock assessment within the MSE simulation led to a bias in the estimated SSB by the SS model, negative in the first years and positive afterwards, resulting in an increase of the risk to be below $B_{lim}$ and of the variability of the SSB in the projection years. A decrease on the probability of closure was observed, related to the fact that the SSB variability estimated by SS was lower than the real one. When multinomial and lognormally distributed observation errors were included, variability in SSB, risks and probability of closure increased, as well as the described bias effect. The two harvest control rules implemented for the Bay of Biscay sardine in this work, the F-based ICES rule and an alternative catch-based rule, were considered precautionary in the base case MSE (only process uncertainty included), but not when incorporating all the proposed sources of uncertainty. So, we concluded that when all the relevant uncertainty sources were included the ICES precautionary criterion ($Risk_3 < 0.05$) was met with a lower level of total catches. Although the selection of the best harvest control rule for Bay of Biscay sardine was out of the scope of this work, we compared several additional harvest control rules, to illustrate how the best rule could be selected by managers according to predefined objectives by accounting for the most important uncertainty sources for this stock.

In general terms, Monte Carlo simulation has been an adequate tool to accomplish the objectives of this thesis that definitely could not have been achieved using only available real data or analytical solutions.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Monte Carlo simulation in fisheries science

Exact analytical properties of statistical methods are often difficult to derive, especially when wrong assumptions are made or several sources of uncertainty are incorporated. In these cases, an alternative approach is Monte Carlo simulation. It consists in computer experiments that involve creating data by pseudo-random sampling with the objective of obtaining empirical results of methods’ performance. The strength of these simulation studies relies on the underlying known ”truth” which allows measuring and assessing the properties of the evaluated methods.

First modern Monte Carlo experiments were found at the end of the nineteenth century, being Laplace’s approximation of the irrational number $\pi$ the first documented application of the Monte Carlo simulation (Johansen 2010). However, due to the cost of carrying these physical experiments, it was not until the 1940s, when the random number generators were introduced by the physics community, that Monte Carlo simulations became more practical. During the 1980s, the increased popularity of Bayesian methods and the need to evaluate complex high-dimensional integrals led to a revolution in Monte Carlo simulation methodology by the statistics community (Gelfand and Smith 1990).

Monte Carlo simulation is an intuitive and easy to understand tool that can determine unknown solutions of complex problems very efficiently in contrast to deterministic approaches (Atanassov and Dimov 2008). Moreover, Monte Carlo simulation algorithms can be easily parallelized resulting in a linear speed-up (Rosenthal 2000).
As a drawback, obtained results are not exact and are subject to the number of iterations performed. Computational limits are the main disadvantages for the use of Monte Carlo simulation. However, due to the vast advances in computational power during the last decades (Nordhaus 2007), Monte Carlo simulation have become more attractive and more frequently used in many areas, such as medicine (Concato and Feinstein 1997), finance (Brandimarte 2014), chemistry (Jorgensen and Duffy 2000) or social science (Carsey and Harden 2013).

Monte Carlo simulation has been also extensively used in fisheries science (Garcia et al. 2013, Ianelli 2002, Oksanen and Minchin 2002, Punt et al. 2002, Yin and Sampson 2004). This discipline aims at understanding and managing fisheries (Hart et al. 2002). Subsequently, it is a multidisciplinary area, which encompasses disciplines such as oceanography, marine biology, meteorology, conservation, ecology, population dynamics, statistics, economics, management, and many others. It is a relatively modern science moving nowadays towards holistic approaches to fisheries assessment and management, which take into account ecosystem aspects in order to enhance sustainability.

This thesis uses Monte Carlo simulation to improve the statistical methodology of three different fields of fisheries science:

1. Habitat models, through the development of species distribution models that allow understanding how species interact with their environment.

2. Stock-assessment models, which making use of available data of an exploited species population are able to estimate its current and past status along with the corresponding uncertainties.

3. Long-term management advice, where based on the status of a population and related sources of uncertainties different management alternatives are studied in order to find the best strategy in the long-term.

Methodological improvements in these three research topics can provide managers better and valuable information to oversee marine species in space and time. The state of the art of each of these three topics is reviewed this chapter.

As pointed out by Harrison (2010), there is no single Monte Carlo simulation method, but most of them, as well as the work in this thesis, follow a similar structure. Let
θ denote the vector of the quantity (or quantities) of interest. The general steps of Monte Carlo simulation are:

1. Choose or create the deterministic model for the input, which will represent the reality.
2. Add stochasticity to input values, generating pseudorandom samples (iterations) from selected statistical distributions.
3. Apply the method of interest to the generated pseudo-random inputs and obtain the desired numerical output, \( \hat{\theta}_i \).
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 \( n \) times.
5. Perform statistical analysis on collected \( n \) output sets \( (\hat{\theta}_1, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_n) \).

The last step, statistical analysis, involves the computation of performance statistics that compare the obtained outputs (hat \( \hat{\theta}_1, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_n \)) with respect to the underlying "truth" (\( \theta \)) to evaluate the statistical method being tested. Common performance statistics measure the bias, the precision and the accuracy either in absolute or in relative terms (Walther and Moore 2005). The most common performance statistics include among others:

- Relative bias, defined as \( \frac{\sum (\hat{\theta}_i - \theta)}{n} \).
- Coverage probability, is defined as \( \Pr(\theta \in PI_{\hat{\theta}}) \) the proportion (out of the \( n \) simulations) of 90% confidence or probability intervals (\( PI \)) that contain the true value.
- Root Mean Square Error, \( RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (\theta - \hat{\theta}_i)^2}{n}} \).

1.2 Case study: Bay of Biscay sardine & ICES context

European sardine (\textit{Sardina pilchardus}) is a small pelagic fish that has a lifespan of up to 10 years. Maturity is achieved in their first year of life and spawning occurs throughout the year, with two peaks in spring and in autumn/winter. This species diet consists of zooplankton and phytoplankton and it is prey of a range of fish and marine mammal species, such as, common dolphins or harbour porpoises. European sardine measures from 13 to 25cm but a decreasing trend in body length has been
detected since the 2000s (Véron et al. 2020).

The species has a wide distribution in the Northeast Atlantic extending from the Celtic Sea and North Sea in the north to Mauritania in the south. Populations of Madeira, the Azores and the Canary Islands are at the western limit of the distribution (Parrish et al. 1989). Sardine is also found in the Mediterranean and the Black Seas.

Assessment and management advice for sardine in the Northeast Atlantic have been developed under the ICES (International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, http://www.ices.dk) auspices. ICES is an intergovernmental marine science organization whose main goal is to advance and share scientific understanding of marine ecosystems and the services they provide and to use this knowledge to generate state-of-the-art advice for meeting conservation, management, and sustainability goals. Based on scientific work and data, ICES provides scientific advice for a wide range of recipients, including ICES member countries and various international organizations and commissions, such as the European Commission (EC).

The ICES advisory process starts when a request for advice is received from a client. Then, expert groups collect the data, carry out the corresponding analysis and draft a first scientific/technical response to the request. Expert group reports are peer-reviewed by independent experts and then reviewed by an advice drafting group. The draft advice is discussed and finally approved by the Advisory Committee (ACOM) and it is delivered to the client. An important part of ICES advice regards the management of the exploitation of living marine resources. ICES classifies six main categories; from "stocks with quantitative assessments" (category 1), to "negligible landings stocks and stocks caught in minor amounts as bycatch" (category 6). In between there are stocks with qualitative assessments or stock assessments that only indicate trends. ICES advice is aligned with the reformed Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) that includes the fundamental objective to progressively restore and maintain fish stocks above biomass levels capable of producing the maximum sustainable yield (Salomon et al. 2014). In addition, all ICES advice is consistent with the precautionary approach, according to which all the populations need to be maintained within safe biological limits (UN 1995).
Figure 1.1: ICES areas and divisions in the Bay of Biscay. The stock of sardine in the Bay of Biscay is distributed in divisions 8 a,b,d.

The stock is the most important biological entity for regulating and monitoring a fish species. A unit stock is an arbitrary collection of populations of fish of the same species that is large enough to be essentially self-reproducing with members of the collection showing similar patterns of growth, migration, and dispersal located in a given area (Hilborn and Walters 1992). Sardine in the Northeast Atlantic is separated in three stocks or management units: Iberian sardine that is distributed along
ICES divisions 8c and 9a, sardine in the Bay of Biscay (BoB) that is distributed along ICES divisions 8a,b,d and sardine in southern Celtic Sea and English Channel that is distributed in ICES subarea 7 (Figure 1.1). This thesis is focused on sardine in the Bay of Biscay. Until 2017, this stock was considered together with the stock from subarea 7. Although there was no strong evidence in any direction both regions had individuals of all the life stages, biological traits seemed to be different and it was decided to separate them into two stocks and work on the Bay of Biscay sardine stock assessment model due to poor data availability in subarea 7. The connectivity of this species from the northern Bay of Biscay to the eastern Gulf of Cadiz has been also analysed (Silva et al. 2019), concluding that the flow rates between three large areas were low. These three main areas, Bay of Biscay, the northern Spanish and Portuguese waters and the Gulf of Cadiz, with their own recruitment hotspots, are considered to be host self-sustained weakly connected populations forming a metapopulation.

Concerning human activities, sardine in the Bay of Biscay is exploited mainly by France and Spain. For French fleet, both purse seiners and pelagic trawlers target sardine in French waters. Purse seiners operate mainly in coastal areas while trawlers are not allowed to fish within 3 nautical miles from the coast. Both pair trawlers and purse seiners operate close to their base harbour when targeting sardine. French catches increased from 1983 with around 4 thousand tonnes to 2008 with 21 thousand tonnes, reaching the series maximum in 2018 with more than 25 thousand tonnes. The highest catches are taken in the summer months and almost all are taken in southwest Brittany. Spanish catches are taken by purse seines from the Basque Country operating mainly in division 8b. Spanish landings peaked in 1998 and 1999 with almost 8 thousand tonnes but decreased to below 1 thousand tonnes in 2010. Spanish catches increased again, reaching 16 thousand tonnes in 2014. The Spanish fishery takes place mainly between October and March. The strong increase of Spanish catches in 8b is mainly due to an increase of the fishing effort, taking into account the low level of the Iberian sardine stock in 8c and some monthly closures of the southern fishery.

The population present in the Bay of Biscay is monitored by two surveys carried out in spring. On the one hand, the PELGAS acoustic surveys are conducted yearly and provide sardine estimates in terms of total biomass and number of individuals by age since 2000 (Doray et al. 2018). On the other hand, since 1999 BIOMAN
surveys provide yearly a sardine egg abundance index (Santos et al. 2018) with the Daily Egg Production Method (DEPM, Lasker 1985)), and since 2011, every three years, sardine spawning stock biomass is estimated since 2011 in the SAREVA or BIOMAN surveys (ICES 2020b).

The stock assessment and management of sardine in the Bay of Biscay has evolved along the last decades (Figure 1.2). ICES provided advice for sardine in the combined 8.a,b,d and 7 regions for the first time in 2013. In previous years, exploratory assessments were carried out during the working group on horse mackerel, anchovy and sardine (WGHANSA) and cohort tracking analyses were conducted from 2013 to 2016 to derive total mortality ($Z$). The advice was based on available survey indices following the guidelines for ICES category 3.

In 2017, an ICES benchmark workshop for evaluating and improving the data and assessment methodology was carried out (ICES 2017a in contrast with the previous advice one in 2013 (ICES 2013), it was considered that various time series of fishery data in the Bay of Biscay monitored from commercial vessels and surveys were long enough to provide an analytical assessment using a catch-at-age statistical stock assessment model. The model selected for the assessment by WGHANSA was Stock Synthesis (SS, Methot and Wetzel 2013). However, obtained absolute estimates were approved only as relative indicators of stock status. Thus, the sardine stock was classified as category 2 stock.

In 2019 an Inter-benchmark process was carried out for this stock with the objective of evaluating the stock assessment focusing on retrospective bias, data revisions and reference points’ update (ICES 2019b). The SS model was revised and changes concerning selectivity estimation and the stock-recruitment relationship were applied. Although some issues on the catchability coefficients still remained, the stock was upgraded from ICES category 2 to category 1 due to the improvement in terms of retrospective bias and other diagnostics.

Given that there is not agreed management plan for this stock, ICES advice is based on the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) approach. No total allowable catch is set by the European Commission for this stock and the fisheries appear to be regulated by market price (ICES 2019e); some fisheries have their own local management, limiting total catch or fish sizes to sustain prices. There is ongoing discussion
about a possible management plan through the South West Waters Advisory Council (https://www.cc-sud.eu/index.php/en/) but there is not an agreement yet.

Figure 1.2: Main milestones in the assessment and management advice of sardine in the Bay of Biscay.

1.3 State of the art

In this section, we review the most relevant statistical methodology of the three fisheries science fields that will be dealt with in this thesis.

1.3.1 Regression models for species distribution models

In recent years there has been an increased interest in understanding the impact of environmental changes on species distribution. During the last decades many studies have been published on this topic (Beaugrand et al. 2008, Bruge et al. 2016, Chust et al. 2014, Erauskin-Extramiana et al. 2019, Reygondeau and Beaugrand 2011, Villarino et al. 2015). Since 1950 the atmosphere and ocean have warmed, and climate change is considered an unequivocal reality (IPCC 2013). This reality has an impact across all marine ecosystems, latitudes and trophic levels and may lead to some species local extinctions and invasions (Cheung et al. 2013). Climate change is associated to multiple ecosystem changes such as shifts in temperature, circulation, stratification, nutrient input, oxygen content or ocean acidification among others (Doney et al. 2012). As a result, fish stocks can be impacted, affecting their productivity, habitat suitability or population-dynamics. Many efforts are being made to see how fish species abundance have been affected by climate change during the
last decades or to predict how distributions may change (Koenigstein et al. 2016, Orio et al. 2019, Rijnsdorp et al. 2009). The fishery activity could be also affected. For instance, according to Cheung et al. (2009), an increase in the catch potential in high latitudes and a decrease in tropical and subtropical regions is expected.

Species distribution models (SDM) are important statistical tools in ecology that relate species occurrence or abundance with information on environmental conditions and spatial characteristics of locations where the species are found (Elith and Leathwick 2009). These models can be used to predict or to have a better understanding of the species distribution (Halvorsen 2012, Petitpierre et al. 2017). They are widely used in several fields, such as ecology, evolutionary biology and conservation (Guisan et al. 2013, Peterson et al. 2011, Zimmermann et al. 2009).

Data for SDM is ideally composed by records of species presence and absence locations together with abundance records for the locations where the species are found. Sometimes only opportunistic or biased spatial data are available, containing presence data without information on absences or abundances. In such cases it is a common practice to generate pseudo-absence data (Iturbide et al. 2015). When both, absence data and some measure of abundance, are available for modelling, a two stage approach is recommended (Austin and Cunningham 1981, Borchers et al. 1997).

The focus of the most highly cited papers on SDM is the development of novel methods to better predict environmental suitability for species and the improvement of model performance (Barbosa and Schneck 2015). Still, most of the available statistical methods used to model species distributions result in responses along environmental gradients that do not fulfil the conditions of ecological niche theory, and consequently are not always ecologically meaningful or interpretable.

In this thesis we will focus on the commonly used regression-based approaches for proposing improvements on SDM. Generalised linear models (GLM) are well-established statistical models in SDM (Guisan et al. 2002). GLMs are parametric models which assume that the relationships or pattern of interest can be expressed in a specific formula involving a fixed number of unknown parameters. However, choosing a specific functional form to model the relationship between some variables of interest is often difficult, if not impossible. Non-parametric smoothing methods
are able to let the data suggest the appropriate form based on some infinite dimensional collection of functions. The degree of smoothness of the resulting form can usually be either controlled or estimated. Non-parametric models, where the model structure is not fixed beforehand are well-established in regression models like generalised additive models (GAMs) (Hardle 1994).

GAMs (Hastie and Tibshirani 1990, Wood 2006a) are a generalisation of GLMs, where the linear predictor, \( g(x) \), is a smooth function of the explanatory variable. For a single explanatory variable, we have the form:

\[
g(x) = \beta_0 + f(x),
\]

where \( f(x) \) is a smooth function. There are several ways to represent \( f(x) \), from kernel smoothing or local linear methods to splines-based regression methods. We describe the latter approaches, where \( f(x) \) is given by a sum of some basis functions. Hence for a single covariate \( x \), we have:

\[
f(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \theta_k B_k(x),
\]

where \( \theta_k \) are the regression coefficients and \( B_k(x) \) a basis function of \( x \). There are several choices for the basis functions (e.g. polynomials of a certain order, natural splines, cubic splines or B-splines). Splines are flexible tools for smoothing in general. A spline of degree \( d \) is a function formed by connecting polynomial segments of degree \( d \) so that the function is continuous, the function has \( d - 1 \) continuous derivatives, and the \( d \)th derivative is constant between knots. B-splines (de Boor 1972) are a popular choice given that they are easy to compute and they have good numerical properties. In regression splines, estimated regression coefficients, \( \hat{\theta}_j \), are obtained by least squares (i.e. by minimizing the residual sum of squares) and hence the shape of a spline can be controlled by carefully choosing the number of knots and their exact locations in order to allow flexibility (e.g. fix the locations of \( k \) knots at quantiles of \( x \)), and avoid overfitting where the trend changes little. However, in many situations, choosing the number of knots and their locations is a very difficult problem to solve.
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Alternatively, smoothing splines find the solution of $f$ which minimizes:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - f(x_i))^2 + \lambda \int f''(x)^2 dx,$$

where the minimizer $f(x)$ is a natural cubic spline, with knots at each sample point $x_1, ..., x_n$, and $\lambda \int f''(x)^2 dx$ is the roughness penalty. The parameter $\lambda$, controls the amount of smoothness and takes values $0 < \lambda < \infty$, for $\lambda \to \infty$; large values of $\lambda$ result in strong penalisation (a straight line in the limit) and for values $\lambda$ close to 0 the resulting fit is a wiggly function. The selection of $\lambda$ can be performed by (generalised) cross-validation or information criteria such as Akaike or Bayesian information criteria (Akaike 1974, Schwarz 1978). However, the main drawback of smoothing splines is the dimensionality for large $n$ (Green and Silverman 1993).

In contrast to smoothing splines, low-rank approximations have been proposed in the literature (see Ruppert et al. 2003 for a complete overview), which are called penalized regression splines. For instance, thin plate regression splines (Wood 2003) are constructed by a simple transformation and truncation of the basis that arises from the solution of the thin plate spline smoothing problem. P-splines (Eilers and Marx 1996) are also a low-rank approximation and a simpler alternative to smoothing splines. They consider moderately large B-spline basis functions of a size smaller than the observations and modify the penalty term by a discrete order difference penalty on adjacent coefficients, i.e. the difference operator acts on the regression coefficients, $\Delta \theta_j = \theta_j - \theta_{j-1}$, $\Delta^2 \theta_j = \Delta(\Delta \theta_j) = \theta_j - 2\theta_{j-1} + \theta_{j-2}$ and in general $\Delta^d \theta_j = \Delta(\Delta^{d-1} \theta_j)$ (see Eilers et al. 2015 for further details).

As in GLMs more than one explanatory variable can be incorporated as well as interactions between covariates with different degrees of smoothness. This can be done using tensor products which are based on a set of basis functions that allow having different marginal smoothness penalties (Wood 2006a). Other constructions for interactions, such as the mentioned thin plate regression splines are also available but are not invariant to the rescaling of any of the covariates. Thus, tensor product smooths are especially useful for a general framework where variables may be measured in different units.

Compared to GLMs, GAMs are capable of fitting more complex ecological response
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shapes and are used extensively in SDM (Elith et al. 2006). The most popular R package to fit GAMs is mgcv (Wood 2019) which includes several methods for the construction of smoothing functions. Thus, the package can be either used to fit generalised additive models with the implemented estimation methods (penalized likelihood or quasilikelihood maximization with smoothness selection by GCV, GACV, gAIC/UBRE or (RE)ML (Wood 2019)) or can be used to construct the desired structures of the smoothing function to incorporate in a more complex models (as done in Chapter 3).

Apart from mgcv, another package that implements non-parametric smoothing functions have been used; the package mboost (Hothorn et al. 2018). It is based on the so-called model-based boosting. This is a gradient descent algorithm for optimizing general risk functions using component-wise penalized least squares for fitting GAMs, based on P-spline base-learners (Bühlmann and Hothorn 2007).

1.3.2 Statistical inference on stock assessment models

The objective of stock assessment is to describe the past and current status of a stock. This involves constructing a stock assessment model that describes the dynamics of the stock along time and then, conducting statistical inference on the unknown parameters of that model based on collected data. Besides natural processes such as birth, natural mortality or growth, stock assessment models need to incorporate explicitly the fishing process that affects the fish stock over time.

The models available for assessing fish stocks range from simple to complex based on the available data for a given stock (Edwards et al. 2012a). Among the simplest models, the most widely used ones are biomass dynamic models or production models (Beverton and Holt 1957, Pella and Tomlinson 1969, Schaefer 1954). They describe the fluctuations of the stock biomass as a function of previous year biomass, catch and surplus production, ignoring any age or size structure. Alternatively, statistical catch-at-age (SCA) models (Deriso et al. 1985, Fournier and Archibald 1982, Schneute 1994) use age disaggregated data to describe the population dynamics in terms of the number of individuals in each age group. SCA models are considered more realistic, but they are also more complex and imply a greater number of parameters to be estimated, being more data-demanding. Between these two levels of
complexity, there are other types of stock assessment models, such as virtual population analysis (Pope and Shepherd 1982) or delay-difference models (Deriso 1980). However, stock assessment models are continuously evolving (Maunder and Piner 2015). In the last years, efforts have been directed towards developing models for data-limited stocks (Dowling et al. 2019), while more complex models are incorporating spatial structure (Goethel et al. 2011, Punt et al. 2000) or assessing multiple stocks simultaneously (Punt and Kennedy 1997, Punt et al. 2011).

Stock assessment models are calibrated by using observations collected from the fishery, scientific surveys and species biology. The stock assessment modelling approach of using all available data in a single analysis is known as integrated analysis (Maunder and Punt 2013 and references therein). It was first formulated by Fournier and Archibald (1982) and mathematically, it consists of constructing a joint likelihood for all the observed data that can later be used in any likelihood-based framework. Integrated analysis is composed of the following three layers:

- Population dynamics model: It describes the population dynamics in terms of essential population factors such as stock abundance and mortality, and it can include process errors.

- Data and observation model: It relates the data, such as, survey abundance index, catch, weight, age composition or other available information, to the model predictions. This includes the likelihood function, which represents the sampling process.

- Estimation method: It is the algorithm to provide point and uncertainty estimates of the model quantities of interest.

Integrated analysis belongs to a large group of statistical models called Hidden Process Models (HPM). They describe the evolution of two (usually multivariate) time series evolving in parallel: the state process that represents the unknown (hidden) underlying state of nature, and the observation process that refers to the observations from the state time series (Buckland et al. 2007, Newman et al. 2006, Thomas et al. 2005). In the context of integrated analysis for stock assessment, the state process corresponds to the population dynamics model, whereas the observation process is related to the data and observation model (Aeberhard et al. 2018).
In a formal definition of a HPM, let \( n_t \) denote the state vector at time \( t \) and \( y_t \) the associated measurements at time \( t \) of this state vector for \( t \) in \( 1, \ldots, T \). For instance \( n_t \) could be the vector of abundances by age at time \( t \) and \( y_t \) the numbers-at-age estimated in a research survey at that time instant \( t \). The evolution of the state process and the links between the state and observation vectors are described by probability density functions (pdfs). More precisely, a HPM is defined by three different pdfs: the pdf that generates the initial state, \( g_0(n_0|\theta) \), the pdf that describes the evolution of the state vector from one time period to the next, \( g_t(n_t|n_{t-1}, n_{t-2}, \ldots, n_0, \theta) \), and the pdf that relates the observation vector to the state vector, \( f_t(y_t|n_t, \theta) \), being \( \theta \) the vector of the model parameters. State-space models (SSM) are a particular case of HPMs where the state process depends only on the previous state, i.e. the pdf that describes the evolution of the state vector along time is simply \( g_t(n_t|n_{t-1}, \theta) \).

The estimation method used to conduct inference on the unknown model parameters \( \theta \) and the state vectors \( n_t \) of HPMs in general, and integrated analysis in particular, can be based either on frequentist or on Bayesian methods (Maunder and Punt 2013). While one of the most appealing features of HPMs is that they can account explicitly for both process and measurement errors, this can lead to quite complex models for which inference is a challenge that involves high-dimensional integration. Auger-Méthé et al. (2020) provide a thorough review of different inference methods, and include an in-depth tutorial about how to fit these models in R. Some of the most common methods include Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (Brooks et al. 2011, Gamerman and Lopes 2006, Gilks et al. 1996), sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods (Doucet et al. 2001) or Laplace approximation (Fournier et al. 2012). In the particular case of stock assessment models, Aeberhard et al. (2018) review the work done on stock assessment to fully utilize the SSM framework. Other papers that have framed stock assessment models as state-space models can be found in Mäntyniemi et al. (2013; 2015), Meyer and Millar (1999), Millar and Meyer (2000) or Nielsen and Berg (2014).

In what follows, we expand on two of the estimation methods used for stock-assessment that will be used in this thesis: Automatic Differentiation (AD) and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
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1.3.2.1 Automatic Differentiation

Common methods in frequentist statistical inference, such as MLS (Minimum least squares) or MLE (maximum likelihood estimation), are based on the minimization/maximization of an objective function and thus, require the calculation of the derivatives. The computation of derivatives can be classified in four type of methods: manually working and coding derivatives, numerical differentiation, symbolic differentiation, and automatic differentiation (Baydin et al. 2018). In the case of stock assessment models, manual and symbolic options cannot be applied as usually they are not closed-form models, whereas numerical methods can be inaccurate due to the high number of parameters. As an alternative, automatic differentiation (AD) can be applied to highly non-linear models with a large number of parameters. AD is based in two main ideas (Griewank et al. 1989):

- The function is split into a sequence of elementary operations with known derivatives.
- The application of the chain rule in the forward or reverse mode, being the latter superior in terms of computational effort but may need more storage.

Efforts on AD go back to the 1950s although it gained popularity in the 1980s due to the improvements in programming languages and the possibility to implement an efficient reverse mode (Baydin et al. 2018). AD has been employed in many different areas such as computational fluid dynamics, weather modelling, engineering design optimization or biomedicine as listed in the community web www.autodiff.org, however, it has not been extensively used in statistical inference.

In the past decade, motivated by fish stock assessment models with hundreds of parameters and highly non-linear objective functions, Automatic Differentiation Model Builder (ADMB Fournier et al. 2012), was developed as a tool for statistical parameter estimation for non-linear statistical models. It is based on Automatic Differentiation for computation of derivatives combined with a quasiNewton optimizer and a simplified C++ template language for model development. Using AD, high order derivatives can be easily calculated which facilitates optimization of the Laplace approximation (Fournier et al. 2012) for the marginal likelihood in complex models with random effects. Uncertainty of estimated parameters can be evaluated through various methods such as profile likelihood, delta method or MCMC. It is available
as a free open-source software (http://www.admb-project.org).

Although it was originally developed to fit stock assessment models, it has spread within other scientific fields, ecology, medicine or economy. Moreover, based on the established ADMB, Template Model Builder (TMB Kristensen et al. 2016) was developed as an easier and faster R package for the implementation of non-linear random effects models, combining existing high-performance libraries and easy access to parallel computation (http://tmb-project.org).

1.3.2.2 Markov chain Monte Carlo

Opposed to frequentist approaches, where the parameter vector to be estimated \((\theta)\) is unknown and fixed, in Bayesian statistics \(\theta\) is treated as a random variable. Considering the Bayes’ theorem, the posterior distribution of the parameter vector given the data can be expressed as:

\[
P(\theta|y) = \frac{P(y|\theta)P(\theta)}{P(y)},
\]

where \(P(\theta)\) represents the prior distribution of \(\theta\) before any data is observed, \(P(y|\theta)\) is the likelihood of the observations \(y = y_1, ..., y_n\) and \(P(y)\) is the marginal distribution of \(y\) that can be expressed as:

\[
P(y) = \int P(y|\theta)P(\theta) d\theta.
\]

Solving this integral analytically is sometimes infeasible. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (Gilks et al. 1996) is one of the methods that can be used to draw samples from a target density, such as the posterior distribution in Bayesian statistics, i.e. \(\pi(\theta) = P(\theta|y)\). Metropolis-Hastings (MH, Chib and Greenberg 1995) is one of the first and most popular algorithms for MCMC, together with the Gibbs sampler (Casella and George 1992), popular for multivariate target distributions. The idea behind these algorithms is the updating of the parameter vector, \(\theta \in \mathbb{R}^D\), iteratively until the equilibrium target distribution is reached. According to the MP algorithm a candidate parameter value \(x^*\) is generated from an arbitrary jumping proposal distribution, \(J(x|x_t)\), which is accepted as the next value of the chain \((x_{t+1})\) with a probability \(\alpha = min(1, \frac{\pi(x^*)J(x_t|x^*)}{\pi(x_t)J(x^*|x_t)})\). Although any proposal distribution should work to reach converge, the speed will depend on the chosen proposal
distribution. The key of the second algorithm, the Gibbs sampler, is that it relies on univariate conditional distributions, where all except one variable have fixed and updated values as proposal distribution, resulting in an acceptance probability of $\alpha = 1$. $D$ random variables are simulated sequentially from these univariate distributions, which is usually more simple than the simulation of a $D$-dimensional vector from the full joint distribution. Look at Algorithm 1 for the general structure of the method.

### Algorithm 1 Gibbs sampling

Initialize $x^0 \in \mathbb{R}^D$

for iteration $n = 1, \ldots, N$ do

sample $x_1^n \sim \pi(x_1|x_2^{n-1}, x_3^{n-1}, \ldots, x_D^{n-1})$

sample $x_2^n \sim \pi(x_2|x_1^n, x_3^{n-1}, \ldots, x_D^{n-1})$

... 

sample $x_D^n \sim \pi(x_D|x_1^n, x_2^n, \ldots, x_{D-1}^n)$

end for

An important issue of algorithms for MCMC is when to start and when to stop them in order to obtain stationarity and convergence. First draws may not be close to the target distribution. A common practice regarding this issue is to use a burn-in period, i.e., discarding early iterations and start collecting samples which are sufficiently close to the stationary distribution. Apart from that, in order to avoid autocorrelation, thinning is also commonly used, which implies discarding all but every $k$th sample. Concerning the stopping point, the longer the chain the better estimates can be obtained, however, there are several convergence diagnostics that help deciding when to stop. One of the most popular diagnostic is the Gelman-Rubin test (Gelman et al. 1992); based on parallel chains, the within-chain variance and the between-chain variances are estimated and the ratio between these to estimates is compared to one. The recommendation is to stop the algorithm when this ratio is close to one, with a general cut-off value of 1.1 (Gelman et al. 2013). Diagnostics based in spectral density are also popular, such as, Geweke’s test (Geweke et al. 1991), which compares the means of the sampled parameter on two different parts of the chain. If the means are close enough it is assumed that the two samples, usually the last part and an earlier part, come from the same distribution. Another spectral density-based diagnostic is the Heidelberg and Welch test which consists in applying an stationarity test successively. First it is applied to the whole chain, if the null hypothesis of stationarity is rejected, the test is repeated without the first
10%, 20%, ... of the chain. If stationarity is not accepted before reaching the 50% it is considered a failure of stationarity. Graphical convergence diagnostics are also easy and popular tools, such as trace plots; showing the realization of the Markov chain at each iteration so that it can be easily visualized if the chain is well mixed or is stuck in some part, or autocorrelation plots; showing values of the correlation of the sampled parameter with itself at differing time lags, having that as lag increases, values should be close to zero for a fast mixing. A thorough review of convergence an diagnostic for MCMC can be found in Roy (2020).

For state-space models, Bayesian approaches can be implemented using several available flexible software packages such as WinBUGS, OpenBUGS or JAGS (Just Another Gibbs Samples) from the BUGS family (Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling, Lunn et al. 2012) or more recent tools using Hamiltonian Montecarlo such as STAN (Carpenter et al. 2017). These are most widely used generic software for Bayesian inference, all using MCMC algorithms.

Applications in stock assessment field can be found for different types of models, such as, simple production models (Meyer and Millar 1999), two-stage biomass dynamics (Ibaibarriaga et al. 2008), age-structured-length-based (Määttänen et al. 2013), mark-recapture models (Michielsens et al. 2006) or the JABBA tool (Mourato et al. 2018).

1.3.3 Management strategy evaluation

In general, the poor management of fish stocks or natural resources, has led to depletion or population extinction in many cases. More than the half of all assessed fish stocks may be in need of rebuilding (Worm et al. 2009). In 2018 from all stocks in the Northeast Atlantic more than the 30% were overexploited (the exploitation level was above the MSY fishing mortality) according to the STECF report (Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries, STECF 2020). Thus, the general objective is to reduce this percentage by providing advice for more species and providing better advice. The Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) establishes general objectives and rules for fisheries management in Europe (Salomon et al. 2014), defining the total allowable catch (TAC) as one of the core tools for management.
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![Figure 1.3: General scheme of the process to produce management advice.](image)

The general steps followed for management advice are shown in Figure 1.3. Firstly the population to be managed is identified and data on biology, abundance and exploitation of the stock are collected. These data can be obtained from scientific surveys and commercial catches, however, not all stocks have scientific monitoring and sometimes only commercial data are available. Based on the availability and quality of the data, the status of the stock is assessed, usually through international scientific collaboration, given that stocks can be distributed along several countries. This assessment is ideally performed integrating all available data in mathematical models but not always is possible and trend-based or qualitative assessments can be required. Based on the obtained stock assessment, management advice is produced using estimates from mathematical models and experts opinion in order to meet pre-specified objectives. Finally, the scientific management advice can be applied to the corresponding population, however, the implementation of the advice is subjected to several factors, such as the agreement between countries or other political considerations, that are out of the scientific process.

The traditional approach for providing scientific advice for the management of fish stocks has been based on the development of a good assessment of the resource, that estimates the past and present stock status, and the subsequent short-term forecasts in order to derive a management advice (Butterworth 2007). This is usually repeated on an annual basis, that might result in highly variable recommendations from year to year. Recent advances in fisheries science have been linked to the development of evaluation tools for management actions of harvested stocks in a virtual world,
without their direct application to the real system (Bunnefeld et al. 2011). Management strategy evaluation (MSE, Butterworth and Punt 1999, Kell et al. 2006, Smith 1994) is a simulation framework that evaluates the performance of alternative fisheries management measures in terms of trade-offs between pre-specified objectives. It involves the projection of the entire management system into future years by means of Monte Carlo simulation (McAllister et al. 1999). The aim is to identify a management strategy that meets these management objectives while being robust to the system’s uncertainties (Punt et al. 2016, Sainsbury et al. 2000).

The MSE framework is composed of two systems: the true system and the observed one (Kell et al. 2007). The true system is represented by a mathematical model called the operating model (OM), which represents the real dynamics of the fishery system. It is composed of the stock and the fleet dynamics (biological and fishing processes) and other potential covariates that could impact the system. The management procedure (MP) represents the observed system and includes: 1) an observation model that mimics the data monitoring from the true population and fishery in the operating model, 2) stock assessment which gives the stock status based on observed data and 3) decision of management actions based on the stock assessment output. These management actions are usually represented by Harvest Control Rules (HCR) that are mathematical formulas for pre-agreed management actions as a function of variables related to the stock status (ICES 2006) that determine target levels of fishing mortality, total catch or effort. HCRs are defined depending on the available knowledge of fish stocks. The MP is linked to the OM by the implementation of the decided management actions, which will have an impact on the dynamics of the fishery system (Figure 1.4).

One of the strengths of MSE is that it includes different sources of uncertainty in the components of the described system. Francis and Shotton (1997) identified the main sources of uncertainty in fisheries in general. Later, Punt et al. (2016) distinguished that the major sources of uncertainty in MSE in particular are: 1) process uncertainty, related to stochasticity on demographic characteristics 2) parameter uncertainty, coming from variability on estimated parameters used to condition the case study 3) observation error in the data, due to sampling inaccuracy, 4) uncertainty when conducting assessment, related to the estimation process of the assessment model and 5) implementation error, coming from the variability in the fulfilment of the defined management policy.
Depending on the way the observation and assessment errors are included in the MSE, the ICES Study Group on Management Strategies differentiated three types of MSEs (Figure 1.4). A "full-feedback" MSE incorporates the stock assessment in the Monte Carlo simulation, a "shortcut approach" MSE uses an emulator of the stock assessment and an "empirical" MSE is based directly on stock status indices collected from the population and/or the fishery. Being able to incorporate the assessment model in the MSE of a specific stock can represent a substantial improvement for the correct characterization of the entire process and the related uncertainty, which is crucial for a robust management plan. However, the implementation of a full-feedback approach can be tedious and very time consuming.

Among the available software for MSE, we will use FLBEIA (Bio-Economic Impact Assessment using FLR, Garcia et al. 2017) that has been applied for a large number of case studies across Europe (Nielsen et al. 2018). FLBEIA is an R package (R Core Team 2018) built on the basis of FLR libraries (Kell et al. 2007). It is implemented modularly, which allows for increased complexity. Inside the OM it has modules concerning biological, fleets and covariates dynamics, and in the MP there are modules for observation, assessment and advice processes. Each of the module contains functions that the user can choose or new ones can be coded in R and used within FLBEIA to fulfil case specific requirements, as done in this thesis.

![Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of different forms of MSE, modified from Punt et al. (2016) and taken from ICES (2020a).](image-url)
1.4 Objectives

The general objective of this thesis is to use Monte Carlo simulation to test the improved statistical models for species distribution models, stock assessment models and management advice of fish stocks, taking as a case study the stock of sardine in the Bay of Biscay.

In particular, the specific objectives of this thesis are:

- To propose and test via Monte Carlo simulation a habitat modelling approach that meets the ecological niche theory.

- To compare the established stock assessment model for our case study to other alternative models and to evaluate, using Monte Carlo simulation, uncertainty estimation methods when introducing flexibility through non-parametric smoothing in fishing mortality.

- To develop a full-feedback MSE for our case study introducing different uncertainty sources through Monte Carlo simulation.

1.5 Structure

This thesis is structured in six chapters, with four annex documents that include supplementary material.

After the general introduction provided in this first chapter (Chapter 1), a proposal for species distribution modelling using shape-constrained GAMs is presented, together with real data applications for sardine and other species (Chapter 2). Then, we summarise the current assessment methodology for sardine and we present two alternatives using a simpler approach based on AD and a Bayesian ad-hoc approach (Chapter 3). In the next chapter, we evaluate the uncertainty estimation in stock assessment models with non-parametric effects on fishing mortality using different estimation approaches (Chapter 4). In the last main chapter, we use the stock assessment results for conditioning population dynamics for MSE, an we include the assessment model explicitly in the process together with other uncertainty sources
to evaluate the effect of each of uncertainty source in an MSE (Chapter 5). Each of these main four chapters include their own introduction, material and methods, results, and discussion. Finally, we summarize the main conclusions of the work and propose further work (Chapter 6). A list of the scientific contributions derived from the work presented in this dissertation is also provided.
Modeling species presence-absence in the ecological niche theory framework using shape-constrained GAMs

In this chapter we use Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the use of shape-constrained generalised additive models (SC-GAMs) to build species distribution models under the ecological niche theory framework. Based on the simulation study and a real data application, we compare their performance with respect to other regression models without shape-constraints (such as standard GLMs and GAMs with varying degrees of freedom) and also to models based on so-called “Plateau” climate-envelopes. The proposed approach is applied to model the thermal niche of sardine eggs in the Bay of Biscay and to characterize the egg distribution at the spawning of other two pelagic species as a function of several environmental variables.

2.1 Introduction

Species distribution models (SDM) associate locations of species occurrence or abundance with the characteristics of their environment in order to predict geographical distributions (Elith and Leathwick 2009). A variety of statistical methods have been applied to species distribution modelling (e.g. Guisan and Zimmermann 2000, Merow et al. 2014) such as regression-based models (Guisan et al. 2002, Hastie and Tibshirani 1990), environmental envelopes (BIOCLIM, Busby (1991), Cerdeira et al. (2018)), mechanistic approaches (CLIMEX, Kriticos et al. (2015)), neural networks (Pearson et al. 2002) and maximum entropy models (MAXENT, Phillips et al. (2006)). However, most of these methods can result in species responses along en-
vironmental gradients that are convex or multimodal, and consequently not ecologically meaningful or otherwise difficult to interpret (see below for further discussion).

It has been often claimed that species distribution models need a stronger theoretical background (see Austin 2002, Elith and Leathwick 2009, Jiménez-Valverde et al. 2008 for a detailed review). Recently, several authors have attempted to clarify the relationship between species distribution models and the concept of ecological niche (Kearney 2006, Peterson et al. 2011, Pulliam 2000, Soberon and Nakamura 2009). Although the debate is still open (Halvorsen 2012), it is agreed that the resulting statistical model should be ecologically plausible (Elith and Leathwick 2009). According to the ecological niche theory, species distributions should provide unimodal relationships with respect to environmental gradients (Hutchinson 1957). When environmental conditions become less favourable, various stages of the life cycle (feeding, growth and reproduction) are affected, resulting in a lower presence of the species (Austin 1987, Helaouet and Beaugrand 2009). Hutchinson (1957) defined the niche as an “n-dimensional hypervolume”, where the dimensions are environmental states within which a species can survive. Hutchinson (1957) also distinguished “fundamental” from “realized” niches, to define the conditions under which species could survive and those where they live, respectively: (1) the fundamental niche is determined by the physiological range of tolerance of the species to environmental factors in the absence of biotic interactions (e.g. competition, predation or parasitism), and (2) the realized niche is the part of the fundamental niche occupied by the species, given factors such as the presence of competitors/predators and dispersal limitations of the species (Soberón and Arroyo-Peña 2017). As a result, the realized niche tends to be smaller than the fundamental niche (Soberón and Arroyo-Peña 2017). Although the fundamental niche should be unimodal, the realized niche can be bimodal when the centre of the niche gradient is affected by interspecific competition or when the species is not occupying the most suitable habitat due to dispersal limitation (Austin 2002). However, scarce species data and the heterogeneous distribution of species occurrence along gradients are the most problematic situation leading to multimodal and ecologically non-meaningful relationships with environmental variables. For instance, data on the occurrence of a fish species which spawns in two river mouths, separated by a latitudinal distance, can easily lead to a bimodal distribution along a temperature gradient.

The concept of niche has evolved after the 80’s and incorporates the impacts of
the organism on environmental factors (Chase and Leibold 2003) to better explain competition and species coexistence (Pocheville 2015). For the pragmatic purpose of modelling species distribution, this can include several types of variables, as well as those defining the niche namely, direct variables, resource variables, and indirect variables (Austin and Smith 1990, Guisan and Zimmermann 2000, Huston 1994). Direct variables are those environmental factors having a direct physiological impact on the species but are not consumed, typical examples being pH affecting plant growth or temperature affecting fish growth. Indirect variables do not have a direct physiological impact, but might be highly correlated with the species through the combination of related factors effects. For example, elevation can affect species presence through the combined effect of atmospheric pressure, temperature and UV radiation, and have ecophysiological implications. Resource variables refer to limiting factors (i.e. essential resources consumed by the species, such as food and oxygen) and biotic interactions (competition, predation or mutualism). The first two types (direct and indirect) of variables are within the group of variables that do not interact dynamically with the species and hence are not affected by species abundance. These were termed “scenopoetic” variables by Hutchinson (1978). In contrast, resource variables interact with the species and are affected by species presence and abundance. In the context of species distribution models, several authors (Austin 1980; 2007, Austin and Smith 1990) have discussed the shape of response curves and how this depends on the variable type. While there is no theoretical expectation regarding the shape with respect to indirect variables, they advocated that the fundamental niche as a function of direct variables should be unimodal (symmetric or not), and for limiting factors should be logistic or Michaelis-Menten saturation curves. SDMs based on non-scenopoetic variables might require more elaborate mathematical methods to include species interaction (Peterson et al. 2011). Thus, species distribution models need to combine environmental variables that are expected to meet the ecological niche theory with other explanatory variables having no shape restrictions.

Commonly used methods to build species distribution models in the ecological niche theory framework include regression-based methods, such as generalised linear models (GLMs) and generalised additive models (GAMs). They have been well-documented, both theoretically and empirically (Coudun and Gegout 2006, Guisan et al. 2002, Lehmann et al. 2002, Scott et al. 2002). Generalised linear models (Guisan et al. 2002, McCullagh and Nelder 1989) are widely used in statistical
ecology as a simple parametric technique that may allow symmetric bell-shaped ecological response curves (Coudun and Gegout 2006, Jamil and Ter Braak 2013). However, this can be too restrictive as often non-symmetric responses have been observed (Austin 2007, Huisman et al. 1993). Generalised additive models are also very popular as semi-parametric and more flexible regression-like approaches (Austin 2002, Heikkinen and Makipaa 2010). Pedersen et al. (2019) proposed an extension of GAMS called hierarchical GAMs (HGAMs) to model intergroup variability in ecology; these models allow smooth functions to vary between groups and can be used to test if the smooth functions are common across groups. In general, GAMs and related extensions allow flexible non-symmetric shapes, but they can result in implausible response curves, contrary to the ecological niche theory framework. Current practice tends to use low degree smoothing functions, such as splines with a low number of knots, in order to obtain response curves in agreement with the niche theory (Chust et al. 2014). However, restrictions on the number of knots and/or the degrees of freedom (by altering the smoothing parameter within GAMs, say) do not guarantee this aim, and a visual evaluation of resulting fitted curves is still required.

Other attempts to build species distribution models under ecological niche theory include Beta functions (Minchin 1987) and Huisman-Olff-Fresco (HOF) curves (Huisman et al. 1993), fitting unimodal and monotonic response curves with or without symmetry. A simulation study by Oksanen and Minchin (2002) concluded that HOF curves obtained better results than Beta functions and Gaussian response models which provided biased or inappropriate models. However, they are only allowed for single-variable analysis. Alternatively, the “Plateau” method proposed by Brewer et al. (2016) is an environmental envelope model based on a concave piece-wise polynomial function. While providing an ecologically meaningful method (unimodal even if not symmetric), this approach can be easily extended to multiple environmental variables accounting for potential interactions between the climatic variables.

Shape-constrained generalised additive models (or simply SC-GAMs, Pya and Wood 2014) are based on the same statistical framework as GLMs and GAMs regression methods, but they allow us to incorporate monotonicity and concavity shape-constraints in the component functions of the linear predictor of the GAMs. Imposing concavity constraints should be an effective alternative to fitting non-symmetric parametric response curves, while retaining the unimodality constraint, required by the ecological niche theory, for direct variables and limiting factors. Recently, several
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Successful applications of shape-constrained models to incorporate prior knowledge about the shape of the response curve along variables of interest have been found related to animal activity, pollution mortality, tree height-diameter relationships or petroleum engineering (Guevara et al. 2018, Hofner et al. 2016, Schmidt et al. 2018).

The objective of this work is to assess the performance of SC-GAMs in fitting species distribution models under the ecological niche theory in comparison with other approaches. We considered two different implementations of SC-GAMs: the maximum likelihood implementation from the \texttt{scam} R (R Core Team 2018) package (Pya 2018); and the component-wise boosting approach from the \texttt{mboost} R package (Hothorn et al. 2018). First, we conducted a simulation study to assess performance in terms of goodness-of-fit and agreement with the ecological niche theory—comparisons with respect to GLMs, GAMs with different degrees of smoothness, and the “Plateau” method. All methods were evaluated within a real case study, modelling the probability of the presence of sardine eggs in the Bay of Biscay as a function of sea surface temperature. Secondly, SC-GAMs were used to model egg distribution at the spawning of three pelagic species as a function of several environmental gradients, combining direct and indirect variables, and accounting for model selection and validation.

2.2 Material and methods

2.2.1 Regression models for presence-absence data

We considered six different approaches for fitting species distribution models. In all of them, species presence-absence data were modelled as a function of an environmental variable $x$. Let $Y$ be the response variable coming from a Binomial distribution with probability of presence $p(x)$. The logit transformation of $p(x)$ is a function of the environmental variable $x$ (presented here using a single explanatory variable for simplicity):

\[
\log \left( \frac{p(x)}{1 - p(x)} \right) = g(x).
\] (2.1)

The simplest model is a binary logistic generalised linear model (GLM, McCullagh and Nelder 1989, Oksanen et al. 2001, Ter Braak and Looman 1986) where the linear predictor is a second order polynomial of the environmental variable:
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\[ g(x) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x + \beta_2 x^2. \] (2.2)

For \( \beta_2 < 0 \), this results in a unimodal and symmetric relationship between the species response and the environmental variable.

Generalised additive models (GAMs, Hastie and Tibshirani 1990, Wood 2006a) are a generalisation of GLMs, where the linear predictor is a smooth function of the explanatory variable. In a binary regression model with a logit link, we have the form:

\[ g(x) = \beta_0 + f(x), \] (2.3)

where \( f(x) \) is a smooth function that can be represented from kernel smoothing or local linear methods to splines-based regression methods (see chapter 1).

The R package \texttt{mgcv} (Wood 2019) is the most popular R package to fit GAMs. The use of GAMs has already been proposed in the literature on habitat modelling and ecological niche theory (Chust et al. 2014). Generally, the species response curve is not constrained to a particular shape but instead is controlled by limiting the flexibility of the model by selecting the number of knots. GCV (Generalised Cross-Validation) criterion is used for smoothing parameters estimation as a default method in the used \texttt{mgcv} package.

The methods proposed in this chapter, SC-GAMs, are based on generalised additive models, allowing us to impose shape-constraints on the linear predictor function. In Bollaerts et al. (2006) or Eilers (2017) an algorithm based on asymmetric penalties in an iterative procedure is proposed. A similar approach is considered in Pya and Wood (2014) using shape constraints (monotonicity, concavity/convexity or mixed-typed constraints) with B-splines on the first or second derivates of the smooth terms. The latter methods are implemented in the R package \texttt{scam} in a more general framework, e.g. including bivariate tensor product smooths (Pya 2018).

For fitting species distribution models in agreement with the ecological niche theory, we imposed concavity constraints in the linear predictor scale (\( f''(x) \leq 0 \)) for which the condition \( \theta_j \leq \theta_{j-1} \) suffices (see Pya and Wood 2014 for further details). As proved in Annex A, this implies unimodal probability response curves. The implementation of the method allows for an automatic selection of the smoothing
parameters by calling the \textit{gam} function in the R package \texttt{mgcv}. However, we found
the algorithm fails to converge in some situations. This issue is discussed in the next
section.

Another method we considered is the so-called model-based boosting. Boosting is a
gradient descent algorithm for optimizing general risk functions using component-
wise penalized least squares for fitting GAMs (see Bühlmann and Hothorn 2007,
Hothorn et al. 2010 for further details). Boosting is a popular ensemble method
in machine learning, where multiple learners (usually known as base learners) are
trained to solve the same problem. In the particular case of modelling species dis-
tributions, shape constraints are implemented in the package \texttt{mboost} through the
base-learner \texttt{bmono}, based on P-spline base-learners with an additional symmetric
penalty in second-order differences on the linear predictor scale, as in Bollaerts
et al. (2006). The optimal number of boosting iterations can be achieved via cross-
validated estimation of the empirical risk for hyper-parameter selection. For more
technical details about theoretical aspects and software implementation, see Hothorn
et al. (2018) or Hofner et al. (2014).

Finally, the “Plateau” method, proposed by Brewer et al. (2016), performs climate
envelope fitting via an explicitly defined concave shape on the linear predictor scale.
This shape consists of an increasing slope, a possible plateau, and a decreasing slope.
In the univariate case, the envelope function is defined as a piece-wise function:

\[
g(x) = \begin{cases} 
\alpha_1 + \beta_1 x & x \leq -\frac{\alpha_1}{\beta_1}, \\
\beta_0 & -\frac{\alpha_1}{\beta_1} < x < \frac{\alpha_2}{\beta_2}, \\
\alpha_2 + \beta_2 x & x \geq \frac{\alpha_2}{\beta_2},
\end{cases}
\]

(2.4)

where $\beta_1 > 0$, $\beta_2 < 0$ are increasing and decreasing slopes, $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_1$ are intercepts and
$\beta_0$ is the plateau value.

2.2.2 Simulation

In order to evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed approaches for
fitting species distribution models, we carried out a Monte Carlo simulation study.

First, four different theoretical response curves depending on a single environmen-
tal variable were generated within the simulation model, which are considered as the true curves for performance statistics computation. Afterwards, sampling and observation errors were introduced and presence-absence data sets were generated based on the underlying theoretical probability curves. The simulated data sets were then fitted according to the proposed models. Finally, the goodness-of-fit and the concordance of the fitted model with the ecological niche theory were measured through several performance statistics, described in section 2.2.6 below.

2.2.2.1 Environmental gradient

The real environmental variable used for data simulation was the sea surface temperature (SST) in the Atlantic Ocean in 1999 (Edwards et al. 2012b). These data are arranged on a grid with a spatial resolution of 1x1 degrees (1489 data points) covering the region between 40° and 63° in latitude and −70° and 2° in longitude. The average SST in the selected data is 9.92°C with a standard deviation of 5.35°C and minimum and maximum values of -2°C and 20.6°C respectively.

2.2.2.2 Species responses

Theoretical species response curves along the environmental gradient of SST \(x\) followed the generalised Beta function proposed by Minchin (1987):

\[
b(x) = \begin{cases} \frac{P_0}{d} \left( \frac{x-m}{r} + b \right)^{\alpha} \left( 1 - \left( \frac{x-m}{r} + b \right)^{\gamma} \right) & m-rb < x < m+r(1-b) \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

where \(m\) is the location of the optimum, \(P_0\) is the maximum probability of occurrence at the mode, \(r\) is the range of occurrence along the gradient and \(\alpha\) and \(\gamma\) are shape parameters. The additional parameters \(b\) and \(d\) depend only on \(\alpha\) and \(\gamma\) and are introduced to reduce the complexity of the formula \(b = \alpha/(\alpha + \gamma)\) and \(d = b^\alpha(1-b)\). Combining different values for the shape parameters, we generated 4 distinct curves representing different plausible scenarios: a symmetric curve (denoted as curve1, with \(\alpha = 4, \gamma = 4\)), a platykurtic curve (denoted as curve2, with \(\alpha = 0.1, \gamma = 0.4\)), a left skewed curve (denoted as curve3, with \(\alpha = 1.5, \gamma = 0.5\)) and a right-skewed curve (denoted as curve4, with \(\alpha = 1, \gamma = 4\)) (Figure 2.1). All scenarios were generated with the same maximum probability of occurrence \((P_0 = 1)\), location of optima \((m = 6.95 \, ^\circ\text{C})\) and range of occurrence \((r = 10 \, ^\circ\text{C})\).
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Figure 2.1: Columns are the true curves (curve1-curve4) and rows are the generated presence-absence data (grey dots) by sampling scenarios (smp1–smp4) for a single replicate.

2.2.2.3 Sampling

For each type of curve, we generated a sample of 1000 observations according to four different sampling schemes. As a first sampling option (smp1) samples were generated randomly along with the whole range of the environmental gradient with the same probability at all locations. In the second sampling scheme (smp2), the sampling probability is proportional to \( b(x) \), so that the probability of sampling locations is higher around the theoretical response curve mode than in the tails. The last two options (smp3 and smp4) account for the cases where the whole range of the environmental gradient is not observed, having a sampling probability of zero above (or below) a specific value of the gradient (see the rows of Figure 2.1).

2.2.2.4 Presence-absence data

The presence-absence data \( y \) was generated via a Bernoulli distribution with probability of occurrence \( p(x) \), which is a noisy version of \( b(x) \) in equation (2.5). In order to mimic the effect of (unobserved or unmodelled) environmental variables other than \( x \), \( p(x) \) was draw from a beta inflated distribution (BEINF, allowing
for zero and one inflation) implemented in the R package `gamlss.dist` (Rigby and Stasinopoulos 2005, Stasinopoulos et al. 2019):

\[
p(x) = \text{BEINF}(b(x), \sigma, \nu, \tau),
\]

where the theoretical occurrence probability \( b(x) \) is the mean of the distribution, \( \sigma = 0.1 \) is the scale parameter and \( \nu = \tau = 0.1 \) are parameters modelling the probabilities of zero and one respectively (\( \nu = p_0/p_2, \tau = p_1/p_2 \), where \( p_2 = 1 - p_0 - p_1 \) and \( p_0 \) and \( p_1 \) are probabilities of zero and one respectively). For further details on \( \text{BEINF} \) parametrization see Stasinopoulos et al. (2019).

### 2.2.2.5 Model fit

For each type of curve and each sampling scheme, 100 replicated data sets were generated (a total of 1600 data sets). Each generated data set, with 1000 observations each, was fitted using the proposed methods. Table 2.1 summarizes the six approaches considered (namely “GLM”, “GAMhk”, “GAMlk”, “SCAMfixSP”, “boost” and “Plateau”) and includes: the functional form of the model; constraints (if any); type of basis function (or base learner in the case of “boost”); penalty (yes or no); and finally the corresponding R packages and specific functions.

It is important to state some options we fixed in performing the simulations: i) for GAM methods we consider a low number of knots (\( K = 3 \), in \( \text{GAMLk} \)) and a higher number of knots (\( K = 10 \), in \( \text{GAMhk} \)), following Chust et al. (2014) for illustrative purposes; ii) for the SC-GAM’s implementation in the R package \( \text{scam} \), we found several convergence problems in the current implementation (\( \text{scam} \) version 1.2-4), and hence we decided to remove the penalty from the model by fixing the smoothing parameter (with the argument \( \text{sp} \)) to \( 10^{-4} \) and controlling the smoothness with a fixed number of knots in the construction of the model bases; iii) boosting is a computationally more expensive method but overcomes the convergence problems in \( \text{scam} \) (see Annex B for implementation details and code).

For each sampling scenario, fitted values were obtained along with the corresponding sampled environmental gradient interval while predictions were computed for the whole gradient interval. Analyses were performed using the computing environment R (R Core Team 2018).
Table 2.1: Summary of the six approaches considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Functional form</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>Basis</th>
<th>Penalty</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>$\beta_0 + \beta_1 x + \beta_2 x^2$</td>
<td>$\beta_2 &lt; 0$</td>
<td>2nd order polynomial</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>stats</td>
<td>glm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMlk</td>
<td>$\beta_0 + \sum_{j=1}^K f_j(x)$</td>
<td>$K = 3$</td>
<td>tprs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>mgcv</td>
<td>gam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMhk</td>
<td>$\beta_0 + \sum_{j=1}^K f_j(x)$</td>
<td>$K = 10$</td>
<td>tprs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>mgcv</td>
<td>gam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAMfixSP</td>
<td>$\beta_0 + \sum_{j=1}^K f_j(x)$</td>
<td>$f''(x) \leq 0$</td>
<td>B-splines with concavity</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>scam</td>
<td>scam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boost</td>
<td>$\beta_0 + \sum_{j=1}^K f_j(x)$</td>
<td>$f''(x) \leq 0$</td>
<td>concavity constraint</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>mboost</td>
<td>gamboost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plateau</td>
<td>See Eq. (2.4)</td>
<td>$\beta_1 &gt; 0, \beta_2 &lt; 0$</td>
<td>piece-wise parametric</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>plateau</td>
<td>fit.glm.env</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2.6 Performance statistics

The goodness-of-fit of each method was evaluated in terms of the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE):

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (p - \hat{p})^2}{n}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where $p$ is the real, theoretical probability, $\hat{p}$ is the estimated probability and $n$ is the sample size ($n = 1000$ in this case).

The level of agreement with the ecological niche theory was evaluated in terms of the concavity constraint. Second derivatives along the environmental gradient were approximated via finite differentiation. Negative second derivatives for the predicted curves along the whole environmental gradient indicate that the concavity restriction is respected on the linear predictor scale, while positive values at some point would indicate that a non-concave shape has been estimated. When concavity is held, we looked at the first derivatives, computing the number of changes of sign of the fitted curve, to evaluate whether the method was capable of estimating a global maximum, as defined in the theoretical curve, or not.

Uncertainty around estimated curves was compared by means of estimated variances of predicted values along with the whole range of each curve. Coverage probabilities were computed as the percentage of theoretical values along the whole gradient that
felled inside the estimated 90% confidence intervals in each replicate (Morris et al. 2019).

2.3 Results

The six modelling approaches were applied to each replicated data set for each type of curve and sampling scheme. The proposed shape-constrained GAM methods (“SCAMfixSP”, “boost”) as well as the “Plateau” method does satisfy the concavity restriction, resulting in unimodal response curves, and show closer estimated probabilities to the true theoretical response curve compared to the rest of the methods, as illustrated in Figure 2.2 for a single replicate and single scenario. In contrast, the “GAMhk” method, the most flexible option, does not fulfil the concavity restriction and neither of the “GLM” and “GAMlk” methods are capable of detecting the maximum. Estimated probabilities with these last two methods are far from the theoretical curve, mainly for unsampled environmental gradient values (Figure 2.2).

![Figure 2.2: Predicted response curves by method for curve2 and smp4 for a single replicate. Dashed black lines represent the true theoretical response curves and solid lines represent obtained fitted curves with their corresponding 90% confidence intervals in gray. Vertical gray dashed lines represent the sampling range. Each panel corresponds to a particular method.](image)
In order to summarize the performance statistics for all scenarios and methods, median and 0.1, 0.25, 0.75 and 0.9 percentile values across the 100 replicates were computed. The SC-GAM methods (“SCAMfixSP”, “boost”) and the “Plateau” method all satisfy concavity restrictions in all cases, assuring unimodal response curves are estimated in every scenario. They are able to detect a single global maximum in more than 80% of the replicates in most of the scenarios, with the “boost” method having the highest success percentages on detecting global maxima for all scenarios (Table 2.2). Furthermore, SC-GAMs result in better performance in terms of RMSE, giving lower values than the rest of the methods, except for the most flexible “GAMhk” method, which gives the lowest RMSE values (Figure 2.3). However, when using “GAMlik”, estimated curves almost never satisfy the concavity restriction (only 40 fitted curves out of 1600 simulations are concave). The “GLM” and “GAMlik” methods are able to fit concave curves only for sampling options smp1 and smp2 and result in worse RMSE values than the shape-constrained methods. For the rest of the sampling options (smp3 and smp4), these methods are not able to always fit concave curves, and when concavity does hold, global maxima are not detected in most cases (Table 2.2).

Table 2.2: Percentage of replicates for each scenario and method for which estimated response curves are concave in the linear predictor scale and percentage of fitted curves that detect a single global maximum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>curve1 smp1</th>
<th>curve1 smp2</th>
<th>curve1 smp3</th>
<th>curve1 smp4</th>
<th>curve2 smp1</th>
<th>curve2 smp2</th>
<th>curve2 smp3</th>
<th>curve2 smp4</th>
<th>curve3 smp1</th>
<th>curve3 smp2</th>
<th>curve3 smp3</th>
<th>curve3 smp4</th>
<th>curve4 smp1</th>
<th>curve4 smp2</th>
<th>curve4 smp3</th>
<th>curve4 smp4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max detected</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM lik</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max detected</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM hk</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max detected</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAM fix SP</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max detected</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boost</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max detected</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plateau</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max detected</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concerning uncertainty indicators, standard deviations were computed for each data-point and were used to compute 90% confidence intervals around the estimated curves. Among the methods that are able to estimate concave shapes, SC-GAM methods have higher coverage percentages (percentage of true theoretical values that fall inside these confidence intervals, see Figure 2.4) in comparison to “GLM” and “GAMlk” methods. The most flexible method, “GAMhk”, shows the highest coverage percentages. However, we have noted that the underlying fitted curves are often not concave. Although in most scenarios, the “Plateau” method and proposed shape-constrained GAM methods show similar results (overlapping intervals), the “Plateau” method presents higher variability in results, while the “boost” method shows more stable interquartile ranges across replicates (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Note that obtained coverage percentages are low in all cases due to the introduced zero and one inflated error, making the estimated maximum probability lower than the theoretically fixed value ($P_0 = 1$), and estimated curve tails greater than 0 (see
2.4 Case studies

The proposed methods were also used to model the spawning habitat of some fish species in two different case studies. In the first case study, the six modelling approaches were tested and compared in univariable analysis, modelling the occurrence of sardine (*Sardine pilchardus*) eggs in the Bay of Biscay as a function of Sea Surface Temperature (SST). In the second case study, the use of the proposed shape constrained methods was extended to more than one variable. An illustration of the use of concavity restrictions for some variables in a more complex and realistic case study is provided.
2.4.1 Thermal niche for sardine eggs

Several studies have attempted to identify the main environmental variables and timing that determine sardine spawning and found that temperature was an important factor (Bernal et al. 2007, Planque et al. 2007).

We analysed the presence of sardine eggs as a function of sea surface temperature (SST) using data collected in the BIOMAN survey (Santos et al. 2018). This survey is conducted yearly in May in order to estimate the spawning stock biomass of anchovy in the Bay of Biscay by the Daily Egg Production Method (DEPM, Lasker 1985, Parker 1980). In addition, in some years the DEPM is also used to estimate the spawning stock biomass of sardine (see ICES 2017b technical report). We compiled data from the years 1999, 2002, 2008, 2014 and 2017, for which the full DEPM was applied for sardine. At each sampling location, presence-absence data of sardine eggs, geographical position (longitude and latitude), and environmental variables such as SST, were recorded. In total, 3472 data points were used for the model fitting. The presence-absence data distribution along the environmental gradient for this case study is similar to smp2 scenarios in the simulation study, with overlapping distributions of presences and absences (see Figures C1 and C2 in Annex C for presence-absence data densities).

From the six proposed methods, “GLM” and “GAMhk” result in a convex and a multimodal response curve respectively, that are incompatible with the niche theory. Shape-constrained methods give concave unimodal curves which do agree with the niche theory (see Figure 2.5). The GAM method with fewer degrees of freedom (“GAMlk”) results in a monotone decreasing function. When predicting for temperatures lower than observed the predicted probabilities of presence continue to increase, being far from the expected bell-shaped response curve.

For each method, we computed the optimum temperature and the range of tolerance temperatures. The optimum was the value of the gradient with the highest estimated probability of presence and the tolerance was determined by the range of gradient where the predicted probability of species occurrence was higher than half of the maximum value for predicted probability (Schröder et al. 2005). For “GLM” and “GAMlk” the lower limit of the tolerance range could not be computed or can be considered $-\infty$ given that the estimated curve is monotonically increasing for
decreasing values of the gradient. The optimum SST is estimated around 12.5°C for these two methods while for the rest of the methods it located around 13.5°C. The obtained tolerances with shape-constrained methods and “GAMhk” methods are very similar giving a range from around 12 to 18°C.

Figure 2.5: Fitted response curves (in black) and predicted curves (dashed curves) for sardine egg real presence-absence data along the SST environmental gradient. Vertical lines represent the optimum and dashed vertical lines tolerance limits. Each panel corresponds to a specific method.

2.4.2 Spawning habitat of three pelagic species

Often when fitting species distribution models, the spatio-temporal coverage of the data is limited and does not cover the range of the environmental gradient that determines the biogeographic species area (Austin 2007). In those cases, the species response is truncated and cannot be modelled adequately. The ample coverage of the ICES triennial mackerel egg survey makes it an exception. Since 1977, the survey
has been conducted every three years between January and July and covers a large area from southern Spain to the north of Scotland, to estimate the total annual egg production of the western Atlantic mackerel stock (ICES 2018a, Lockwood et al. 1981). The egg presence-absence and abundance data collected during the survey have been used to characterize the spawning habitat of mackerel: see Borchers et al. (1997), Bruge et al. (2016), Brunel et al. (2018). Within the framework of an EU programme (INDICES, EU Study 97/017), the samples collected during the 1998 triennial survey were reanalyzed and eggs and larvae of other fish species were quantified (Ibaibarriaga et al. 2007). We applied SC-GAMs to model the egg distribution of three of these species: European anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus); sardine (Sardine pilchardus); and Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus). Their performance was compared with respect to the other methods considered. For each sampling location of presence-absence of eggs, we compiled environmental and depth data. Environmental data were extracted from the NCEP Global Ocean Data Assimilation System, GODAS (Derber and Rosati 1989), which provides gridded 4D data with a monthly temporal resolution and a vertical resolution of 10m on 0.333°x1° latitude-longitude grid points of sea surface temperature (SST), salinity (SSS), the temperature at 205 m (temp205), the difference between surface temperature and temperature at 205 m (temp dif) and oceanic mixed layer (dbss obml). Depth data were obtained from the bathymetric database ETOPO1 from NOAA using the package marmap (Pante and Simon-Bouhet 2013) in R (R Core Team 2018) and introduced in log scale (logbathy).

We applied the “SCAMfixSP” method, which allows constructing models as a combination of shape-constrained variables and non-restricted variables. Among the variables available for these case study, all of them were treated as direct variables (Austin 2007), and therefore introduced with shape constraints, except for bathymetry, which was considered to be an indirect variable, and so introduced without shape restriction. Variable selection was based on AICc, as defined in Barton (2009), selecting for each species the model with the lowest AICc, after removing the variables that were not significant in univariable analysis. Depth was selected for all species models. Additionally, salinity, surface temperature and temp_dif were also selected for anchovy, obtaining a model fit with 61.1% of explained deviance. In the sardine model salinity and temperature at 205m were included obtaining 33.7% of explained deviance, while for mackerel salinity and temp_dif were selected for the final model with 29.97% of explained deviance. All selected variables and AICc
values for each species are shown in Table 2.3.

All used variables except for depth were introduced in the models with the concavity restriction on the linear prediction scale, assuring this way that the ecological niche theory was met. These variables’ response curves of the selected direct variables (sea surface temperature (SST), salinity (SSS), the temperature at 205 m (temp205), the difference between surface temperature and temperature at 205 m (temp_dif) and the oceanic mixed layer (dbss obml)) are monotonic or unimodal, presenting a single optimum at most. The optimum salinity value was estimated at 35.3 psu for anchovy and 35.5 psu for mackerel, while for sardine the whole range could not be captured, resulting in a monotonic decreasing response curve (Figure 2.6). The optimum along the temp205 variable was estimated at 12.2°C for sardine. All marginal response curves for these variables and each species can be found in the supplementary material (Annex C, Figures C3, C4, C5).

Figure 2.6: Predicted marginal response curves along salinity variable (SSS) for anchovy, sardine and mackerel fitted with three different methods; a proposed SC-GAM method (“SCAMfixSP”) and no restricted GAM approaches with k=3 (“GAMlk”) and k=10 (“GAMhk”).

This proposed SC-GAM approach was also compared with other unrestricted meth-
ods for this multivariate case study. Presence-absence data for these three species with the same selected explanatory variables were also fitted using more common GAM approaches (“GAMlk” and “GAMhk”), showing that marginal response curves are not in agreement with the ecological niche theory—some estimated response curves do not satisfy the unimodality condition (Figure 2.6).

Validation for these models was conducted via $k$-fold cross-validation (with $k = 5$). The data set was divided into $k$ equally sized groups (Hijmans 2012), using 80% of randomly selected observations to run the model and the remaining 20% for validation, iteratively for each fold. Accuracy indicators, such as AUC (Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve) (Fielding and Bell 1997, Raes and ter Steege 2007), sensitivity (true predicted presences) and specificity (true predicted absences) were computed for each $k$ random subsets and then averaged. The threshold for presence-absence classification for each species was obtained as the values maximizing sensitivity plus specificity. Obtained AUC, sensitivity, and specificity indicators are above 70% for the three species (Table 2.3) and are similar to the values obtained when using all data without a cross-validation process, showing good out-of-sample performance of the models.

Table 2.3: For each species, selected variables in the final model (using method “SCAMfixSP”), AICc, explained deviance (%), AUC, specificity and sensitivity (%) derived from the whole data set (All data), and specificity and sensitivity (%) derived from the cross-validation process (CV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Selected variables</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>expl.dev (%)</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>All data (%)</th>
<th>CV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>spec</td>
<td>sens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchovy</td>
<td>SSS, SST, temp, dif, logbathy</td>
<td>375.75</td>
<td>61.10</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sardine</td>
<td>SSS, temp205, logbathy</td>
<td>899.35</td>
<td>33.70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackerel</td>
<td>SSS, temp, dif, logbathy</td>
<td>1322.62</td>
<td>29.90</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Predicted occurrence probabilities for each species have been mapped, using for prediction environmental variables from GODAS for June 1998. Apart from optimum detection for each explanatory environmental variable, extrapolated maps allow us to identify the spawning distribution of each species (Figure 2.7). For mackerel, the north-west part of the map shows a high probability area, although presences were not collected in this area during 1998. However, it has been reported that these species do lay in this area in recent years (Bruge et al. 2016), which confirms the reliability of the model in this area. For anchovy, areas close to the coast in the
Bay of Biscay are detected as locations with a high probability of presence, while for sardine, this area is wider, extending it along the Portuguese coast and up to the Celtic Sea (Figure 2.7).

This case study data set was also analyzed using the “boost” method, which is also capable of dealing with restricted and unrestricted variables. Results were similar to those described and can be found in the supplementary material (Annex C, Figure C6).

![Figure 2.7: Predicted occurrence probabilities (p) in each map cell along with presences (circles) and absences (small dots) for each species in the north-east Atlantic.](image)

### 2.5 Discussion

This study proposes SC-GAMs for species distribution models under the ecological niche theory framework. This emerges as a new approach in the centre-ground between pure statistical fitting and process-based (or mechanistic) models that apply
physiological thresholds (Martínez et al. 2015) or takes into account factors affecting spatial population dynamics such as species interactions, reproduction, mortality and migration rate; see the comparison in Melle et al. (2014), Robinson et al. (2011). Our proposed model has been tested by simulation for various types of theoretical curves and sampling schemes and has been applied successfully to real case studies. The performance has been compared to other regression models without shape-constraints (GLMs and GAMs with different degrees of freedom (Guisan et al. 2002, Hastie and Tibshirani 1990, McCullagh and Nelder 1989)) and to models based on climate envelopes such as “Plateau” (Brewer et al. 2016).

SC-GAMs are based on the same statistical framework as GLMs and GAMs that are commonly used to fit species distribution models (Guisan et al. 2002). According to the simulation results, in several scenarios, mainly when the range of the environmental gradient was not fully covered, “GLM” and “GAMlk” methods were not able to approximate correctly the underlying theoretical niche model. Increasing the degrees of freedom of the GAM (“GAMhk”) helped to estimate curves that were closer to the true theoretical curve; however, due to random noise, fitted curves were mostly multimodal and not concave which renders them implausible under the ecological niche theory framework. An essential challenge when modelling the relationship between species occurrence and environmental drivers is to capture the signal and to differentiate it from sampling and environmental noise (Burnham and Anderson 2003). Therefore, for all models in general, and for GAMs in particular, determining the appropriate model complexity is critical both for robust inference and for accurate prediction. Excessive flexibility can lead to overfitted models where resulting patterns can be spurious and affected by noise, and predictions based on such models can be biased and unreliable (Burnham and Anderson 2003). Many authors have favoured simpler versus more complex models (Merow et al. 2014 and references therein), suggesting that researchers should constrain the complexity of their models based on the study objective, attributes of the data, and an understanding of how these interact with the underlying biological processes. Austin (2002) suggested that complex functions produced by GAMs could be replaced by an equivalent parametric function, simpler and ecologically easier to interpret. In practice, other authors have manually changed the degrees of freedom of the smoothing functions to achieve simpler curves (e.g., Bruge et al. (2016), Brunel et al. (2018)) or even unimodal or monotonic shapes following the ecological niche theory (Chust et al. 2014). In that context, SC-GAMs automatically provide response curves in
agreement with the niche theory. In the simulations, obtained fits were closer to the underlying theoretical curves in comparison to “GLM” and “GAMlk” approaches, and in scenarios where the sampling did not cover the whole environmental range, results were similar or even better than those obtained with the most flexible GAM.

SC-GAMs were also compared to “Plateau” (Brewer et al. 2016) which is a regression model based on climatic envelopes. “Plateau” can provide the correct shape with variance estimates from the hessian in a fast way. The extension to the multivariable functions is straightforward and more variables and their potential interactions can be readily incorporated. The simulations indicated that there were no differences regarding the performance in terms of agreement with the ecological niche theory. Both the “Plateau” and the SC-GAMs satisfied the concavity restrictions and estimated the maximum correctly. However, the simulation results showed that shape-constrained models were more robust across replicates, with less uncertainty in point estimation and coverage probabilities.

The two SC-GAMs implementations tested in this study present statistically sound methods that allow for robust estimation, model comparison, and prediction. However, they exhibited some differences in terms of uncertainty estimation, computing time and ease of use. The “boost” approach seemed to be more robust to the generated uncertainties and showed more stable and narrower intervals for RMSE values and for coverage probabilities. Variance estimation in this approach is performed through bootstrapping which implies a high computational cost. Alternatively, the “SCAM” approach builds on the framework of unconstrained generalised additive models (Wood 2006b), being computationally efficient (Pya and Wood 2014). In addition, it uses almost the same syntax as in mgcv R package which facilitates its use.

SC-GAMs provide a unified framework to deal with different types of variables in species distribution models. Direct variables and limiting factors are expected to have a unimodal shape (symmetric or not), whereas there is no theoretical expectation regarding direct variables. However, sometimes, there might be exceptions in which the realized niche is not unimodal with respect to environmental gradients (Austin 2002). In those cases, the comparison between shape-constrained and unconstrained methods could help to better disentangle the factors defining the ecological niche of the species. When modelling species distribution based only on
niche theory, results are limited by strong assumptions such as unlimited dispersal of species, and no consideration of competition processes between species, population dynamics and adaptation of the species (sensu population fitness).

The extent and resolution of the data are crucial to obtain an adequate characterization of the niche of a species (Peterson et al. 2011). If the range of the environmental gradient does not cover the limits of the species, the species response is truncated and determining the actual shape of the response will be difficult (Austin 2007). Thuiller et al. (2004) found that this could be especially problematic on the tails of the species response curves, yielding spurious projections. In our simulations, the performance of the shape-unconstrained methods was worse when the range of the environmental gradient was not fully observed. In most of the cases they were not able to fit concave curves, the single maximum was not found and presented high RMSE values. However, shape-constrained methods performed similarly regardless of the type of sampling. Therefore, adding the shape constraints warranted that the species distribution model was ecologically meaningful within the observed range of the environmental variable, and facilitating its subsequent use for extrapolation and prediction.

Methods have been also tested in two different real case studies. The first case study shows that shape-constrained methods can solve issues arising with the other methods, as concluded with the simulation study. Optimum SST values and tolerance ranges obtained by SC-GAMs in the presented real case study are very similar to those reported in Bernal et al. (2007). They compiled data from all the available ichthyoplankton surveys in the Northeast Atlantic and found that spawning is restricted mainly to the shelf area and in a range of temperatures between 12°C and 17°C. Stratoudakis et al. (2007) detected that spawning seasonality varies with latitude following temperature gradients. The preferred temperatures for spawning were identified between 14 and 15°C, while temperatures below 12°C and above 16°C were avoided. In the Bay of Biscay, thermal preference at the surface was found between 12°C and 15°C (Planque et al. 2007). The second case study involves the incorporation of several variables in order to find species probabilities of occurrence combining different types of variables. Results are similar to those reported in other studies that needed a manual selection of smoother parameters such as the probability of the presence of anchovy eggs along with salinity or sea surface temperature reported in Erauskin-Extramiana et al. (2019) or the estimated optima for mackerel
spawning along the salinity gradient in Brunel et al. (2018). It is shown that the framework of SC-GAMs enables us to fit both unconstrained and shape-constrained shapes for each of the included variables depending on the type and prior knowledge. It also allows us to test the shape of each predictor consistently with the expected ecological theory as suggested in Austin (2007).

We consider that proposed SC-GAMs can be readily applied for fitting distribution models and are useful tools for modelling communities of a large number of species, as they result in a good balance between the goodness of fit and agreement with the ecological niche theory. They can incorporate multiple explanatory variables with or without interaction, both shape-constrained and unconstrained, depending on the nature of the variables involved. Thus, SC-GAMs offer the possibility of investigating, for example, the effect of climate change on multiple species without requiring sophisticated and time-consuming mechanistic models that depend on detailed knowledge of vital rates and life traits for each species. Future applications of SC-GAMs in the context of ecological models could go beyond the examples shown in this work. Bivariable smooths with concavity restrictions would allow a better understanding of the interactions between environmental variables, as in Brewer et al. (2016). SC-GAMs could also be extended to include response shapes varying per grouping level as in HGAMs (Pedersen et al. 2019). In this case, several species could be modeled together including interactions between the explanatory variables and the species as a factor obtaining a common effect and different response curves for each species. Multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS, Friedman et al. 1991) are also claimed to have a strong performance for multiresponse species distribution models (Leathwick et al. 2006). Shape constraints could be also introduced, for unimodality condition in the response curve, to obtain comparable results with SC-GAMs. SDMs can be also fitted in a Bayesian framework, allowing to incorporate prior knowledge of species ecology (Golding and Purse 2016, Paradinas et al. 2015) or prior information on response curve shapes (Fraaije et al. 2015 - Appendix3) using INLA as a tool to perform full Bayesian analysis of latent Gaussian models using Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (Rue et al. 2014).
Chapter 3

Stock assessment models for sardine in the Bay of Biscay

In this chapter, we describe the data and the stock assessment model that serves as a basis to provide management advice for sardine in the Bay of Biscay. In addition, we present an alternative model that will be used throughout the thesis and an ad-hoc model developed specifically for this stock. The results of the three modelling approaches are compared, while the main methodological differences and the benefits of each of them are discussed.

3.1 Introduction

Since 2017 sardine in the Bay of Biscay is assessed yearly by the ICES Working Group on Southern Horse Mackerel, Anchovy and Sardine (WGHANSA) using an age-structured model implemented in Stock Synthesis (SS, Methot and Wetzel 2013). The methodology was first established in the Benchmark Workshop on Pelagic Stocks (WKPELA) carried out in 2017 (ICES 2017a) and it was revised in 2019 in the Inter-Benchmark Process on sardine in the Bay of Biscay (IBPSARDINE, ICES 2019b).

Stock Synthesis (SS) is a statistical age-structured population modelling framework (Methot and Wetzel 2013, Punt and Maunder 2013) that can be cast within the integrated analysis framework (Maunder and Punt 2013). It was first developed in the 1980s by Richard Methot for the assessment of northern anchovy (Methot 1986; 1989) and since then, it has been continuously evolving, becoming one of the most commonly used stock assessment models nowadays. It is extensively used
in the United States of America (Dichmont et al. 2016), but it is common also in
Tuna-Regional Fisheries Management Organizations, Australia and Europe (Methot
and Wetzel 2013). Species such as Western Atlantic Bluefin tuna, Pacific sardine,
northern hake or Iberian sardine are currently assessed using this software. SS is
designed to flexibly incorporate multiple data sources and can deal with a wide
range of models, encompassing from data-limited stocks (Wetzel and Punt 2011)
to complex age-structured or length-structured models distributed across multiple
areas and seasonal patterns (Methot 2009). Most parameters can change over time
in response to environmental and ecosystem factors.

This flexibility of SS and its ability to handle a wide range of model configurations,
make it a complex program that requires advanced technical skills. Assessment for all
(a4a) (Jardim et al. 2014) is a newer alternative statistical model for age-structured
fish stock assessment designed to be flexible in terms of the model structure while
being simple for implementation and an easy to use option. The a4a model makes
use of the R’s syntax for model building (Chambers and Hastie 1992) and is framed
into the FLR platform (Kell et al. 2007). It was developed as part of the a4a ini-
tiative of the European Commission Joint Research Centre that aimed at providing
an accessible and versatile tool that could lead to an increase in the number of
stocks assessed in Europe (Jardim et al. 2014). Moreover, taking advantage of the
simplicity and flexibility for models implementation, it has been used to test spatial
heterogeneity of meta-populations, such as sardine in the Bay of Biscay, comparing
the assessment results of a meta-population with the combined results of its com-
ponents (Jardim et al. 2018).

Another alternative that allows exploring new options out of the pre-specified con-
figurations of the above-mentioned software is building an ad-hoc model (Dichmont
et al. 2016). It enables controlling and modifying model equations at any level and
even integrating new data sources. The ad-hoc stock assessment model developed
in this chapter mimics the official SS assessment and is explored as a more flexible
and transparent option within the Bayesian inference framework.

The main objective of this work is to detail the basis of the official SS assessment
model used by the Working Group on Southern Horse Mackerel, Anchovy and Sar-
dine (WGHANSA) in 2017 and 2018 (ICES 2017c; 2018b) and compare it to two
alternative stock assessment models: one based on the a4a approach and an ad-hoc
Bayesian model. The three approaches are age-structured models and hence, they share the same underlying population dynamics model and rely on the same data. The main differences between the three approaches lie in the observation model and the estimation method.

3.2 Material and methods

3.2.1 Data for sardine in the Bay of Biscay

Data to fit stock assessment models originate from different sources. Fishery dependent data provide information on the activity of the fishing vessels, such as landings, discards, their length or age composition and fishing effort exerted by the fleets. Alternatively, additional data might be available from specific research surveys, like acoustics, trawl, egg production or tagging surveys (Gunderson 1993). The advantage of research surveys is that they can provide abundance indices independent from the commercial or recreational activity of the fleets. In addition, they provide additional information on the biology and ecology of the species. Thus, research surveys are critical ingredients for stock assessment (Hilborn 1992) and have proved to be particularly useful for the management of small pelagic fish such as sardine, due to their particular life-history traits (Barange et al. 2009).

Data available to develop an age-structured stock assessment model for sardine in the Bay of Biscay have been collected by different research institutes and have been compiled by ICES (2017a; 2018b). Data are organised according to their type (Table 3.1). In what follows, first we summarise data from the fishery consisting of total catch and catch-at-age. Then, we present data from the research surveys, namely, annual total biomass and age composition from the PELGAS survey (Doray et al. 2018), annual total abundance index based on the egg counts from the BIOMAN survey (Santos et al. 2018) and triennial spawning stock biomass (SSB) index from the application of the daily egg production method (DEPM, Lasker 1985, Parker 1980) in the BIOMAN survey. Finally, we introduce biological data such as weight-at-age in the catch and stock weight-at-age and maturity-at-age recorded in the PELGAS survey. The period ranges from 2000 to 2018. However, not all data sources include measurements for every year as summarized in Figure 3.1. The time series of catch-at-age and weight-at-age in the catch started in 2002, and they are not available in the assessment year (in this case, 2018). Additionally, the DEPM SSB estimates are
only provided every three years since 2011.

Table 3.1: Data used for the assessment of sardine in the Bay of Biscay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year range</th>
<th>Age range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{y}^{\text{tot}}$</td>
<td>Catch in tonnes</td>
<td>2000-2018</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{a,y}$</td>
<td>Catch-at-age in numbers</td>
<td>2002-2017</td>
<td>0-6+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{a,y}^{\text{ac}}$</td>
<td>PELGAS acoustic index at-age in numbers</td>
<td>2000-2018</td>
<td>1-6+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{y}^{\text{tot}}$</td>
<td>PELGAS acoustic biomass index in tonnes</td>
<td>2000-2018</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{y}^{\text{egg}}$</td>
<td>BIOMAN egg count index in numbers</td>
<td>2000-2018</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{y}^{\text{depm}}$</td>
<td>BIOMAN DEPM SSB index in tonnes</td>
<td>2011, 2014, 2017</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{a,y}$</td>
<td>Stock weight-at-age in kg</td>
<td>2000-2018</td>
<td>1-6+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{C,a,y}$</td>
<td>Catch weight-at-age in kg</td>
<td>2002-2017</td>
<td>0-6+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{a,y}$</td>
<td>Natural mortality year$^{-1}$</td>
<td>2000-2018</td>
<td>0-6+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{a,y}$</td>
<td>Maturity-at-age proportion</td>
<td>2000-2018</td>
<td>0-6+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PF$</td>
<td>Proportion of fishing mortality before spawning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PM$</td>
<td>Proportion of natural mortality before spawning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1: Summary of the time range coverage of the data used for the assessment of sardine in the Bay of Biscay.
3.2.1.1 Catch data

Commercial catch data for sardine in the Bay of Biscay include total catch from 2000 to 2018 and catch-at-age data from 2002 to 2018. The total catch in weight has increased from around 15 thousand tonnes at the start of the time series, to around 30 thousand tonnes during the last decade (Figure 3.2). This increase in total catch is mainly due to the increase of Spanish landings as reported in ICES (2018b). Discards are considered negligible and therefore, catches are equal to landings. Usually, catch data are not available for the assessment year, but it is necessary to include some value to fit the model until the assessment year. This allows us to estimate the status of the stock in the assessment year and provide the most up-to-date management advice. One possible option is to assume that catch in the assessment year corresponds to status quo fishing mortality (i.e. fishing mortality in the assessment year is the same as the year before $F_{2018} = F_{2017}$). Other options can be based on the total catch advised by ICES for that year or on preliminary catch data for the assessment year in comparison with the historical series. In this case, the total catch in 2018 is taken as 32,776 tonnes, which is based on the F status quo (ICES 2018b).

Figure 3.2: Total catch (in thousand tonnes) of sardine in the Bay of Biscay from 2000 to 2018.
Catch-at-age refers to number of caught individuals at each age group (Figure 3.3). The values range from a maximum amount of 321 million fish to less than 1 million fish depending on the year and show a general increase during the last years (see ICES 2018b for details). The most exploited age classes are 1 and 2, with a slight increase up to age 3 on the proportion of older fishes at the middle of the time series.

No catch-at-age data are given to the model for the assessment year (2018) as they are not available. Therefore, the catch age composition in the assessment year will be based on some assumption for the age selection pattern of the fishery in that year.

Figure 3.3: Catch-at-age data for sardine in the Bay of Biscay from 2002 to 2017. Bubble sizes are proportional to the number of individuals caught in each year (x axis) and age class (y axis). The black line represents the weighted average age of captured fish in each year.

### 3.2.1.2 Abundance indices

Two research surveys (PELGAS and BIOMAN) carried out yearly in spring provide the four abundance indices used for the assessment of sardine in the Bay of Biscay (see Chapter 1 for details). The PELGAS acoustic survey provides total biomass and age composition estimates, whereas BIOMAN gives an annual abundance index
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and a triennial SSB estimate from the application of the DEPM.

The age-structured abundance index obtained from the acoustic PELGAS survey is given in numbers of individuals by age class (Figure 3.4). The numbers-at-age range from a maximum measurement of 8661 million fish to 8 million fish, depending on the year and the age class (see ICES 2018b for details). This information allows to track the cohorts and identify strong year classes such as 2008, 2012, 2014 or 2016, and weaker ones like the 2005 cohort. The most abundant age classes are 1 and 2, while age 0 is not recorded in these spring surveys. The average age decreases along time from age 3 at the beginning of the time series to age 1.5 in 2018.

Figure 3.4: PELGAS age-structured abundance index data for sardine in the Bay of Biscay. Bubble sizes are proportional to the number of individuals in each year (x-axis) and age class (y-axis) and colours represent different cohorts. The black line represents the weighted average age for each year.

Aggregated abundance indices consist of the total biomass index from PELGAS and the egg count and DEPM SSB indices from BIOMAN. PELGAS total biomass index and the BIOMAN SSB index from the DEPM are given in thousand tonnes while the egg count is given in billions of eggs (Figure 3.5). None of the time series
shows any clear contrasting trend. PELGAS highest biomass values correspond to 2002 and 2004 with a new peak in 2017, while BIOMAN egg count shows a peak in 2005, followed by 2010 and 2008 estimates. In both cases 2003 and 2007 present among the lowest values of each times series. Regarding the SSB estimates from the DEPM, there are only three indices available, from which 2014 presents the highest SSB value.

3.2.1.3 Biological data

Weights-at-age are obtained both from the monitoring of the fishery and from the PELGAS acoustic survey. The former is used in the stock assessment model as
the catch weight-at-age, while the latter represents the stock weight-at-age at the survey time. Weights are given in kg with the highest values around 0.12 kg for the oldest fishes (Figure 3.6). Both catch and stock weights show a decreasing trend along time for all the age classes, with higher values at the beginning of the time series and lower weights in the most recent years as studied in Véron et al. (2020). Weights-at-age for age 0 in the survey are set to 0 given that this age class is not observed.

Maturity-at-age data are also obtained from the PELGAS survey and represent the proportion of mature individuals found in each year and age class. All age 0 individuals are non-mature while the proportion of mature individuals at age 2 and older is almost 1. Maturity of age 1 individuals shows more variability, ranging between 0.4 and 0.8 with the largest value in the year 2006 and lowest in 2012 (Figure 3.7).

The annual rate of natural mortality constitutes one of the crucial and most influential processes in stock assessment models (Maunder and Piner 2015). However, usually, there are no direct estimates available and alternative indirect methods, such as those described by Kenchington (2014) and Then et al. (2015), must be used. Natural mortality for sardine in the Bay of Biscay was established by ICES (2017a). First, several natural mortality-at-age vectors were computed based on the models by Gislason et al. (2010) and Lorenzen (1996) and they were re-scaled by different values to obtain a range of potential options. Then, the best estimates of natural mortality-at-age were selected based on the lowest AIC value of several stock assessment fits under different natural mortality scenarios. The final time-invariant vector of annual rates of natural mortality for ages 0 to 6+ corresponded to the Gislason’s expected natural mortality-at-age vector (Gislason et al. 2010) multiplied by 0.9 (Table 3.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M_a(\text{yr}^{-1})$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0171</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Annual rate of natural mortality-at-age of sardine in the Bay of Biscay.
Figure 3.6: Weight-at-age in the catch (in the left) and weight-at-age in the stock obtained from PELGAS survey at spawning time (in the right) for sardine in the Bay of Biscay. Cell colours indicate the weight value (in kg) for each year (x-axis) and age class (y-axis) according to the colour scale in the right.

Figure 3.7: Maturity-at-age for sardine in the Bay of Biscay, obtained from the PELGAS survey. Cell colours represent the proportion of mature individuals at each year (x axis) and age class (y axis) according to the colour scale in the right.
3.2.2 Modelisation for sardine in the Bay of Biscay

In this section, we first describe the common elements of the three modelling approaches, with special emphasis on the foundation of age-structured models, and then, we cover the specificities of each approach.

3.2.2.1 Common elements

Let $N_{a,y}$ be the total number of individuals at-age $a$ at the beginning of year $y$. The index $y = 1, \ldots, Y$ represents the assessment years and the index $a = a_r, \ldots, A-1, A$ the age groups, being $a_r$ the age at which recruitment occurs (i.e. age at which new individuals enter into the population) and $A$ the age of the plus-group (i.e. the age group including individuals of age $A$ and older). This plus-group age $A$ can be based either on the ability to predict the age of an individual or on the age above which very few individuals are observed. For sardine in the Bay of Biscay, $a_r$ is established at 0 and the plus-group is set at age 6+.

The transition along time of the number of individuals at each age group is given by the survival equation. For $y \geq 2$:

$$N_{a,y} = N_{a-1,y-1} e^{-Z_{a-1,y-1}}, \text{ for } a = 1, \ldots, 5$$ (3.1)

and

$$N_{6+,y} = N_{5,y-1} e^{-Z_{5,y-1}} + N_{6+,y-1} e^{-Z_{6+,y-1}},$$ (3.2)

where $Z_{a,y}$ is the total annual mortality rate of individuals of age $a$ in year $y$ that can be decomposed as the sum of the fishing mortality $F_{a,y}$ and the natural mortality $M_{a,y}$ as follows:

$$Z_{a,y} = F_{a,y} + M_{a,y}.$$ (3.3)

For sardine in the Bay of Biscay annual natural mortality-at-age is assumed to be time-invariant (i.e. $M_{a,y} = M_a$) and equal to the values given in Table 3.2. In turn, fishing mortality by age and year ($F_{a,y}$) is modelled assuming a separable structure:

$$F_{a,y} = f_y s_a,$$ (3.4)
where \( f_y \) is the year component that refers to the fishing intensity in year \( y \) and \( s_a \) is the age component that represents the fishery selection pattern at age \( a \). For sardine, age classes 3 and older are assumed to be fully selected by the fishery. So, the shape of the age selection pattern is assumed to increase from age 0 to 2 and is kept constant from age 3 to 6+ (ICES 2017a).

From the number of individuals in the population \( N_{a,y} \), the Baranov’s catch equation (Baranov 1918) defines the total number of captured individuals at age \( a \) in year \( y \), \( C_{a,y} \), as the proportion of dead individuals attributed to fishing:

\[
C_{a,y} = N_{a,y} \left( 1 - e^{-Z_{a,y}} \right) \frac{F_{a,y}}{Z_{a,y}}. \quad (3.5)
\]

Then, the catch proportion-at-age \( a \) in year \( y \), \( CP_{a,y} \), can be calculated as:

\[
CP_{a,y} = \frac{C_{a,y}}{\sum_{a=0}^{6+} C_{a,y}}, \quad (3.6)
\]

and the total catch in weight in year \( y \), \( C_{y}^{\text{tot}} \), is defined as:

\[
C_{y}^{\text{tot}} = \sum_{a=0}^{6+} C_{a,y} W_{a,y},
\]

where \( W_{a,y} \) is the weight-at-age \( a \) of the population at time instant \( t \) of year \( y \).

From these basic population dynamic equations, other derived quantities of interest are Total Biomass \( (B_{y,t}) \) and Biomass of age 1 and older individuals \( (B1_{y,t}) \) at time instant \( t \) of year \( y \):

\[
B_{y,t} = \sum_{a=0}^{6+} N_{a,y} e^{(-Z_{a,y}t)} W_{a,y,t}, \quad (3.7)
\]

\[
B_{1_{y,t}} = \sum_{a=1}^{6+} N_{a,y} e^{(-Z_{a,y}t)} W_{a,y,t}, \quad (3.8)
\]

where \( W_{a,y,t} \) is the weight-at-age \( a \) of the population at time instant \( t \) of year \( y \). Similarly, Spawning Stock Biomass \( (SSB) \) is the total weight of all individuals in a
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fish stock that is capable of reproducing and is computed as:

\[ SSB_{y,t_{spw}} = \sum_{a=0}^{6} N_{a,y} e^{-(F_{a,y} PF + M_{a,y} PM) W_{a,y,t_{spw}} m_{a,y}}, \]  

(3.9)

where \( t_{spw} \) is the breeding time instant, \( PF \) is the proportion of fishing mortality before spawning, \( PM \) is the proportion of natural mortality before spawning (both set to 0 in this case study) and \( m_{a,y} \) is the proportion of mature individuals at-age \( a \) in year \( y \).

The number of individuals entering the population at the start of each year \( y \) is named recruitment and is denoted by \( R_y \). In this case study, new individuals enter the population at age zero \( (a_r = 0) \), so recruits are age 0 individuals at the beginning of the year \( (R_y = N_{0,y}) \). Recruitment can be estimated as individual parameters for each year or can be modelled using a stock-recruitment relationship. Stock-Recruitment relationships (S-R) associate the parental fish stock, usually the spawning stock biomass, and the subsequent number of recruits produced by that spawning (Hilborn and Walters 1992, Quinn and Deriso 1999). This idea is common to all self renewable populations. Two of the most common S-R models are the Beverton-Holt (Beverton and Holt 1957) and the Ricker model (Ricker 1954), but more general or alternative models have been proposed by Deriso (1980), Schnute (1985) or Barrowman and Myers (2000) among others. See Needle (2001) for a summary on S-R models and Subbey et al. (2014) or Sharma et al. (2019) for recent discussions and developments on S-R models.

Given the population dynamics described above, the abundance indices are assumed to be linearly related to the available population at survey time. The numbers-at-age from the acoustic survey PELGAS at age \( a \) in year \( y \), \( I_{a,y}^{ac} \), is modelled through the following equation:

\[ I_{a,y}^{ac} = Q_{ac} q_a N_{a,y} e^{-Z_{a,y} t_{ac}}, \]  

(3.10)

where \( t_{ac} \) represents the timing of the acoustic survey, \( Q_{ac} \) is the overall catchability coefficient of the acoustic survey and \( q_a \in [0, 1] \) is the survey selectivity at age \( a \). For sardine in the Bay of Biscay, \( q_a \) is kept fixed and equal to 1 from ages 2 to 5 (ICES 2017a). Given that age 0 is not observed in this survey, only the survey selectivities
for ages 1 and 6+ must be estimated.

From the above, the proportion-at-age \( a \) in year \( y \) from the acoustic survey is given by:

\[
IP_{a,y} = \frac{I_{ac}^{a,y}}{\sum_{a=0}^{6+} I_{ac}^{a,y}} .
\]  
(3.11)

Similarly, the aggregated acoustic biomass index from the PELGAS acoustic survey \( I_{y}^{tot} \) is assumed to be linearly related to the population biomass at survey time:

\[
I_{ac}^{y} = Q_{tot} B_{y,t_{ac}} ,
\]  
(3.12)

and the annual egg abundance index \( I_{y}^{egg} \) and the triennial DEPM index \( I_{y}^{depm} \) from the BIOMAN survey are linearly related to the population SSB at their respective time instants:

\[
I_{y}^{egg} = Q_{egg} SSB_{y,t_{egg}} ,
\]  
(3.13)

\[
I_{y}^{depm} = Q_{depm} SSB_{y,t_{depm}} ,
\]  
(3.14)

where \( Q_{tot} \), \( Q_{egg} \) and \( Q_{depm} \) are the catchability parameters for each of the aggregated indices. Given that all the surveys are carried out during spring approximately at the same time, it is further assumed that all surveys time instants are equal to 0.4 (\( t_{ac} = t_{egg} = t_{depm} = 0.4 \)).

Model structure and statistical distribution particularities for recruitment, first-year population numbers, fishing mortality parameters and catch and indices observation equations are detailed in the following sections for each modelling approach. The hat symbol (\( \hat{\ } \)) will be used to represent observed data and distinguish them from the model quantities.
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3.2.2.2 SS approach

Stock synthesis model specifications as setting up by WKPELA (ICES 2017a) for the Bay of Biscay sardine case study are described below.

Population dynamics model:

Annual recruitments ($R_y$) are estimated yearly and are modelled as lognormal ($LN$) deviations from a constant mean value in log-scale ($R_m$) with a standard deviation of $\sigma_R = 0.55$.

$$R_y \sim LN(\ln(R_m), \sigma_R), \text{ for } y = 1, \ldots, Y. \quad (3.15)$$

Since there are no data providing information on the recruitment in the assessment year, recruitment in that year is assumed to be the historical geometric mean ($R_{2018} = R_{GM}$).

The initial population numbers (i.e. population numbers-at-age in the first year of the assessment, 2000) are calculated by estimating an initial equilibrium population modified by the age composition data in the first year of the assessment (Methot and Wetzel, 2013). The initial equilibrium population is derived assuming an initial catch of 13 000 tons, which is the average catch between the years 1990 and 1999.

Fishing mortality is estimated using the hybrid method described by Methot and Wetzel (2013). This method does a Pope’s approximation (Pope 1972) to provide initial values and then iteratively adjusts the continuous $F$ values to closely approximate the observed total catch.

In SS fishery age selectivity ($s_a$) is such that the parameter for each age is modelled as a random walk from the previous age (Methot 2009). Selectivity-at-age 0 is not estimated and is used as the reference age against which subsequent changes occur. The rest selectivity estimates are computed from a set of internally defined parameters (positive values are associated with increasing selectivity between ages, and negative values are associated with decreasing selectivity between ages) with the property that the maximum selectivity is equal to 1. In order to mimic the sardine dome-shaped selectivity pattern with an increasing or flat shape from ages 0 to 3,
selectivity parameters are estimated for ages 1, 2, and 3, while selectivity at ages 3 to 5 in the fishery are bound, meaning that parameters for ages 4 and 5 are not estimated but assumed to be equal to the parameter estimated for age 3.

**Observation model:**

SS assumes that the absolute level of **total catch** is known precisely so that the annual fishing mortality values are tuned to approximately match the total catch biomass by year (standard deviation in log-scale \( \sigma_C = 0.05 \)):

\[
\hat{C}_{y}^{\text{tot}} \sim LN(C_{y}^{\text{tot}}, \sigma_C = 0.05), \ y = 1, \ldots, Y. \tag{3.16}
\]

The observed fishery age composition, \( \hat{CP}_{1\ldots6+,y} \), derived from catch-at-age data is assumed to follow a multinomial distribution depending on the population age composition as follows:

\[
\hat{CP}_{1\ldots6+,y} \sim \text{Multinomial}(n_C, CP_{1,y}, \ldots, CP_{6+,y}), \ y = 1, \ldots, Y. \tag{3.17}
\]

The sample size \( (n_C) \) sets the precision of the age composition data. If the multinomial error model is strictly correct and the observations in a sample are independent, \( n_C \) should correspond to the actual number of fish in the age samples. However, age samples are usually autocorrelated and it is difficult to obtain reliable values for \( n_C \). Although the levels of age sampling for the sardine stock are high in both the fishery and the acoustic survey, approximate sample sizes are calculated taking into account the harmonic mean of expected sample sizes provided by the model. The sample size for fishery age compositions is set equal to 54.

Similarly, the **acoustic survey age composition** is assumed to follow a multinomial distribution:

\[
\hat{IP}_{1\ldots6+,y} \sim \text{Multinomial}(n_I, IP_{1,y}, \ldots, IP_{6+,y}), \ y = 1, \ldots, Y, \tag{3.18}
\]

where \( \hat{IP}_{1\ldots6+,y} \) is the observed age composition derived from the acoustic survey numbers-at-age. The sample size for acoustic survey age composition \( (n_I) \) is fixed to 40, following the same process as for the fishery age composition described above. Similarly to the fishery selectivity, selectivity for this abundance at-age index \( (q_a) \) is
such that the parameter for each age is estimated as a random walk from the previous age. However, this applies only to ages 1, 2, and 6+ in the survey. Selectivity at ages 2 to 5 years in the survey are bound, meaning that parameters for ages 3, 4 and 5 are not estimated but assumed to be equal to the parameter estimated for age 2. Selectivity-at-age 0 is not estimated and is used as the reference age against which subsequent changes occur. This selectivity parameterization mimics a dome-shaped pattern, with an increasing or flat shape from ages 0 to 2 and a declining or flat shape at the 6+ group.

The three **aggregated abundance indices** by year are assumed to follow a lognormal distribution centred at the modelled abundance index in log scale with a standard deviation coming from an iterative process where these values are updated iteratively until approximate convergence of the root mean squared error of each aggregated indices (McAllister and Ianelli 1997).

In particular, the **PELGAS biomass index** \( \hat{I}_{ac} \) is lognormally distributed:

\[
\hat{I}_{ac} \sim LN(\ln(I_{ac}^0), \sigma_{I_{ac}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y
\]  

(3.19)

where the standard deviations \( \sigma_{I_{ac}} \) are first set to the values estimated by the survey and are then increased after the tuning iterative process. The resulting values range between 0.3 and 0.7 depending on the year.

The **egg count index** \( \hat{I}_{egg} \) is modelled as:

\[
\hat{I}_{egg} \sim LN(\ln(I_{egg}^0), \sigma_{I_{egg}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y
\]  

(3.20)

where the standard deviation \( \sigma_{I_{egg}} = 0.448 \) is constant along years and is derived from the iterative process described above.

Similarly, the **DEPM index** \( \hat{I}_{depm} \) follows a lognormal distribution:

\[
\hat{I}_{depm} \sim LN(\ln(I_{depm}^0), \sigma_{I_{depm}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y
\]  

(3.21)

where the standard deviation is constant along years and is set as \( \sigma_{I_{depm}} = 0.567 \).
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**Estimation method:**

The version of SS used in this work is 3.24 (Methot 2009). The model and a graphical user interface are available at the NOAA Fisheries Stock Assessment Toolbox website: [http://nft.nefsc.noaa.gov/](http://nft.nefsc.noaa.gov/). Although the first SS version was coded in Fortran, subsequent versions have been programmed and compiled using Automatic Differentiation Model Builder (ADMB, Fournier et al. (2012)). This allows SS to benefit from rapid model convergence and uncertainty estimation through inverse Hessian MCMC approaches are also available (Methot and Wetzel 2013). Model inspection and figures showed in this section are generated using the `r4ss` package (Taylor et al. 2019).

### 3.2.2.3 a4a approach

The a4a model for sardine in the Bay of Biscay in this work is set to mimic the official SS assessment.

In general, the a4a model structure is defined via five submodels: a model for recruitment, a model for the initial age-structured population, a model for the fishing mortality-at-age, a model for the abundance indices’ catchabilities and a model for the variances of the catch-at-age and abundance indices observation equations that are also estimated within the model. All these submodels have linear forms that have to be defined. Specifications of each of these submodels for the sardine case study are described below.

**Population dynamics model:**

**Recruitment** $R_y$ is estimated as single and independent parameters for each year $y$. Similarly, **initial population** numbers-at-age $N_{a,1}$ are estimated as single and independent parameters for each age $a$.

In the separable structure of the **fishing mortality**, the last value for the year component is fixed to be equal to the previous year ($f_{2018} = f_{2017}$), otherwise this parameter could not be correctly estimated given that there is no catch-at-age information in the last year. Fishery age selectivity ($s_a$) is restricted so that $s_3 = s_4 = s_5 = s_{6+}$, in order to get the same selectivity shape as in SS.
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Observation model:

The a4a approach does not include any observation equation for the total catch. Catches-at-age are assumed to follow lognormal distributions independent by age and year:

\[ \hat{C}_{a,y} \sim LN(\ln(C_{a,y}), \sigma_C), y = 1, \ldots, Y, a = 0, \ldots, 6+ . \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

Although the standard deviation of the observation equation for catch-at-age is one of the submodels of a4a that can be specified for each case study, for sardine the default option of constant variance across ages and years are used (i.e. \( \sigma_C \) not dependent on age or year). This standard deviation \( \sigma_C \) is also estimated in the model fit.

The acoustic survey age structured index is also assumed to follow a lognormal distribution:

\[ \hat{I}_{ac}^{a,y} \sim LN(\ln(I_{ac}^{a,y}), \sigma_{I_{ac}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y, a = 1, \ldots, 6+, \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

where the standard deviation \( \sigma_{I_{ac}} \) is assumed to be constant across all years and ages and will be estimated by the model. The survey age selectivity \( q_a \) is restricted so that \( q_2 = q_3 = q_4 = q_5 \), to get the same selectivity shape as in SS.

Besides age-disaggregated indices, the a4a package only allows to include total biomass indices or biomass indices over a given age range. Thus, the egg abundance and DEPM aggregated indices cannot be related to SSB. As an approximation, and given that age 0 is not present in these surveys, the three aggregated indices are modelled as B1+ indices:

\[ \hat{I}_{y}^{tot} \sim LN(\ln(B1_{y,tot}Q_{tot}), \sigma_{I_{tot}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y, \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)

\[ \hat{I}_{y}^{egg} \sim LN(\ln(B1_{y,egg}Q_{egg}), \sigma_{I_{egg}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y; \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.25)

\[ \hat{I}_{y}^{depm} \sim LN(\ln(B1_{y,depm}Q_{depm}), \sigma_{I_{depm}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y. \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.26)
where $\sigma_{\text{Itot}}$, $\sigma_{\text{Iegg}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{Idep}}$ are standard deviations and $Q_{\text{tot}}$, $Q_{\text{egg}}$ and $Q_{\text{dep}}$ are survey catchabilities for each index. Both standard deviations and catchabilities are assumed constant across all years and will be estimated by the model.

The R commands used to define the fishing mortality, catchabilities and variance submodels within the a4a approach can be found in Annex D.

**Estimation method:**

Parameter estimation in a4a is performed via optimization of the likelihood function and conducted using automatic differentiation through ADMB (Fournier et al. 2012). Thus, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC, Gilks et al. 1996) methods can be also used inherited from ADMB capabilities. Uncertainty estimates are based on the variance-covariance matrix computed from the inverse Hessian returned by ADMB, and could be also obtained from the MCMC methods available in ADMB. The Fl4a (Jardim 2017) R package has been used to fit the model, perform diagnostics and generate output figures.

### 3.2.2.4 Bayesian approach

In contrast with the two previous approaches where specific stock assessment software have been used, in this section, we present an ad-hoc Bayesian counterpart that mimics the official SS assessment. The model is developed using JAGS (Plummer 2003).

In this approach standard deviations of lognormal distributions are represented as the square root of one divided by the precision ($\sigma = \sqrt{1/\tau}$), given that the selected tool, JAGS, works with precisions.

**Population dynamics model:**

Annual recruitments ($R_y$) are lognormally distributed with mean $\mu_{\text{rec}}$ and precision $\tau_{\text{rec}}$:

$$ R_y \sim LN(\mu_{\text{rec}}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{\text{rec}}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y. $$

(3.27)
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The year component of the fishing mortality ($f_y$) is assumed to be lognormally distributed with mean $\mu_f$ and precision $\tau_f$:

$$f_y \sim LN(\mu_f, \sqrt{1/\tau_f}), y = 1, \ldots, Y. \quad (3.28)$$

The age selectivity of the fishery for age 3 and older is fixed at 1 ($s_a = 1$ for $a \in \{3, 4, 5, 6+\}$) and only selectivity for ages 0, 1 and 2 is estimated.

Observation model:

**Catch-at-age** in numbers is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution, centred at $C_{a,y}$ coming from the Baranov equation and precision $\tau_C$:

$$\hat{C}_{a,y} \sim LN(\ln(C_{a,y}), \sqrt{1/\tau_C}), y = 1, \ldots, Y, a = 0, \ldots, 6+. \quad (3.29)$$

**Total catch** in biomass is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution, centred at $\ln(C_{y}^{tot})$ and precision $\tau_{C^{tot}}$:

$$\hat{C}_{y}^{tot} \sim LN(\ln(C_{y}^{tot}), \sqrt{1/\tau_{C^{tot}}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y. \quad (3.30)$$

**Acoustic survey indices**, both age structured and biomass aggregated indices, are assumed to follow lognormal indices with mean values modelled as indicated in equation (3.10) and (3.12) and setting $q_a = 1$ for $a \in \{2, 3, 4, 5\}$:

$$\hat{I}_{a,y}^{ac} \sim LN(\ln(I_{a,y}^{ac}), \sqrt{1/\tau_{I^{ac}}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y, a = 1, \ldots, 6+, \quad (3.31)$$

$$\hat{I}_{y}^{tot} \sim LN(\ln(I_{y}^{tot}), \sqrt{1/\tau_{I^{tot}}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y. \quad (3.32)$$

**Egg count index** is modelled through a lognormal distribution, with the mean defined as in equation (3.13):

$$\hat{I}_{y}^{egg} \sim LN(\ln(I_{y}^{egg}), \sqrt{1/\tau_{I^{egg}}}), y = 1, \ldots, Y. \quad (3.33)$$

**DEPM index** is modelled through a lognormal distribution, with the mean defined as in equation (3.14):

$$\hat{I}_{y}^{depm} \sim LN(\ln(I_{y}^{depm}), \sqrt{1/\tau_{I^{depm}}}), y \in \{2011, 2014, 2017\}. \quad (3.34)$$
Prior distributions:

The prior distributions for all the unknowns are established as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_{\text{rec}} &\sim \text{LN}(\nu_{\text{rec}}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{\text{rec}}}), \\
\tau_{\text{rec}} &\sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_{\text{rec}}, \beta_{\text{rec}}), \\
N_{a,1} &\sim \text{LN}(\mu_{N1}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{N1}}), a = 0, \ldots, 6+, \\
\mu_{f} &\sim \text{LN}(\nu_{f}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{f}}), \\
\tau_{f} &\sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_{f}, \beta_{f}), \\
s_{a} &\sim \text{LN}(\mu_{s}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{s}}), a \in \{0, 1, 2\}, \\
Q_{\text{ac}} &\sim \text{LN}(\mu_{Q\text{ac}}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{Q\text{ac}}}), \\
Q_{\text{tot}} &\sim \text{LN}(\mu_{Q\text{tot}}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{Q\text{tot}}}), \\
q_{a} &\sim \text{LN}(\mu_{q}, \tau_{q}), a \in \{1, 6+\}, \\
Q_{\text{egg}} &\sim \text{LN}(\mu_{Q\text{egg}}, \tau_{Q\text{egg}}), \\
Q_{\text{depm}} &\sim \text{LN}(\mu_{Q\text{depm}}, \tau_{Q\text{depm}}), \\
\tau_{C} &\sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_{C}, \beta_{C}), \\
\tau_{C\text{tot}} &\sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_{C\text{tot}}, \beta_{C\text{tot}}), \\
\tau_{I\text{ac}} &\sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_{I\text{ac}}, \beta_{I\text{ac}}), \\
\tau_{I\text{tot}} &\sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_{I\text{tot}}, \beta_{I\text{tot}}), \\
\tau_{I\text{egg}} &\sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_{I\text{egg}}, \beta_{I\text{egg}}), \\
\tau_{I\text{depm}} &\sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_{I\text{depm}}, \beta_{I\text{depm}}),
\end{align*}
\]

The hyperparameters of the prior distributions are selected to be centred at values considered reasonable and with substantial dispersion, reflecting little prior information. The precision hyperparameters \(\tau\) of the lognormal priors are set equal to 1, resulting in a coefficient of variation (CV) of 1 for all the unknown parameters. The shape \(\alpha\) and rate \(\beta\) hyperparameters are set at 16 and 1 respectively, which lead to prior distributions with a CV of 0.25 for the precisions of the observation equations. The exception is the gamma prior distribution set for the total catch that is established with parameters that gave a CV of 0.05 for the total catch, emulating the high precision assumption on the total catch in the SS approach. All the prior distributions, their corresponding hyperparameters and the 95% central probability
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intervals are summarized in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Prior distributions, hyperparameters and 95\% central probability intervals for the Bayesian approach for sardine in the Bay of Biscay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Hyperparameters</th>
<th>95% Prob. Int.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{rec}$ $\sim$ $LN(\nu_{rec}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{rec}})$</td>
<td>$\nu_{rec} = 13$</td>
<td>$\tau_{rec} = 1$ (62320,3140724)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{rec}$ $\sim$ $Gamma(\alpha_{rec}, \beta_{rec})$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{rec} = 16$</td>
<td>$\beta_{rec} = 1$ (9.15,24.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{a,1}$ $\sim$ $LN(\mu_{N1}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{N1}})$</td>
<td>$\mu_{N1} = 13$</td>
<td>$\tau_{N1} = 1$ (62320,3140724)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{f}$ $\sim$ $LN(\nu_{f}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{f}})$</td>
<td>$\nu_{f} = \ln(0.1)$</td>
<td>$\tau_{f} = 1$ (0.01,0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{f}$ $\sim$ $Gamma(\alpha_{f}, \beta_{f})$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{f} = 16$</td>
<td>$\beta_{f} = 1$ (9.15,24.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{a}$ $\sim$ $LN(\mu_{s}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{s}})$, $a \in {0, 1, 2}$</td>
<td>$\mu_{s} = 0$</td>
<td>$\tau_{s} = 1$ (0.14,7.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{C}$ $\sim$ $Gamma(\alpha_{C}, \beta_{C})$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{C} = 16$</td>
<td>$\beta_{C} = 1$ (285.8,533.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{Ctot}$ $\sim$ $Gamma(\alpha_{Ctot}, \beta_{Ctot})$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{Ctot} = 40$</td>
<td>$\beta_{Ctot} = 0.1$ (9.15,24.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{Iac}$ $\sim$ $Gamma(\alpha_{Iac}, \beta_{Iac})$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{Iac} = 16$</td>
<td>$\beta_{Iac} = 1$ (9.15,24.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{Itot}$ $\sim$ $Gamma(\alpha_{Itot}, \beta_{Itot})$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{Itot} = 16$</td>
<td>$\beta_{Itot} = 1$ (9.15,24.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{Iegg}$ $\sim$ $Gamma(\alpha_{Iegg}, \beta_{Iegg})$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{Iegg} = 16$</td>
<td>$\beta_{Iegg} = 1$ (9.15,24.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{ac}$ $\sim$ $LN(\mu_{Qac}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{Qac}})$</td>
<td>$\mu_{Qac} = 0$</td>
<td>$\tau_{Qac} = 1$ (0.14,7.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{tot}$ $\sim$ $LN(\mu_{Qtot}, \sqrt{1/\tau_{Qtot}})$</td>
<td>$\mu_{Qtot} = 0$</td>
<td>$\tau_{Qtot} = 1$ (0.14,7.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{a}$ $\sim$ $LN(\mu_{qa}, \tau_{q})$, $a \in {1, 6+}$</td>
<td>$\mu_{qa} = 0$</td>
<td>$\tau_{q} = 1$ (0.14,7.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{egg}$ $\sim$ $LN(\mu_{Qegg}, \tau_{Qegg})$</td>
<td>$\mu_{Qegg} = 0$</td>
<td>$\tau_{Qegg} = 1$ (0.14,7.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{depm}$ $\sim$ $LN(\mu_{Qdepm}, \tau_{Qdepm})$</td>
<td>$\mu_{Qdepm} = 0$</td>
<td>$\tau_{Qdepm} = 1$ (0.14,7.10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimation method:

The model is implemented in JAGS (Plummer 2003) and is run from R (R Core Team 2018) using the package R2jags (Su et al. 2015). 150000 iterations are run for each of the 2 chains with a thinning of 100 and a burn-in period of 50000. Convergence has been tested by visual inspection and the Geweke test (Z scores to test the equality of means between first and last part of a chain), the Gelman and Rubin test (tests within and between chain variance) and the Heidelberg and Welch stationarity test (Cramer-von Mises statistic to accept or reject that the Markov chain is from a stationary distribution) has been also conducted. These convergence diagnostics are checked using the coda package (Plummer et al. 2019). The developed JAGS code for this approach can be found in Annex D.
3.3 Results

3.3.1 SS approach

SS approach results presented in this section correspond to the official stock assessment estimates provided in the ICES WGHANSA 2018 annual report (ICES 2018b) for Bay of Biscay sardine.

The SS model converged adequately and the model estimates were considered reliable. The final convergence indicator that measures the change in the log-likelihood was equal to 3.08579e-6, below the recommended convergence criterion of < 0.0001. The contributions of each model component to the total likelihood are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Contributions of each model component to the total negative log likelihood for the SS approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>-log likelihood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>67.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch</td>
<td>48e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equil_catch</td>
<td>51e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>-13.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age_comp</td>
<td>74.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
<td>6.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecast_Recruitment</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parm_priors</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parm_softbounds</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parm_devs</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most meaningful assessment outputs, namely, time series of recruitment, SSB, total catch and fishing mortality (averaged from age 2 to 5) are shown in Table 3.5. Spawning stock biomass was estimated around 122 thousand tonnes in the first year 2000 and it increased to a maximum of more than 170 thousand tonnes in the year 2005. After various years of successive decreases, SSB increased slightly in the last two years (Figure 3.8). Estimated recruitment is variable over the years and has been oscillating between 2200 million individuals in 2005 and 8700 in 2008. The probability intervals of recruitment in the last years are larger representing the larger
uncertainty in the last years of the assessment because the cohorts have not been observed along their whole trajectories. The fishing mortality reflects two periods of different exploitation levels: until 2011 the time series was below 0.25, while in the last 7 years it has increased being around 0.4. (Table 3.5).

Table 3.5: Annual recruitment (million of individuals), SSB (in tonnes), total catch (in tonnes) and fishing mortality (averaged for ages 2 to 5) estimated using the SS approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Recruitment</th>
<th>SSB</th>
<th>Catch</th>
<th>F (2-5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4570</td>
<td>122462</td>
<td>15097</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>5475</td>
<td>116007</td>
<td>15005</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>3591</td>
<td>143372</td>
<td>18277</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>3914</td>
<td>135227</td>
<td>16607</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>7338</td>
<td>148814</td>
<td>14197</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2216</td>
<td>173287</td>
<td>16360</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>3556</td>
<td>154630</td>
<td>16741</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>7139</td>
<td>134657</td>
<td>17323</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>8673</td>
<td>143645</td>
<td>21821</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>3382</td>
<td>136855</td>
<td>20855</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2482</td>
<td>150824</td>
<td>20127</td>
<td>0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>4220</td>
<td>121343</td>
<td>23208</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>7496</td>
<td>88495</td>
<td>30900</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>5226</td>
<td>90798</td>
<td>32489</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>7307</td>
<td>93923</td>
<td>33943</td>
<td>0.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2670</td>
<td>88921</td>
<td>27284</td>
<td>0.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>7834</td>
<td>89522</td>
<td>25498</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>8282</td>
<td>109062</td>
<td>30318</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>125246</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.8: Main outputs plots, from top to bottom, SSB, recruitment and fishing mortality (averaged for ages 2 to 5), along with 90% confidence intervals, estimated using the SS approach and generated with the r4ss package.
3.3. Results

All parameter estimates are given in Table 3.9. The fishery age selectivity \( s_a \) was almost equal to zero for age 0 as this age class is caught in very small quantities and then increased at ages 1 and 2, being flat for age 3 and older (Figure 3.9). The survey age selectivity at age 1 was around 0.5 and flat at 1 for ages 2-5, but then decreased again for the 6+ group until 0.8, resulting in a dome-shaped pattern (Figure 3.9). The catchability parameters of the PELGAS and DEPM indices were both above 2. These values are quite high as they indicate that the actual biomass of the population is less than half of the biomass indicated by the indices. This issue was discussed intensively by (ICES 2018b) and lead ICES to consider the assessment results only in relative terms.

![Age-based selectivity by fleet in 2018](image)

Figure 3.9: Selectivities across ages estimated using the SS approach and generated with the r4ss package.

For model diagnostics, the residuals plots of age structured data, such as catch-at-age and acoustic index at-age, were inspected and no significant patterns were detected (Figure 3.10).
3.3.2 a4a approach

The FLa4a package includes a flag on convergence, 0 for true and 1 for false, coming from ADMB convergence indicators. The present model did converge adequately according to this indicator, with a final negative log-likelihood equal to 203.56.

Estimates obtained using the a4a approach are similar in trends to the results obtained by the SS approach. All estimated parameters, both point estimates and variances, are shown in Table 3.9, while most relevant outputs of stock status are summarised in Table 3.6. Spawning biomass in 2002 (first time series year used in this approach) was estimated at 111 thousand tonnes. After attaining the minimum value in 2012, SSB has increased in recent years (Figure 3.11). Recruitment is highly variable along time and shows upwards and downwards peaks like 2016 and 2015 or 2005 respectively. The average fishing mortality for ages 2-5 is estimated below
0.25 until 2011, increasing for the last years up to almost 0.5 in 2014 (Figure 3.11). Although total catch in biomass is not included in the observation model, it can be derived from the catch-at-age estimated by the model and the observed catch weight-at-age (Table 3.6 and Figure 3.11). Uncertainty in the total catch is derived from estimated catch-at-age variances.

Table 3.6: Recruitment (million of individuals), SSB (in tonnes), total catch (in tonnes) and fishing mortality (averaged for ages 2 to 5) estimated using the a4a approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Recruitment</th>
<th>SSB</th>
<th>Catch</th>
<th>F (2-5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2705</td>
<td>111001</td>
<td>16695</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>3374</td>
<td>104552</td>
<td>16185</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>6888</td>
<td>115749</td>
<td>14111</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2164</td>
<td>145285</td>
<td>19349</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>3016</td>
<td>131509</td>
<td>19949</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>7802</td>
<td>110943</td>
<td>18336</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>7274</td>
<td>129546</td>
<td>16960</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>4070</td>
<td>128736</td>
<td>23581</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td>138138</td>
<td>18884</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>3573</td>
<td>115854</td>
<td>20422</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>7237</td>
<td>83818</td>
<td>23258</td>
<td>0.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>6206</td>
<td>88751</td>
<td>29935</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>8731</td>
<td>96937</td>
<td>35478</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>98455</td>
<td>19939</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>11172</td>
<td>107784</td>
<td>33536</td>
<td>0.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>7076</td>
<td>134739</td>
<td>35498</td>
<td>0.423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>139308</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3.11: Main outputs plots, from top to bottom, recruitment, SSB, catch and fishing mortality (averaged for ages 2 to 5), along with 75% (red) and 90% (light red) confidence intervals estimated using the a4a approach and generated with the FLa4a package.

For model diagnostics, the residuals plots obtained using the FLa4a package did not show any significant pattern for catch estimates while a year related pattern was detected at the start of the time series for the acoustic index (Figure 3.12). Note that both age-structured and aggregated data, in this case, were assumed to follow lognormal distributions independent by age and year.
Figure 3.12: Standardized residuals plots for the a4a approach, generated with the FLa4a package.

3.3.3 Bayesian approach

Visual inspections of the autocorrelation and trace plots (Figure 3.13) did not indicate bad mixing or any other convergence issue of the MCMC draws. All the parameters passed the Geweke test that tests the equality of means between the first and last part of a chain (Figure 3.14), the Gelman and Rubin test for within and between chain variance and the Heidelberg and Welch stationarity test. Therefore, the MCMC samples were considered to represent adequately the posterior distributions of the parameters.

Results obtained with the Bayesian approach consist of posterior distributions for all the model parameters as well as for other derived quantities. The point estimates computed as the median of the posterior distribution, and the corresponding variances for all the parameters are listed in Table 3.9. Stock status was summarised in terms of the posterior distributions of recruitment, SSB, total catch and fishing mortality (Figure 3.15). Besides the interannual changes of the estimates, this plot represents also the associated uncertainty. In general, the most recent years have
wider distributions, reflecting a larger uncertainty. Table 3.7 summarizes the medians of these posterior distributions. When comparing the posterior distributions of recruitment and the annual component of the fishing mortality with respect to the prior distributions, posterior distributions are less dispersed and are centred at different values, indicating that data are providing information on model parameters (Figure 3.15).

Standardised residuals which were computed using posterior median values as point estimates, did not show any significant pattern for catch estimates while a year related pattern was detected for the acoustic index (Figure 3.16).

Figure 3.13: Trace plot of MCMC draws (left) and estimated posterior density functions (right) for four parameters ($\mu_{rec}, \mu_f, \tau_{rec}, \tau_f$) for two chains (chain 1 in blue and chain 2 in red).
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Figure 3.14: Geweke test’s Z values for estimated parameters with the Bayesian approach.

Table 3.7: Posterior medians of recruitment (millions of individuals), SSB (in tonnes), total catch (in tonnes) and fishing mortality (averaged for ages 2 to 5) using the Bayesian approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Recruitment</th>
<th>SSB</th>
<th>Catch</th>
<th>F(2-5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4309</td>
<td>106254</td>
<td>15276</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>4444</td>
<td>102499</td>
<td>15185</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2895</td>
<td>123665</td>
<td>18251</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>3488</td>
<td>111621</td>
<td>16721</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>6094</td>
<td>123842</td>
<td>14364</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2569</td>
<td>143625</td>
<td>16662</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>3508</td>
<td>134171</td>
<td>16967</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>8304</td>
<td>120518</td>
<td>17537</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>8008</td>
<td>142180</td>
<td>21436</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>5036</td>
<td>138633</td>
<td>21148</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3001</td>
<td>155570</td>
<td>20111</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>4506</td>
<td>136710</td>
<td>22873</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>8206</td>
<td>101377</td>
<td>29800</td>
<td>0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>6913</td>
<td>105444</td>
<td>31976</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>9284</td>
<td>114102</td>
<td>33517</td>
<td>0.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2814</td>
<td>118358</td>
<td>26422</td>
<td>0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>10677</td>
<td>123249</td>
<td>25597</td>
<td>0.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>6903</td>
<td>153771</td>
<td>29988</td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>5149</td>
<td>154266</td>
<td>32419</td>
<td>0.292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.15: Posterior distributions for recruitment, SSB, fishing mortality year component ($f_y$) and total catch, along years ($y$ axis). For recruitment and $f_y$ parameters the prior distributions are plotted at the top of each panel.
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Figure 3.16: Standardized residuals plots for the Bayesian approach. Sizes of the dot represent the absolute value of the residuals, while positive values are coloured in black and negatives in grey.

3.3.4 Comparison

The a4a approach and the Bayesian ad-hoc model were implemented to mimic the features of the official ICES stock assessment model based on the SS approach. Therefore, the comparison between the results of the three approaches took also as reference the SS approach. The three modelling approaches relied on the same population dynamics model but differed on the statistical distributions used for modelling observations. The a4a and Bayesian approaches assumed lognormal distributions for all the observation equations including age-structured catch and abundance indices, while SS modelled the age-structured observations through the multinomial distribution (Table 3.8). However, the observation equations for the aggregated indices were not exactly the same, since the a4a model did not allow to include SSB indices and were replaced by the biomass of age 1 and older. In addition, observation equations for the total catch were only included in the SS and Bayesian ad-hoc models.

Estimated key quantities for describing stock status (SSB, recruitment and fishing mortality) showed similar trends with the three approaches. The estimates did not take exactly the same values, at the beginning of the period the SS approach estimated the highest abundance while the SSB estimate in the final year was higher for the Bayesian approach than the SS approach. In terms of fishing mortality, similar estimates were obtained for the first year, while the final year estimates were
around 0.4 for a4a and SS approach and lower for the Bayesian estimate, with the median around 0.3. However, probability intervals around these values overlapped along with the whole time series, meaning that obtained results were consistent between three approaches (Figure 3.17). Concerning estimated uncertainties, a4a showed the widest confidence intervals being this effect higher in the most recent part of the time series. Note that a4a approach did not include any prior information as in the Bayesian approach nor initial assumptions for some parameters as in SS the approach, such as selectivities’ shapes, initial catch in equilibrium or variance parameters for aggregated catch and indices.

Table 3.8: Assumed statistical distributions for each observation dataset for each of the three approaches (SS, a4a and Bayesian ad-hoc).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>a4a</th>
<th>Bayesian ad-hoc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{C}_{a,y}$</td>
<td>multinomial</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{C}_{tot}$</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
<td>Not included</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{I}_{ac,a,y}$</td>
<td>multinomial</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{I}_{y}$</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{I}_{egg}$</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{I}_{depm}$</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
<td>lognormal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rest of the estimated parameters were summarized in Table 3.9 including point estimates and the corresponding standard deviations. Estimated catchability values for all aggregated indices ($Q_{tot}, Q_{egg}, Q_{depm}$) were very similar, slightly higher for the a4a approach, as well as the $Q_{ac}$ for the age-structured index, estimated just with the a4a and Bayesian approach. Selectivity for this age-structured index, fixed to 1 for ages 2 to 5, was estimated for all approaches obtaining values between 0.55 and 0.6 for $q_1$ and between 0.68 and 0.8 for $q_6$. Selectivities for the fishery (commercial vessel) obtained with a4a and the Bayesian approach were also very similar to the ones estimated by SS (Figure 3.9). Finally, estimated variances, for indices and catches, did not show a big difference among approaches. In SS these values were not estimated but provided to the model as inputs, however, the resulting estimated $\sigma$s by the other two approaches were not far from these values (Table 3.9).
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Figure 3.17: Estimated SSB, recruitment and fishing mortality (averaged for ages 2-5) with each of the assessment approaches, along with the corresponding 95% confidence interval for SS and a4a approaches and 95% credible interval for the Bayesian approach.
Table 3.9: Point estimates of model parameters, along with the corresponding standard deviation in brackets, obtained with each of the approaches (SS, a4a and Bayesian). Numbers in grey are given values and values not estimated by the model are marked with ",".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>a4a</th>
<th>Bayesian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$s_0$</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.010 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_1$</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.412 (0.173)</td>
<td>0.496 (0.076)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_2$</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.727 (0.309)</td>
<td>0.773 (0.115)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_1$</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.587 (0.124)</td>
<td>0.590 (0.114)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_0$</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.794 (0.188)</td>
<td>0.683 (0.146)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{ac}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.621 (0.537)</td>
<td>3.177 (0.486)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{tot}$</td>
<td>2.987</td>
<td>3.229 (0.468)</td>
<td>2.865 (0.381)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{egg}$</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.598 (0.083)</td>
<td>0.598 (0.097)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{depm}$</td>
<td>1.895</td>
<td>2.076 (0.828)</td>
<td>1.920 (1.145)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_C$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.455 (0.034)</td>
<td>0.482 (0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{C_{tot}}$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.050 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{I_{ac}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.721 (0.054)</td>
<td>0.679 (0.042)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{I_{tot}}$</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.438 (0.079)</td>
<td>0.332 (0.036)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{I_{egg}}$</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.405 (0.075)</td>
<td>0.480 (0.081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{I_{depm}}$</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.598 (0.283)</td>
<td>0.805 (0.451)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Discussion

Having an analytical stock assessment is a step forward towards the adequate management of any stock. On the one hand, it allows to define the stock status with respect to biological reference points and evaluate the effect of management measures in the short term. On the other hand, it serves to set the basis for evaluating tactical decisions in the medium or long term. The Bay of Biscay sardine stock was assessed analytically for the first time in 2017 when a statistical-catch-at-age stock assessment model implemented in SS was proposed and accepted as part of an ICES benchmark process (ICES 2017a). These settings were used to provide management advice in 2017 and 2018 (ICES 2017c; 2018b). In this chapter, we have reviewed this official assessment implementation. As shown by the model diagnostics, the official SS assessment summarised well all the data sources and provided meaningful estimates of the quantities of interest. However, some difficulties were faced to
accept the obtained absolute level of the assessment, due mainly to the fact that the estimated catchability parameter for the acoustic index was too high (ICES 2017a). This lead ICES to consider the results just in relative terms and to classify the stock in Category 2 (stocks with analytical assessments and forecasts that are only treated qualitatively). However, since then, the assessment has continued evolving. During the Inter-benchmark process held in 2019 (ICES 2019b), several improvements were proposed and implemented in the SS model, such as changes concerning selectivity estimation and the stock-recruitment relationship. Consequently, the stock was upgraded to Category 1 (stocks with quantitative assessments) and served to restart the dialogue with the stakeholders on the development of a management plan.

As an alternative to the official SS assessment, we have explored two approaches: the a4a approach that intends to be a simpler approach in terms of implementation, and an ad-hoc developed model that aims at testing the Bayesian inference paradigm. Both approaches were designed to mimic the official SS assessment. Although some of the assumptions for each of the approaches differ, resulting trends in time for quantities of interest were found to be similar. Statistical distributions used for modelling age-structured observations were also different, having lognormal distributions in the a4a and Bayesian approach and multinomial distributions in SS. However, all approaches resulted in similar estimates concerning age structured catchability and selectivity parameters. Aggregated observations were all modelled through lognormal distributions, in the SS approach the variances were given to the model while in the other two approaches they were estimated obtaining similar values to the given ones. Concerning confidence intervals for the main quantities of interest, i.e. SSB, recruitment and fishing mortality, they were wider for the a4a approach which does not include any prior information as in the Bayesian approach nor initial assumptions for some parameters as in the SS approach. The estimated status of the stock in the terminal year in terms of SSB was higher for the Bayesian approach and lowest for SS, however in general terms, the three different approaches presented here were capable of estimating similar trends in time of stock status, as well as absolute values of estimated parameters.

The election of a software or method for stock assessment has been discussed extensively in the literature (Deroba et al. 2014, Dichmont et al. 2016, Schnute et al. 1997, Thorson 2019). Besides reasons such as data availability and model complexity or flexibility (Edwards et al. 2012a), there might be additional considerations.
like the technical skills of the analysts (Berkson et al. 2009), time or computational constraints and the history of the assessments in a region or the locations where the developers of the tools are based (Dichmont et al. 2016). The range of potential assessment tools goes beyond existing packages and software since ad-hoc stock assessment models can also be self-developed for a specific stock, as presented in this chapter or in de Moor and Butterworth (2007), Fernandez et al. (2010), Ibaibariaga et al. (2008). Each of the different options for stock assessment presents strengths and weaknesses.

The main advantages of using general stock assessment programs can be the confidence in the correct coding of the model due to the testing of several users, the ease to explore different available and implemented model configurations, a faster obtaining of results, easy to peer-reviewing if reviewers are familiar with the selected software or the help of a large user community for improvement or error detection. This can be the case of SS, which is a well-known software with has a big users community and a large number of model configurations implemented. However, as noted in Dichmont et al. (2016), the most flexible and complex software are more likely to be treated as a “black box” and the possibility of mistakes by non-experts is a concern. Most of this type of packages provide results that may look correct in any case and detecting an erroneous configuration can be difficult. This was also our experience with the SS assessment of sardine in the Bay of Biscay, where small configuration issues had to be corrected as we gained experience with the tool.

Many authors have advocated simpler models (Cotter et al. 2004, Hilborn 2003). The a4a initiative can fit into this context. The a4a approach used in this chapter presents a balance between simplicity of use and model flexibility allowing to explore different configurations and combination of sub-models in an easy and fast way (Jardim et al. 2014). The age effect, year effect and cohort effect are easily modelled for any of the submodels allowing also to incorporate non-linear effects. Setting up each submodel is done using R’s syntax for equations, which is intuitive and makes it accessible for any R user. ADMB, used by a4a to perform statistical analysis, is also a flexible tool that allows to incorporate different estimation methods such as a maximum likelihood or MCMC methods. All this makes a4a a very versatile option for stock assessment modelling, being able to incorporate external covariates and multiple sources of uncertainty (Scott et al. 2016). It is also an intuitive framework, where fishery scientists can easily and efficiently translate ideas into mathematical
models and thus is presented as useful interface for addressing a range of plausible hypotheses through model averaging (Millar et al. 2014). As shown in this work, it is appropriate for single species and single fleet stock assessments, however, multi-species or multi fleet case studies can not be implemented in a4a.

User-developed ad-hoc code, such as the Bayesian approach presented in this work provides the flexibility to explore configurations or new ideas that are not implemented in other packages. Moreover, the "black box" issue is avoided and aspects of the assessment that are specific for the case study can be incorporated without being restricted by the package’s options, which could be restricting innovation in stock assessment science (Dichmont et al. 2016). On the contrary, implementing the model is more time-consuming and requires further testing. Simulation testing like in Deroba et al. (2014) can be used to check that the results are coherent and that the estimation method is working appropriately under the model assumptions.

Another issue that differentiates presented stock assessment approaches is the procedure for the estimation of some parameters, such as sample size for the age-structured data and standard deviations for aggregated indices in our models. a4a and the Bayesian approach are able to estimate these parameters within the model, while SS relies on "tuning algorithms". These tuning algorithms consist of specifying an initial value for the tuning parameter, running the model, adjusting the value of the parameter and repeating the process until a small change is detected. These processes can be time-consuming, difficult to replicate, convergence is rarely defined and uncertainty on these parameters cannot be obtained. In our case study several parameters were obtained following this process and thus no uncertainty could be obtained for these parameters. These tuning process is conducted independently of standard parameter estimation and could be replaced and improved by incorporating mixed-effects (Thorson 2019). On the other hand, Bayesian approaches can easily incorporate the estimation of these parameters that are obtained by "tuning algorithms" in SS. In this work, standard deviations for indices lognormal distributions, are considered parameters with their corresponding prior distributions and are estimated using standard techniques, being able to obtain the uncertainty as well. Thorson (2019) recommends converting existing stock assessment packages to use modern statistical tools such as TMB (Kristensen et al. 2016) or Stan (Carpenter et al. 2017), however, this can be difficult for a model like SS with thousand of code lines.
In fact, estimating uncertainty is crucial in stock assessment (Hilborn 1992). All of the packages or approaches are able to quantify estimation uncertainty, although methods may differ among packages. Uncertainty estimation is conditioned on the data and the model structure and can be obtained using different statistical tools such as the delta method, bootstrap, likelihood profiling or Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Despite the potential for estimating the uncertainty of MCMC methods (Magnusson et al. 2012, Stewart et al. 2012), they are not very extended given that most of these models have to be written ad-hoc. Their use is often restricted to the capabilities inherited from ADMB or TMB, i.e. SS and a4a, which are based on ADMB, can be run with an MCMC option (detailed at Monnahan et al. 2014), obtaining the uncertainty estimations through this method. The Bayesian approach in this work was coded in JAGS from where the MCMC estimates were obtained with a run time of a few minutes. However long run times are usually needed for integrated stock assessment models with higher complexity or longer time-series. The improvement of MCMC methods is proposed as a solution in Monnahan and Kristensen (2018) and Monnahan et al. (2019), where the use of the no-U-turn sampler (NUTS, Hoffman and Gelman 2014) within ADMB or TMB is presented. The NUTS algorithm is executed by Stan (Carpenter et al. 2017) which is compared to JAGS through a simulation study in Monnahan et al. (2017), concluding that the preferred software depends on model characteristics, being Stan more efficient in most of the studied cases, but remarking that “JAGS clearly remain a valuable tool when run-time is not prohibitive”.

The resulting uncertainties from stock assessment models are then used for management advice and risk assessment, and could affect when the evaluation of different management actions. In the next chapter, three different methods for uncertainty estimation are compared and their performance is studied under different model complexity scenarios using the a4a approach as the most simple option for dealing with several distinct models. The management advice is studied in the last chapter of the thesis, using the results obtained in these previous two chapters for conditioning the MSE and for introducing model uncertainty in the process explicitly.
Uncertainty estimation and model selection in stock assessment models with non-parametric effects on fishing mortality

In this chapter we describe the Monte Carlo simulation study carried out to compare three different methods for uncertainty estimation in stock assessment models: multivariate normal distribution, bootstrap (without and with relative bias correction) and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). In all approaches model fitting is carried out using the a4a framework and the generated population is an emulation of the Bay of Biscay sardine population.

4.1 Introduction

The current management system for marine fish and shellfish resources relies in stock assessments to set appropriate exploitation levels for commercial stocks. Stock assessments provide estimates of population and fleet dynamics, as well as past and current status of fish populations. This information constitutes the main product provided by science to policy makers and managers, in order for these to take evidence supported management decisions. Therefore, in this framework, stock assessment models should provide accurate estimates of the relevant parameters including their uncertainty. Such information is important to communicate the levels of confidence on scientific results and to allow the development of risk analysis (Francis and Shotton 1997, Hilborn et al. 2001).
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Brooks and Deroba (2015) classified the uncertainty of stock assessment estimates into three broad categories: observation, structural and estimation uncertainty. Observation uncertainty is inherent to the input data whereas structural uncertainty is related to the model configuration describing the dynamics of the population. Estimation uncertainty is conditioned on the data and the model structure and can be quantified using different statistical tools such as the delta method, bootstrap, likelihood profiling or Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). According to Patterson et al. (2001) these tools can be classified within the frequentist, likelihood or Bayesian paradigms. Previous works have compared the performance of different uncertainty methods using real or simulated data sets. Magnusson et al. (2012) compared the delta method, bootstrap and MCMC using simulated data and suggested that MCMC was the most reliable method given the dataset and the assessment method. Stewart et al. (2012) compared maximum likelihood (MLE) and Bayesian methods, concluding that MLE approximation under or overestimates the upper and lower portion of long tailed distributions. MacCall (2013) presented the delta method as a quick and practical solution for estimating precision of assessment quantities and in Elvarsson et al. (2014) bootstrap method was compared to Hessian-based approximations and proposed a comparison with MCMC methods as future work.

Stock assessment models have typically relied on parametric functions that can be easy to implement, but may lack enough flexibility to capture all the data features (Hillary 2012, Maunder and Harley 2011). Non-parametric models where the model structure is not fixed beforehand are well-established in regression models like generalized additive models (Hardle 1994). Similar smooth functions are being progressively introduced into assessment models (Aarts and Poos 2009, Thorson and Taylor 2014) because they capture the underlying nonlinear structure of parameters like selectivity or catchability (Crone et al. 2013, Maunder and Piner 2015). However, little is known about how this might affect the uncertainty estimates. In general, the model fit improves when using smooth functions. However, the confidence intervals of the smooth functions are wider at the data extremes where less observations are available (Marra and Wood 2012). This is expected to affect especially highly complex functions and the final assessment years, where some cohorts have not been observed in full. Aarts and Poos (2009) found wider confidence intervals at the beginning of the time series and they suggest that uncertainty in the last years of the assessment could be underestimated. In other studies, such as Thorson and Taylor
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(2014), uncertainty increased both at the beginning and at the end of the time series depending on the shape of the selectivity. In the first case confidence intervals are derived from a multivariate distribution generated from maximum likelihood estimations and the corresponding hessian matrix using the percentile method and in the second case uncertainty is reported as 80% simulation intervals. This diverges from the usual approach in GAM’s where the confidence intervals provided for the smooths are computed using a Bayesian approach (Marra and Wood 2012, Wahba 1983, Wood 2006b). So, it seems important not only to understand the uncertainty level when smooth functions are introduced into stock assessment models, but also to analyse if they differ depending on the estimation method.

The inclusion of smooth functions has been advocated as a way forward to avoid model miss-specification (Maunder and Harley 2011), although it makes the model selection more difficult. Different criteria like AIC (Akaike 1974) and BIC (Schwarz 1978) are used to determine which parameters and which shapes are more appropriate in a specific assessment model. AIC tends to select models with a larger number of parameters while BIC tends to choose simpler models (Dziak et al. 2012). Some examples in fisheries include Wang and Liu (2006) or Butterworth and Rademeyer (2008), but their use in models with smooth functions have not been compared.

The main objective of this work is to compare various uncertainty estimation methods and model selection statistics when nonlinear functions are included into the assessment model, specially, when fishing mortality is modelled by smooth functions depending on age and year.

4.2 Material and methods

A comparison of three uncertainty estimation methods, approximate multivariate normal distribution based on the Hessian matrix, posterior probability intervals from Markov chain Monte Carlo and parametric bootstrap (without and with bias-correction), is done within a Monte Carlo simulation framework (Deroba et al. 2014) using the R package Assessment for all (a4a) (Jardim et al. 2014). This is a new statistical framework for age-based fish stock assessment designed to be flexible in terms of model structure, using R’s syntax for model building. For this study, smooth functions have been introduced for fishing mortality, which range from the classical separable age and year effect as factors to bi-dimensional smooths allowing
the interaction between age and year.

4.2.1 Operating model and scenarios

In this study the operating model that represents the true population dynamics, is based on the a4a age-structured model fitted to sardine (*Sardina pilchardus*) in the Bay of Biscay (WGHANSA, 2015). Real data on this stock consists of 13 years (2002-2014) of landings and catch-at-age (ICES 2015), numbers-at-age and weights-at-age from the acoustic survey PELGAS (Massé et al. 2016) and an abundance index from the Daily Egg Production Method survey BIOMAN (Santos et al. 2018; 2011). There is observation data from surveys for every year in the model, being each survey an independent data source.

Let $N_{a,y}$ denote the number of individuals of age $a$ at the beginning of year $y$. Then, according to a4a framework (Jardim et al. 2014) the population dynamics are described by the usual equations:

\begin{align}
N_{a,y} &= N_{a-1,y-1}e^{-Z_{a-1,y-1}}, \\
N_{A,y} &= N_{A-1,y-1}e^{-Z_{A-1,y-1}} + N_{A,y-1}e^{-Z_{A,y-1}},
\end{align}

where $A$ represents the plus group with individuals aged $A$ and older, which in this case is 6+. The total mortality of age $a$ individuals during year $y$ ($Z_{a,y}$) is decomposed as the sum of fishing mortality and natural mortality ($Z_{a,y} = F_{a,y} + M_{a,y}$).

According to the Baranov equation, catch-at-age ($C_{a,y}$) are computed as the fraction of fishes dying each year due to fishing:

\[ C_{a,y} = N_{a,y}(1 - e^{-Z_{a,y}}) F_{a,y}/Z_{a,y}. \]

The a4a model observations equations include observed catch-at-age, an age-structured abundance index and it might also include an aggregated abundance index. Catch-at-age, $\hat{C}_{a,y}$, are assumed to be lognormally ($LN$) distributed with variance $\sigma_C$:

\[ \hat{C}_{a,y} \sim LN(C_{a,y}, \sigma_C). \]

The age-structured and aggregated abundance indices are also assumed to be log-
normally distributed with variances $\sigma_{I_{ac}}$ and $\sigma_{I_{egg}}$:

\[
\hat{I}_{a,y}^{ac} \sim LN(Q_{ac}N_{a,y}, \sigma_{I_{ac}}), \tag{4.5}
\]

\[
\hat{I}_{y}^{egg} \sim LN(Q_{egg}SSB_{y}, \sigma_{I_{egg}}), \tag{4.6}
\]

where $Q_{ac}$ and $Q_{egg}$ are survey catchabilities and $SSB_{y}$ denotes spawning stock biomass in year $y$.

Natural mortality is assumed known, although it can have a different value for each year and age class. Therefore, the parameters to be estimated are related to recruitment, number of individuals at initial year, fishing mortality, survey catchabilities and observation variances components. The a4a framework allows a variety of structures for each of these components: from the simplest constant value case to more complex and flexible structures represented by smooth functions depending on age, year or any additional covariate. Parameters are log transformed for estimation.

In the present study, five different scenarios (Table 4.1) have been considered based on the fishing mortality (F) shape depending on age and year, where smoothing is introduced. In the first scenario ages and years are taken as categorical covariates while the rest of the scenarios include smoothing functions with different levels of complexity over ages and years. The first three scenarios represent a separable structure for F while the last ones are non-separable and allow interactions between age and year. Different levels of smoothing were tested by increasing the number of knots in the smoothers. Implementation of smooth functions in a4a is done through the mgcv package (Wood 2006a) in R. mgcv package is used to construct the structure of the selected smooth function with a given number of knots, i.e. the only thing imported from mgcv are the design matrices, which are created using ‘smooth.construct’ type functions from this package for each particular smoothing option. a4a uses $s(\ )$ and $te(\ )$ methods which are used to set up the smoothers. $s(\ )$, given a fixed number of knots, sets up fixed degrees of freedom unpenalised thin plate spline for one dimension, while $te(\ )$, given also the number of knots, sets up an unpenalised tensor product of cubic splines for multi-dimensional cases. Thus, smoothness is fixed by the user for the generation of the design matrix through ‘mgcv’ given that the parameter estimation method is done in ADMB and it has not been implemented as a method to estimate smoothing parameter numbers inside the assessment model.
Table 4.1: F structure definition in each scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notation in R</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>age x year</td>
<td>∼ factor(age)+factor(year)</td>
<td>Classical age-year separable structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>high order splines</td>
<td>∼ s(age,k=6)+s(year,k=8)</td>
<td>Separable structure based on splines with 5 degrees of freedom for age and 7 for year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>low order splines</td>
<td>∼ s(age,k=3)+s(year,k=4)</td>
<td>Separable structure based on splines with 3 degrees of freedom for age and 4 for year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>high order tensor</td>
<td>∼ te(age,year,k=c(6,5))</td>
<td>Non-separable structure based on a tensor product with 29 degrees of freedom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>low order tensor</td>
<td>∼ te(age,year,k=c(3,3))</td>
<td>Non-separable structure based on a tensor product with 8 degrees of freedom.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1: Selected fishing mortality shapes for each scenario as function of age and year.
4.2. Material and methods

For the sake of simplicity, constant catchabilities, and constant observations variances, across ages and years were assumed. Recruitment and initial year numbers-at-age are estimated for each year and each age respectively. Under these assumptions the models for each scenario were fitted to sardine data. F shapes derived from these structures for each scenario are shown in Figure 4.1. The estimated parameters were taken as the true values for the operating models in the simulation study.

4.2.2 Data simulation

True values were generated fitting real data to the defined operating model for each of the scenarios. Taking estimates of catch and indices (an acoustic index and a biomass index) from this initial run for each scenario as true values, new simulated datasets, consisting of catch-at-age and indices data, were generated multiplying a lognormal error. The coefficient of variation of these errors was set as 25% for catch data and 20% for indices data so that these values remain constant across all scenarios (Magnusson and Hilborn 2007). For each scenario 100 simulated datasets were generated.

4.2.3 Implemented approaches

For each simulated dataset, the a4a assessment model was fitted using three different approaches for uncertainty estimation. The assessment settings were equal to the operating model used for data simulation, i.e. same parametrizations were used in the operating model and the assessment model of each scenario (Magnusson et al. 2012).

The a4a stock assessment model is fitted with maximum likelihood and implemented in R/FLR/ADMB, (Kell et al. 2007, Team 2015). Automatic differentiation is used for likelihood maximization through ADMB (Fournier et al. 2012). Convergence from ADMB was checked obtaining that 100% of the fits had converged.

4.2.3.1 Multivariate normal approach

The first estimation method is based on the general maximum likelihood theory, according to which the maximum likelihood estimates are asymptotically unbiased, normally distributed with variance given by the inverse of the hessian matrix (Vaart and W. 1998). Thus, the empirical distribution of the parameters was approximated
by obtaining a random sample of size 1000 from a multivariate normal distribution centred on the maximum likelihood point estimates with variance-covariance matrix given by the inverse of the hessian matrix. This variance-covariance matrix accounts for the correlation between the estimated parameters. Derived quantities, such as SSB, are computed for each sample, so that their empirical distribution can be derived.

4.2.3.2 MCMC in ADMB

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, used to sample from complex multidimensional distributions, are widely used in Bayesian inference. ADMB has an option for Bayesian analysis using MCMC, (Monnahan et al. 2014), which has been implemented in the a4a framework. It consists in sampling the maximum likelihood surface using MCMC, with a multivariate normal distribution as the proposal function. Although priors are not specified for this study, a flat prior based on parameters bounds is always assumed in ADMB (Millar 2011). Note that ADMB developers suggest using MCMC results with caution given that there is no documentation available about this implementation. They recommend comparing results using another MCMC software and looking at standard diagnostics. Both recommendations have been followed in this work, looking at convergence diagnostics and obtaining equivalent results in JAGS (Plummer 2003), verifying this way that obtained MCMC results are valid.

In order to determine the number of draws and the thinning for MCMC convergence was checked using original datasets for the fittings. Posterior traces and autocorrelations where checked and Geweke and Raftery and Lewis’s diagnostic tests were performed and passed. 100,000 draws were obtained with a thinning of 100. Thus, a sample of size 1000 was saved for subsequent analysis.

4.2.3.3 Parametric Bootstrapping

A parametric bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani 1994) was performed for each simulated dataset. From the a4a model estimates 1000 catch and indices bootstrap samples were generated according to the observation equations in (4.4) to (4.6). For each bootstrap sample the model is fitted obtaining 1000 estimates. A relative bias
correction (BC) algorithm has been applied to these results. The applied algorithm is a relative bias correction and acceleration algorithm, setting the acceleration coefficient to zero. It adjusts for differences between the median of the bootstrap percentile density function and the estimate obtained with the original data sample (Efron and Tibshirani 1994).

4.2.4 Performance evaluation

Performance of these methods was evaluated for the following estimated parameters and derived quantities: $SSB_y$ (spawning stock biomass for each year $y$), $R_y$ (recruitment for each year $y$), $F_{0,y}, F_{2,y}, F_{6+,y}$ (fishing mortality for ages 0, 2 and 6+ for each year $y$), $Q_{ac}, Q_{egg}$ (survey catchabilities) and $\sigma_C, \sigma_{I_{ac}}, \sigma_{I_{egg}}$ (observations variances). For each scenario and each simulated dataset ($i$), the uncertainty estimation of each parameter (in general denoted as $\theta$) has been measured in terms of:

- **Point estimate**, $\hat{\theta}_i$, defined as the median of the 1000 iterations saved in simulation $i$.

- **Coefficient of variation**, $CV_{\hat{\theta}_i}$, defined as the cv (ratio of the standard deviation to the mean) of the 1000 iterations saved in simulation $i$.

- **Relative bias**, $B_{\hat{\theta}_i}$, defined as $(\theta - \hat{\theta})/\theta$, where $\theta$ are parameters’ true values.

- **Skewness**, $SK_{\hat{\theta}_i}$, defined as $\mu_3/\sigma_3$, where $\mu_3$ is the third central moment and $\sigma_3$ is the standard deviation of the 1000 iterations saved in simulation $i$.

- **Coverage probability**, $CP_{\hat{\theta}_i}$, is defined as $P(\theta \in PI_{\hat{\theta}_i})$ the proportion (out of the 100 simulations) of 90% confidence intervals (computed using 5th and 95th percentiles of the 1000 iterations saved in simulation $i$) that contain the true value.

Point estimates, coefficient of variations, relative bias and skewness measures defined above have been analysed through their corresponding medians and 5th and 95th quantiles across simulation.

4.2.5 AIC and BIC accuracy

In order to evaluate the accuracy of AIC and BIC in choosing the correct model, all simulated datasets have been fitted using the 5 different models defined for each scenario and the AICs and BICs have been computed. In each case the model with
the lowest value of either AIC or BIC was defined as the selected model, computing afterwards the proportion of cases in which a correct selection was done for each scenario.

4.3 Results

All methods (bootstrap, bias corrected bootstrap, maximum likelihood and MCMC) give nearly the same point estimates for SSB, recruitment, fishing mortality and catchability parameters, but different for the estimated variability for catch and indices. The median across the 100 simulations of the relative bias for SSB are slightly positive (around 0.01) but the 90% confidence intervals do not show a trend toward positive or negative relative bias (Figure 4.2). The 90% confidence intervals of the relative bias increase slightly for the last two years, related with higher coefficient of variations, being (-0.12, 0.12) in the last year. The empirical distributions of the CVs of SSB increase from less than 5% in the first years to nearly 10% in the last year (Figure 4.2). When comparing the different approaches the 'multivariate normal' and the two types of bootstraps show nearly the same coefficients of variation while the MCMC option in ADMB results in nearly 15% higher CVs in most of the cases. When comparing scenarios, High order tensor scenario (S4) presents slightly higher values in the last two years and especially for the MCMC approach.

Similar results were obtained in terms of relative bias and CV’s for recruitments (Figure 4.3). The 90% confidence intervals of relative bias for recruitment, around (-0.1, 0.1), do not indicate systematic under or overestimation. The increase of the confidence intervals of relative bias in the last year ranges from a ratio of 3.5 with respect to middle years in scenario S1 and S2 to nearly a ratio of 5 in scenario S4. For the CV’s in recruitment estimates larger values than for biomass were found, especially in scenario S4 where median CVs in the last year are 5 times greater than those for SSB, reaching values from 45% to 60% depending on the method. For the rest of the years this difference is lower (around 2.5 times) taking CV values near 6%.

Medians across simulations for catchability parameters \( Q_{ac} \) and \( Q_{egg} \) do not show significant relative bias in any of the scenarios and methods with 90% confidence intervals around (-0.08, 0.07) for \( Q_{ac} \) and (-0.1, 0.1) for \( Q_{egg} \) (Figure 4.4). Observation variances are systematically underestimated in the maximum likelihood (ML) fit. As a result, generated samples for bootstrapping, where estimated variances are used,
present lower variances, and when replicating the fitting it is again underestimated, obtaining even lower observation variance estimates than in the ‘multivariate normal’ approach. The bias corrected version corrects this underestimation for these three parameters, with no significant effects in the rest of estimates. Figure 4.4 shows relative bias median values taken over the 100 simulations where negatives values are detected for bootstrap and multivariate normal approaches, indicating this underestimation. Most of the 90% confidence intervals for these parameters include the zero value, except for $\sigma_C$ and $\sigma_{Iac}$ using Bootstrap method. For multivariate normal approach median values are higher but still negative ranging from medians near -0.12 for $\sigma_C$ to -0.05 for $\sigma_{Iegg}$. BC and MCMC approach seem to perform better in term of bias, showing nearly null median values. Except for scenario S4, where the two bootstrap approaches and the multivariate normal approach show lower median relative bias values for $\sigma_C$, similar results were obtained for the rest of scenarios. In all scenarios and with all methods $\sigma_{Iegg}$ show wider relative bias confidence intervals, around 2.5 times $\sigma_{Iac}$ intervals.

![Figure 4.2: Medians (points) and 90% CIs (vertical bars) of the relative bias (top row) and the coefficient of variation (bottom row) of SSB for each year (x-axis). From left to right scenarios age x year, high order splines, and high order tensor (S1, S2, and S4) are represented in each column. Each point symbol and colour corresponds to an estimation approach.](image)
Regarding the CVs of the catchability and observation variances, $Q_{\text{egg}}$ presents slightly higher median CVs (around 6.5%) than $Q_{\text{ac}}$ (4.5%) with wider 90% confidence intervals for all scenarios and methods (Figure 4.4). $\sigma_C$ and $\sigma_{I_{\text{ac}}}$ present similar CV values with a common pattern where BC method shows lower values with wider 90% confidence intervals around (6.5-8.5)% in contrast with non-overlapping intervals for bootstrap approach. For $\sigma_{I_{\text{egg}}}$ a similar pattern is observed with higher CVs around 23%.

Fishing mortality estimates do not show any trend in bias with 90% confidence intervals narrower than (-0.3, 0.3) in most of the cases (Figure 4.5). A small increase of the intervals width can be seen for first and last ages as well as an increase for the last year (30% - 40% increase with respect to other ages or years), especially for High order tensor scenario (S4), where fishing mortality is modelled as a tensor product with high flexibility. In this last scenario estimates for the first age in the

![Figure 4.3: Medians (points) and 90% CIs (vertical bars) of the relative bias (top row) and the coefficient of variation (bottom row) of recruitment for each year (x-axis). From left to right scenarios age x year, high order splines, and high order tensor (S1, S2, and S4) are represented in each column. Each point symbol and colour corresponds to an estimation approach.](image)
last year shows a more than 3 times wider confidence interval in contrast to middle years, ranging from -0.5 to 1.5. Concerning CV medians for $F$ estimates (Figure 4.6), different shapes are observed depending on the scenario, having similar structures across methods. Scenarios where $F$ was modelled with a separable submodel present a flatter shape, with median CV values around 11% and a small increase for the last year, taking values up to 16%. Scenarios where $F$ was modelled as non-separable the increase in median CVs was not only for last year but also for first years and first and last ages, ranging from 12% for middle years and ages to 50% for the most extreme value.

All selected parameter distributions seem to be symmetric as the skewness statistic range between -1 and 1 (Figure 4.7).

Coverage probabilities for parameters in the last year (Table 4.2) for the ‘multivariate normal’ approach and bootstrapping are lower, taking values between 0.75 and 0.85 while MCMC method gives coverage probabilities above 0.9, as shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Medians (points) and 90% CIs (vertical bars) of the relative bias (top row) and the coefficient of variation (bottom row) of catchabilities and observation variances for scenario S2. Each point symbol and colour corresponds to an estimation approach.
4.8 for the whole time series of SSB, recruitment and fishing mortality parameters. Comparisons of coverage probabilities that are not shown in the table (for the rest of the years) are similar to the presented values. For biased estimations, such as observation variances, coverage probabilities are very low, mostly below 0.5, except

Figure 4.5: Medians (points) and 90% CIs (vertical bars) of the relative bias fishing mortality for each year (x-axis) for the MCMC approach. From left to right scenarios age x year, high order splines, and high order tensor (S1, S2, and S4) are represented in each column. Each colour corresponds to an age.

Figure 4.6: Median coefficients of variation of fishing mortality as a function of age and year for the MCMC approach. From left to right the panels correspond to scenarios age x year, high order splines, and high order tensor (S1, S2, and S4)
4.3. Results

for the MCMC approach where values near 0.9 are reached.

When comparing across methods, the MCMC shows a more stable performance in face of more complex F models. The results obtained were always close to 0.9, including when the F model complexity increased to a tensor product (S4). The other methods show a deterioration of the coverage in S4 when comparing with S1 and S2.

Concerning AIC and BIC accuracy evaluation for model selection, in the case of AIC selection criteria, the scenario with the smallest number of parameter show the lowest model selection accuracy, while the scenario with the highest number of parameters, low order splines scenario, has been selected correctly with an accuracy of 100% (Figure 4.9). The rest of scenarios present an accuracy of around 75-85%. For BIC selection criteria, all scenarios except the classical separable one, were selected correctly 100% of the times. For the classical separable scenario, the scenario with high order splines was selected 75% of the times. This scenario is the most similar one in terms of number of parameters and separability assumption. In misselection cases AIC and BIC values appear to be very close.

![Figure 4.7: Medians (points) and 90% CIs (vertical bars) of the skewness SSB in the last year, catchabilities and observation variances for scenario S2. Each point symbol and colour corresponds to an estimation approach.](image)
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Figure 4.8: Coverage probabilities for each year and each method for SSB, recruitment (rec) and fishing mortality-at-age 2 (F2) parameters in scenario S4.

Table 4.2: Coverage probabilities for each scenario and each estimation method for catchabilities, observation standard deviations and for SSB, R, fishing mortality-at-ages 0, 2, and 6+ in the last year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SSB</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>$f_0$</th>
<th>$f_2$</th>
<th>$f_6$</th>
<th>$Q_{ac}$</th>
<th>$Q_{egg}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_C$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{I_{ac}}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{I_{egg}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Relative bias corr.</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>MCMC</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>MNorm</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Relative bias corr.</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>MCMC</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>MNorm</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Relative bias corr.</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>MCMC</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>MNorm</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Relative bias corr.</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>MCMC</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>MNorm</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Relative bias corr.</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>MCMC</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>MNorm</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Discussion

The interest in incorporating uncertainty in management processes is increasing given that the lack of consideration of different sources of uncertainty has caused many failures in fisheries management (Hilborn and Peterman 1996). Thus, it becomes crucial to quantify correctly the uncertainty in fisheries assessments. In this work different methodologies were compared, focusing on estimation uncertainty. The work is focused on the introduction of non-parametric functions to model fishing mortality in stock assessment models. In addition, the accuracy of AIC and BIC in model selection has been analysed.

General results from the comparison of methods agreed with previous studies: Magnusson et al. (2012) identified MCMC method as the most reliable one and Stewart et al. (2012) suggest that MLEs generally misestimate skewed distributions in the
tails which does not happen when using MCMC methods. As in Magnusson et al. (2012) the bias correction algorithm for bootstrapping resulted in an improvement of results. However, in comparison to Magnusson et al. (2012) results, in this study it was not detected a systematic underestimation of coverage probabilities for MCMC method.

Parametric models are sometimes considered too restrictive to capture the complex dynamics of fish populations and the fleets exploiting them (Hillary 2012). In Fronczyk et al. (2011) a Bayesian non-parametric approach based on a mixture model for the joint distribution of log-reproductive success and stock biomass is proposed and compared with simpler parametric and semi-parametric models for North Atlantic cod data. They conclude that the non-parametric model outperforms the simpler ones. In Hillary (2012) a Ricker model was compared with a non-parametric alternative and found the latter had better performance.

Most recent works have focused on introducing more flexibility in fishing mortality estimates using different approaches. In Fernandez et al. (2010) autocorrelation processes are used to model a more flexible selectivity and in Nielsen and Berg (2014) the incorporation of a correlation parameter to capture the temporal smooth development in selectivity is proposed. In these approximations a single parameter is included and is estimated from the data instead of pre-specifying the smoothness degree. Other works, such as Thorson and Taylor (2014) or Martell and Stewart (2013) have studied the usage of non-parametric functions to model selectivity in assessment models, finding in the first case, that non-parametric models have less relative bias and greater precision when the parametric function is misspecified. In the second case the authors suggested that when there is no precise knowledge about the fishery or catch data, adopting a flexible selectivity, such as an age-based selectivity interpolated over age and year using a bicubic spline, may be more appropriate than assuming constant selectivity.

Some available software for stock assessment include options for non-parametric modelling. Stock Synthesis (Methot and Wetzel 2013) includes a non-parametric submodel for size selectivity, using waypoints and a set of linear segments while MULTIFAN-CL (Fournier et al. 1998) uses cubic splines to model selectivity.
As mentioned above, non-parametric functions, splines and their tensor products in this study, present advantages in terms of the ability to capture flexible shapes in comparison with parametric options. It has been seen that more flexible shapes result in greater uncertainties, finding greater CVs and relative bias at terminal years and at terminal ages for most complex scenarios, probably due to a larger number of estimated parameters. Coverage probabilities were also found to deteriorate for the most complex model, although not for MCMC method. As in our case study, the extra freedom in non-parametric models used in Hillary (2012) resulted in higher uncertainty level. The differences in uncertainty quantification could have an effect in management advice and risk assessment when evaluating the consequences of different management actions under uncertainty.

The changing level of uncertainty estimated for last periods related to the degree of flexibility in submodels could be handled using model selection. In this work the most commonly used criteria (AIC and BIC) have been evaluated in terms of accuracy in selecting the correct model resulting in a better accuracy for BIC. Thorson et al. (2013) propose a stepwise model selection using AIC to select the degree of smoothness for time-varying parameters and Maunder and Harley (2011) state the need for an alternative to AIC and BIC criteria and perform cross validation model selection to determine non-parametric selectivity curves. An alternative to selecting a single model is performing model averaging, which eliminates the need for selecting a ‘best’ model and rejecting all alternative assumptions as proposed in Millar et al. (2014) and references therein. Model selection or model averaging are not very common practices in stock assessment yet, although the incorporation of these kind of approaches is an issue with an increasing interest (Anderson et al. 2017).
In this chapter we develop a full-feedback Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE) for the Bay of Biscay sardine. We start from a simple Monte Carlo simulation approach, where only process uncertainty is considered, and we introduce gradually assessment, observation and initial population uncertainties. We study the effects of each of these uncertainty sources in the MSE process in terms of the main performance statistics, such as biological risk, expected biomass or catches, and we discuss their impact in the development of a management plan for this stock.

5.1 Introduction

The aim of performing MSE for fish stocks is to evaluate by Monte Carlo simulation the effect of different management actions before they are put in place. This allows to assess their performance with respect to the management objectives and to select strategies that are robust to different sources of uncertainty (Punt et al. 2016).

The success of a MSE depends, among others, on how well uncertainty is represented (Butterworth and Punt 1999, Punt et al. 2016). However, identifying and deciding on what are the specific sources of uncertainty that will be included in the MSE remains a major challenge. Kraak et al. (2010) claimed that the choice of uncertainty sources in MSE often seems to be quite arbitrary and does not necessarily reflect a lack of scientific knowledge of the relevant process. From the experience gained in the development of a management procedure for Southern Bluefin Tuna, Kolody
et al. (2008) recognized that there is no simple prescription for quantifying uncertainty and commended efforts to ensure that a broad range of uncertainty sources are included.

Punt et al. (2016) distinguished five sources of uncertainty in a MSE (as listed in the introduction in section 1.3.3) and considered that a MSE should include minimally process uncertainty, parameter uncertainty and observation error. Examples incorporating process uncertainty can be found in Irwin et al. (2008) which used a multinomial distribution for recruitment proportions, in Punt et al. (2008) where temporally autocorrelated error structures were used or in Garcia et al. (2013) through an autoregressive recruitment model with normally distributed uncertainty. Concerning parameter uncertainty examples, it was included in the stock-recruitment relationship through a Bernoulli distribution for "high" recruitment probability and a multivariate normal distribution for Ricker parameters in Irwin et al. (2008) while the posterior distributions of the Bayesian statistical catch-at-age assessment model were taken in Garcia et al. (2013) to include parameter uncertainty in the initial population. Observation error was included in Needle (2008) through lognormal errors for catches and survey data, as well as in Garcia et al. (2013) who added observation error in the ageing by using a multinomial distribution. Implementation uncertainty was also found in Punt et al. (2008) or Irwin et al. (2008) where normally distributed error were included.

Concerning the assessment process for a full-feedback approach, Garcia et al. (2013) did incorporate the full assessment in some scenarios for the Pagellus bogaraveo case study, where XSA model (Shepherd 1999) was applied to observed data within the MSE Monte Carlo simulation. The same assessment model was also incorporated in Needle (2008). Other stock assessment models have been also used in MSE works, such as SAM model for North Sea cod (ICES 2020a), Stock Synthesis for West Coast groundfish (Punt 2003) or ad-hoc models such as the age-structured assessment model developed with ADMB in A’mar et al. (2009). This last work, reports a bias between the true SSB and the estimated by the assessment model, which is another issue to be taken into account when a full-feedback approach is implemented. Thus, when evaluating the performance of a "full feedback" MSE, statistics such as the bias or mean square error of the assessment model need to me included, in order to measure how well the stock assessment method estimates quantities of interest for management (Patterson and Kirkwood 1995, Punt et al.
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5.2.1 Operating model

The settings for representing the real dynamics for the Bay of Biscay sardine case study were based on the 2019 stock assessment model (ICES, 2019a) using SS (Stock Synthesis; Methot and Wetzel, 2013). This model assumes a single area, a single fishery, a unique season by year and both genders combined. Spawning stock biomass (SSB) is computed on 1st January. The population is age-structured with 2001). For data-limited case studies several works have reported biased results in stock assessment models (Chen et al. 2003, Wetzel and Punt 2011). Not reliable catch data, due to discards or misreporting issues, is considered as a source of bias in assessment (Pomarede et al. 2010) and fishery-independent, survey-based management procedures have been proposed as an alternative (De Oliveira and Butterworth 2004, Pomarede et al. 2010). However, none of them explores explicitly the effect of introducing such sources of uncertainty on the management actions’ performance.

Given the intensive computational requirements for a full-feedback approach, alternative shortcut options are usually implemented which try to mimic the stock assessment model error. However there is a lack of guidance on how to select the appropriate values for the common approach of using a stochastic process with an assumed level of autocorrelated estimation error. Wiedenmann et al. (2015) analysed the implications of this autocorrelation for MSE. Shortcut approaches can be also achieved by adding estimation error based on the variance covariance matrix of a reference assessment model or using analytical retrospective analysis (ICES 2020a).

The main objective of this work is to develop a full-feedback MSE for sardine in the Bay of Biscay, while quantifying the impact of each of the different sources of uncertainty introduced in the MSE process. The operating model has been conditioned according to the population and fleet dynamics of sardine in the Bay of Biscay. Two different types of harvest control rules were considered: the ICES advice rule and a catch-based rule. Process, parameter, observation and assessment uncertainties were included one by one, in order to analyse their effect separately. This allowed us to identify the major sources of risk and discuss future steps towards the final adoption of a management plan for this stock.
age classes from age 0 to 6+ (the plus group is set at age 6) and the assessment period goes from 2000 to 2019, being the later an interim year in the assessment (so only provisionally assessed). See section "SS approach" in Chapter 3 for a detailed description of the SS stock assessment model settings. In the MSE framework, the historical part was equal to the assessment period (2000-2019), from which estimates of numbers-at-age, fishing mortality-at-age, catch-at-age in numbers and total catch in tonnes were computed as the medians of resulting MCMC iterations from the SS stock assessment model. Then, the population was projected forward for 25 years (2020-2044).

5.2.1.1 Population dynamics

Annual recruitment $R_y$ was modelled as a function of spawning stock biomass $SSB_y$ in year $y$, according to a segmented regression stock-recruitment model with the breakpoint fixed at $B_{lim}$ (56,300 tonnes from IBPSardine: ICES, 2019b). The segmented regression model was considered the most appropriate model for the simulations as it makes the least assumptions about the shape of the curve out of the observed ranges. It is formulated as a piecewise linear regression (see Figure 5.1) which must pass through the origin and take a constant value after the breakpoint as follows:

$$R_y = \begin{cases} aSSB_y & SSB_y < B_{lim}, \\ aB_{lim} & SSB_y \geq B_{lim}, \end{cases} \quad (5.1)$$

where the slope parameter $a$ is estimated from the historical period. In our case study $a = 87$, which corresponds to the median value across all $a$ parameters estimated for each of the MCMC iterations from the SS assessment model.

Regarding the rest of biological parameters, natural mortality-at-age was set constant along time at the same values as in the historical series, as agreed in the benchmark (ICES, 2017a). Maturity-at-age was set to the average of historical values rounded off to two decimals (Table 5.1). Weights-at-age for the stock show a decreasing trend in the historical period (ICES 2019b, Véron et al. 2020). Thus, for the projection period, weight-at-age for the stock were assumed to be constant and equal to the average of the last 5 years (2015-2019) (Table 5.1). Similarly, given the
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decreasing trend of the weight-at-age in the catch for all ages in the historical series, weight-at-age in the catch were taken as the average of the period 2014-2018 (Table 5.1). In this case, weight-at-age in the catch in 2019 were not used given that in the assessment year, weight-at-age in the catch are not known and are assumed to be the average over the last three years.

Table 5.1: Maturity-at-age proportion, stock weight and catch weight-at-age values in kg used for projection years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>maturity</th>
<th>stock weight</th>
<th>catch weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the implemented segmented regression stock-recruitment model.
5.2.1.2 Fleet dynamics

A single fleet with one métier was considered for the Bay of Biscay sardine case study. This represented the international catches by France and Spain, the two main countries participating in this fishery. Given that no effort data were available, effort was fixed to 1 along the past historical period (2000-2019). Discards in this fishery are negligible, so they were assumed to be equal to zero and catches were equal to the landings.

The Cobb-Douglas production function (Cobb and Douglas, 1928, Clark, 1990) establishes the annual catches as a function of effort and biomass as follows:

\[ C_{a,y} = q_{a,y}^{CD} E_y^{\alpha} B_{a,y}^{\beta}, \]  

where \( C_{a,y} \) stands for catches in year \( y \) and age \( a \), \( q_{a}^{CD} \) is the catchability-at-age parameter, \( E \) represents the effort and \( B \) the biomass. The catchability-at-age parameters for this function, \( q_{a}^{CD} \), were calculated yearly (assuming \( \alpha = \beta = 1 \)) in the historical period as the ratio between catch and biomass by age at the middle of the year, when catches were assumed to be taken instantaneously. For the simulation period, yearly catchability-at-age parameters for the Cobb-Douglas model were assumed to be constant along time and equal to the average over the last five years (2015-2019), \( q_{a}^{CD} = (0.01, 0.20, 0.31, 0.39, 0.39, 0.38, 0.38) \). In the simulation period, based on the true biomass and the Cobb-Douglas parameters, the effort needed to get the TAC established by the harvest control rule is computed for each year.

5.2.2 Management procedure

Data needed for the stock assessment were generated from the operating model defined above and were used as input for the management procedure. The management procedure consisted of conducting the stock assessment, doing the short-term forecast and applying a harvest control rule for management advice. Subsequently, the Monte Carlo simulation was closed by subtracting the advised catches from the real population in the operating model.
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5.2.2.1 Harvest control rules

Two types of harvest control rules (HCRs) were implemented to set the TAC for management year \( y + 1 \) based on the expected SSB \( \bar{SSB}_{y+1} \) that is obtained through the short-term forecast.

The first one is the ICES MSY advice rule (IcesHCR; ICES 2019a). This is an F-based rule that sets the fishing mortality rate of no more than \( F_{msy} \), while maintaining the stock above \( B_{lim} \) with at least 95% probability. In particular, the TAC for year \( y + 1 \) corresponds to a fishing mortality that is set as a function of \( \bar{SSB}_{y+1} \) as follows (see Figure 5.2 for a graphical representation):

\[
F_{y+1} = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } \bar{SSB}_{y+1} < B_{lim}, \\
F_{msy} \frac{SSB_{y+1}}{MSY B_{trigger}}, & \text{if } B_{lim} < \bar{SSB}_{y+1} < MSY B_{trigger}, \\
F_{msy}, & \text{if } \bar{SSB}_{y+1} > MSY B_{trigger},
\end{cases} \tag{5.3}
\]

where \( F_{msy} = 0.453 \text{ year}^{-1}, MSY B_{trigger} = 78,700 \text{ tonnes and } B_{lim} = 56,300 \text{ tonnes are the reference points for this stock (ICES 2019c).} \)

The second type of harvest control rule is a catch-based rule (CbasedHCRtacmax), where the TAC for year \( y + 1 \) is set as a function of \( \bar{SSB}_{y+1} \) as follows (see Figure 5.2 for graphical representation):

\[
TAC_{y+1} = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } \bar{SSB}_{y+1} < B_0, \\
TAC_{min} + \gamma (\bar{SSB}_{y+1} - B_0), & \text{if } B_0 < \bar{SSB}_{y+1} < B_1, \\
TAC_{max}, & \text{if } \bar{SSB}_{y+1} > B_1.
\end{cases} \tag{5.4}
\]

This rule depends on five parameters (the biomass trigger points \( B_0 \) and \( B_1 \), the minimum and maximum TAC allowed by the rule \( TAC_{min} \) and \( TAC_{max} \), and the exploitation rate \( \gamma \)) that result in different rules. To ensure that the rule is continuous at the biomass trigger point \( B_1 \), \( B_1 \) was defined as:

\[
B_1 = B_0 + \frac{TAC_{max} - TAC_{min}}{\gamma}. \tag{5.5}
\]

The biomass trigger points \( B_0 \) and \( B_1 \) were taken as \( B_{lim} \) and \( MSY B_{trigger} \) respectively. The rest of the parameters (\( \gamma, TAC_{max} \) and \( TAC_{min} \)) can be fixed to
different values, which will define the specific shape of the HCR. Combining different values for all described parameters on the HCRs definition, lots of different rules could be set and tested. The analysis of comparing different rules is out of the scope of this work. In order to see the effect of introducing different sources of uncertainty on the MSE process, we focused on the particular catch-based rule with $TAC_{\text{min}} = 7,500$, $TAC_{\text{max}} = 35,000$ and $\gamma = 0.5$. This rule was selected from a previous work, where it showed a good performance in terms of risks without a full-feedback MSE approach (Uriarte et al. 2020).

Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of the implemented harvest control rules (IcesHCR and CbasedHCRtacmax).

5.2.3 Uncertainty sources

The MSE framework allows to take into account the full range of uncertainty sources (Punt et al. 2016). In this case study we included the following sources of uncertainty: process uncertainty in the recruitment dynamics, initial population uncertainty through the uncertainty in the parameters that define the historical population, observation uncertainty in the catch and in the abundance indices and uncertainty due to the stock assessment model.

5.2.3.1 Process uncertainty

Uncertainty in the recruitment process was implemented by adding a lognormally distributed error (with zero mean and variance equal to the variance of the residuals from the model fit) around expected recruitment for each iteration.
5.2.3.2 Initial population uncertainty

Initial population uncertainty, referred as "parameter uncertainty" in Punt et al. (2016), was introduced by incorporating into the MSE conditioning the uncertainty of the parameters estimated by the stock assessment model that define the initial population and propagating these uncertainties to other derived quantities in the conditioning.

The official SS assessment was run activating the MCMC option, which in addition to point estimates, returns a value for each parameter for each MCMC iteration. This capability is inherited from ADMB (Monnahan et al. 2014) which samples the maximum likelihood surface using MCMC, with a multivariate normal distribution as the proposal function. As recommended by ADMB developers, MCMC results from ADMB were compared to another MCMC software (compared to JAGS in Chapter 3) obtaining consistent results for our case study model. A thin-in interval of 10 and a burn-in of 1000 iterations was set, obtaining a final set of 1000 iterations.

Output from each MCMC iteration was taken as a different population to condition the operating model. All the estimated parameters (population numbers-at-age, fishing mortalities, selectivities and indices’ catchabilities) take the corresponding different values from each MCMC iteration. Stock recruitment parameter’s estimation was done for each iteration as well as the computation of Cobb-Douglas catchability parameters. Thus, initial population uncertainty was also propagated to the conditioning process via other parameters.

5.2.3.3 Observation error

Observation error was introduced for the catch-at-age data and for the abundance indices needed to run the stock assessment model, namely, numbers-at-age and total biomass from PELGAS acoustic survey and egg count and DEPM (Daily Egg Production Method) SSB index from BIOMAN survey. For the historical period (2000-2019) catch-at-age and abundance indices were equal to the values estimated by the SS official 2019 assessment (WGHANSA2019). For the projection years (2020-2044) these indices were generated according to the same assumptions as in the assessment model as described below.
Catch-at-age were generated according to a multinomial observation error:

\[
\hat{C}_{0,\ldots,6+,y} \sim \text{Multinomial}(n_C, CP_{0,y}, \ldots, CP_{6+,y}) \times \sum_{a=0}^{6+} C_{a,y},
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

where \(CP_{a,y} = \frac{C_{a,y}}{\sum_{a=0}^{6+} C_{a,y}}\) denotes the true catch proportion for age group \(a\) and year \(y\) and \(n_C\) is the sample size that determines the variability of the observation error and was set to the same value as used in the SS assessment model.

The aggregated abundance indices were generated according to a lognormal observation error centred at the true expected index as follows:

\[
\hat{I}_{y}^{\text{tot}} \sim \text{LN}(I_{y}^{\text{tot}}, \sigma_{\text{tot}}),
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)
\[
\hat{I}_{y}^{\text{egg}} \sim \text{LN}(I_{y}^{\text{egg}}, \sigma_{\text{egg}}),
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)
\[
\hat{I}_{y}^{\text{depm}} \sim \text{LN}(I_{y}^{\text{depm}}, \sigma_{\text{depm}}),
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

where \(\hat{I}\) stands for the observed indices with error, \(I\) denote the true expected index and \(\sigma\)'s are the standard deviations of the indices which were taken from the input given to the SS assessment model: \(\sigma_{\text{tot}} = 0.418\), \(\sigma_{\text{egg}} = 0.448\), \(\sigma_{\text{depm}} = 0.567\).

Each of the expected indices \(I\) was the product between the catchability parameter \((Q_{\text{tot}} = 4.20, Q_{\text{egg}} = 43.40, Q_{\text{depm}} = 1.78\), assumed to be constant across years) estimated in the WGHANS2019 assessment and the corresponding total abundance quantity (SSB, biomass or population numbers) as detailed in Chapter 3 section ”SS approach”.

The numbers-at-age indices from the acoustic survey were generated according to a multinomial observation error:

\[
\hat{I}_{1,\ldots,6+,y}^{\text{ac}} \sim \text{Multinomial}(n_I, IP_{1,y}^{\text{ac}}, \ldots, IP_{6+,y}^{\text{ac}}) \times \sum_{a=1}^{6+} I_{a,y}^{\text{ac}},
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.10)

where \(\hat{I}\) are index observed with error, \(IP_{a,y}^{\text{ac}} = \frac{I_{a,y}^{\text{ac}}}{\sum_{a=1}^{6+} I_{a,y}^{\text{ac}}}\) are indices proportions for age \(a\) and year \(y\) and \(n_I\) is the sample sizes given to the SS assessment model, which determine here the variability of the observation error we are introducing to
age structured data.

Weight-at-age and maturity data were assumed to be observed without uncertainty. Observed total catch was also generated with no error, following the SS stock assessment model assumptions, which fits the data with nearly no error in total catch.

5.2.3.4 Stock assessment error

A full assessment process was implemented by the inclusion within the management procedure of the SS assessment model that is yearly used in the corresponding ICES working group WGHANSA (ICES 2019c). For each projection year in the MSE Monte Carlo simulation, input data for the assessment model was taken from the operating model, then the observation process (with or without error) was applied and fitting the SS assessment model an estimation of the parameters of interest was obtained and provided for the following steps in the loop.

Through this assessment process an estimated time series of SSB was obtained until year \( y \) (assessment year). In order to obtain the SSB for the management year \((y+1)\) a short-term forecast of one year was carried out. The short-term forecast followed the same approach as established in the ICES working group (ICES 2019c). The biological parameters for the forecast were taken as the average of the last three observed years, i.e., from year \( y - 3 \) to year \( y - 1 \). Concerning the fishing mortality, catches in year \( y \) were assumed equal to the advised TAC for this year. The resulting \( \hat{SSB}_{y+1} \) was then used for the HCR in the management procedure.

5.2.4 Simulations and software

Simulations were carried out using the FLBEIA (García et al., 2017), projecting the population forward for 25 years (2020-2044).

Uncertainty sources were introduced gradually starting from a process with perfect observation including only uncertainty on recruitment (R). Initial population uncertainty (I), observation (O) and full assessment error (F) were introduced separately in different steps to evaluate their individual effects. Finally, in the last step, all uncertainty sources were included. Therefore, the following scenarios were defined:
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- R: Recruitment (base case)
- RI: Recruitment + initial population
- RF: Recruitment + full assessment
- RFO: Recruitment + full assessment + observation error
- RIFO: Recruitment + initial population + full assessment + observation error

1000 iterations were run for each of the listed scenarios (R, RI, RF, RFO, RIFO).

5.2.4.1 Developed code

As the FLBEIA package does not incorporate the option to implement a full-feedback MSE including the SS assessment model, a specific R function was developed to use SS inside the Monte Carlo simulations. The function calls SS and writes the input and output files in the needed formats, transforming FLR objects into SS files and vice versa. All files used for a SS assessment need to be provided, from where data, control and additional files are read using the r4ss (Taylor et al. 2019) package. For each projection year observed new catch and indices data are included into the files and the SS executable is called. Apart from saving the estimated SSB and F in the last year for the management procedure part, estimated catchabilities, selectivities recruitment, fishing mortalities and SSB complete time series from SS runs are saved in the ”covars” component of the OM, in order to check the performance of the assessment process (i.e. detection of biased assessment).

Part of the developed code was added in a tutorial within the FLBEIA documentation (https://flr-project.org/doc/FLBEIA_Incorporating_SSassessment_MP.html). This function is specific for our case study and should be adapted to be used for another stock.

A new function to incorporate multinomial observation error was also developed. Nowadays FLBEIA only incorporates functions for multiplicative errors, which need to be fixed at the beginning of the process for every projection year. In order to implement multinomial error for age-structured data, it is necessary to generate such error in each projection year and cannot be generated at the beginning. The developed code allows introducing this type of error and reading the age-structure of
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the true population or catch and sampling from a multinomial distribution in each projection year. The sample size to be used for each dataset is read from SS files and fixed in the conditioning part as a covariate.

5.2.5 Performance indicators

In order to assess the effect of the inclusion of different sources of uncertainty in the MSE process, and to evaluate the performance of each HCR, several performance indicators were defined related to both biological status and exploitation status. In particular, we computed the median catch and median SSB across projection years \((y > 2019)\) and iterations \((i = 1, ..., N_{iter})\):

\[
\text{Median catch} = \text{med}(C_{y,i}), \quad (5.11)
\]

\[
\text{Median SSB} = \text{med}(SSB_{y,i}). \quad (5.12)
\]

Average standard deviations across projection years and iterations for catch and SSB:

\[
\text{Mean sd catch} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{iter}} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{y=2020}^{2044} (C_{y,i} - \overline{C})^2}{N_{yproj} - 1}}}{N_{iter}}, \quad (5.13)
\]

\[
\text{Mean sd SSB} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{iter}} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{y=2020}^{2044} (SSB_{y,i} - \overline{SSB})^2}{N_{yproj} - 1}}}{N_{iter}}. \quad (5.14)
\]

Risk of type 3 or maximum probability of the SSB falling below \(B_{lim}\) in the projection period:

\[
\text{Risk} 3 = \max \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{iter}} I(SSB_{y,i} < B_{lim})}{N_{iter}} \right). \quad (5.15)
\]

Average probability of fishery closure in any year of the projection period:

\[
\text{Closure} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{iter}} \sum_{y=2020}^{2044} I(TAC_{y,i} = 0)}{N_{iter} N_{yproj}}, \quad (5.16)
\]

where \(I\) is an indicator function that takes the value 1 if the condition within the brackets is fulfilled and 0 otherwise and \(N_{yproj}\) denotes the number of years in the projection period.
Apart from that, the coefficient of variation (CV) of SSB, total catch and recruitment was computed across all iterations for each year and bias of the assessment output from the real population was also measured.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Base case

In the base case (R), when only recruitment uncertainty is included in the MSE process, median SSB stabilises around 89,500 tonnes for IcesHCR and around 94,200 for CbasedHCRtacmax, whereas median catch reaches around 26,800 tonnes for IcesHCR and around 25,200 tonnes for CbasedHCRtacmax (Figure 5.3). In most of the projection period, catch is smaller in CbasedHCRtacmax than in IcesHCR. As a result, SSB is larger in CbasedHCRtacmax than in IcesHCR. Uncertainty around SSB and catch is represented by the interval conformed by the 5th and 95th quantiles out of the performed 1000 iterations. Uncertainty around SSB is similar in both rules, as both intervals have similar width. On the contrary, the upper limit of the total catch interval in CbasedHCRtacmax is trimmed due to the maximum TAC imposed by this rule.

The performance indicators allow to summarise the behaviour of each rule and scenario along the projection period (Figure 5.4). Median catches along the whole projection period for IcesHCR and CbasedHCRtacmax are 27,200 and 25,600 tonnes respectively, while median SSB along the projection period are 90,100 and 94,700 tonnes respectively. Average standard deviation values are similar in both rules for SSB and catch, being the uncertainty in catch slightly larger in CbasedHCRtacmax than in IcesHCR. The risk of being below \( B_{lim} \) is 0.55 for IcesHCR and 0.025 for CbasedHCRtacmax. This means that in the base case scenario (R), only CbasedHCRtacmax is precautionary according to the ICES principles (Risk3 < 0.05). Concerning the fishery closures, the probability of closure is larger for IcesHCR (0.009) than for CbasedHCRtacmax (0.001).
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Figure 5.3: Median SSB (in the top) and total catch (in the bottom) along with 5th and 95th quantiles (shaded ribbon) for historical and projection years for the two harvest control rules (IcesHCR and CbasedHCRtacmax) in the base case scenario (R).

Figure 5.4: Performance indicators for the base case (R) for the two harvest control rules (IcesHCR and CbasedHCRtacmax).
5.3.2 Initial population uncertainty

Initial population uncertainty through the MCMC output of the SS assessment model was propagated along the conditioning of the operating model. This resulted in additional uncertainty in some of the parameters used in the projection period, such as the parameters of the stock-recruitment model or the catchability parameters of the Cobb-Douglas model. In the base case (R), the median value of the slope parameter of the hockey-stick stock-recruitment model was 87. When incorporating the initial uncertainty (scenario RI) this value ranged from 72 to 108, with 5th and 95th quantiles at 79 and 98 (Figure 5.5). Uncertainty of the catchability parameters of the Cobb-Douglas model in the historical period are shown in Figure 5.6. Given the catch-at-age structure of the assessment model, this parameter has an increasing shape from age 0 to age 3 and a constant shape for ages above 3. These catchability values show an increasing trend along time, with values around 0.17 during the first historical years to values around 0.4 in the most recent years.

When incorporating uncertainty on initial population (scenario RI), SSB and catches along the projection period become more uncertain, showing wider intervals around median values for both rules (Figure 5.7). In terms of performance indicators, median SSB and catch values are similar to the base case (scenario R) for both rules. However, the additional uncertainty in the RI scenario results in higher risk of being below $B_{lim}$ (from 0.055 to 0.062 for IcesHCR and from 0.025 to 0.026 for CbasedHCRtacmax) and higher probability of closure (from 0.009 to 0.013 for IcesHCR and from 0.001 to 0.003 for CbasedHCRtacmax) (Figure 5.11). In terms of variability, the standard deviations of SSB and catches along years increase slightly (Figure 5.11), while coefficients of variation for SSB, catches and recruitment, computed across iterations for each year, increase compared to the base case (Figure 5.12). These effects are similar for both rules.
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Figure 5.5: Histogram for the segmented regression S-R model’s slope parameter when initial population uncertainty is introduced. The solid line represents the median and the dashed lines 5th and 95th quantiles.

Figure 5.6: Catchability-at-age parameters of the Cobb-Douglas model during the historical period when initial population uncertainty is introduced (RI scenario). The solid lines represent the median values and the shaded ribbons the 5th and 95th quantiles.
5.3.3 Assessment and observation error

When the SS assessment model is incorporated in the MSE process (scenario RF), a bias effect has been found. Compared to the real SSB in the operating model, the SSB estimated by the SS assessment model within the MSE process for each projection year is negatively biased during the first years of the projection period and positively biased afterwards (Figure 5.8). Thus, at the beginning of the projection period SSB is underestimated by the stock assessment, resulting in a lower TAC in the RF scenario than in the base case scenario (R), that makes the true SSB to be higher (Figure 5.10). On the contrary, during the rest of the projection years, SSB is overestimated by the assessment model, resulting in a higher TAC than that corresponding to the real SSB (R scenario), and subsequently giving a lower SSB than in the base case (Figure 5.10).

Performance indicators show that catch and SSB median values in the RF scenario are similar compared to the base case (R scenario), while the risk of being below $B_{lim}$ gets two times larger (Figure 5.11). Uncertainty around median SSB gets higher,
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both in terms of standard deviation across years (Figure 5.11) and in terms of computed CV values across iterations (Figure 5.12). However, when looking at total catch, uncertainty decreases with respect to the base case, both in terms of computed standard deviations and coefficient of variations (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). This unexpected decrease of the uncertainty on total catches when introducing the assessment process was due to a lower uncertainty in the SSB estimated by the SS stock assessment model in the assessment year when compared to the real SSB from the operating model (Figure 5.13). As a result, the advised TAC based on the SSB estimated in the stock assessment present lower uncertainty than the advised TAC when no assessment model is used.

Figure 5.8: Assessment median bias (lines) along with 5th and 95th quantiles (shaded ribbon) for real SSB for each assessment year (colours) for the CbasedHCRtacmax and no observation and initial population uncertainty (RF scenario).

Besides the assessment error, when introducing also the observation error (scenario RFO), very similar effects are obtained in terms of bias in SSB, with higher absolute median bias values and larger uncertainty (Figure 5.9). The trajectories of SSB and catch have wider intervals around medians, meaning that the resulting SSB and catch values are more uncertain (Figure 5.10). This is also reflected in larger computed standard deviations and CVs (Figures 5.11 and 5.12 respectively). The risk of being below $B_{lim}$ increases around 0.03 for both rules and the probability of closure increases around 0.003.
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Figure 5.9: Assessment median bias (lines) along with 5th and 95th quantiles (shaded ribbon) for real SSB for each assessment year (colours) for the C-basedHCRtacmax and observation error but not initial population uncertainty (RFO scenario).

Figure 5.10: Total catch and SSB median values along with 5th and 95th quantiles (shaded ribbon) for historical and projection years for the base case scenario (R) and for RF and RFO scenarios for the two harvest control rules (IcesHCR and C-basedHCRtacmax).
5.3.4 All uncertainty sources together

As a final step, all described sources of uncertainty were included all together (scenario RIFO). As in the previous steps, median catch and SSB values for the whole projection period were similar across scenarios. Median catch tends to increase as uncertainty is included, being the largest when all sources of uncertainty are included (Figure 5.11).

In terms of uncertainty, the computed standard deviation in SSB is higher than in the other scenarios. This is also reflected in a higher risk of SSB being below $B_{lim}$. None of the HCRs is precautionary when all the uncertainty sources are considered. The probability of SSB being below $B_{lim}$ raises to 0.16 for the IcesHCR and to 0.085 for the CbasedHCRtacmax. The probability of closure gets increased as well being the scenario with the highest values, with a probability of 0.02 for IcesHCR and 0.006 for the CbasedHCRtacmax. Concerning the uncertainty of catches, the standard deviation of median catches for the whole projection period is higher in the RIFO scenario than in the RFO scenario. However, in comparison to the base case, the standard deviation of catch in the RIFO scenario is not higher than the R scenario, due to the uncertainty decreasing effect of the assessment process (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11: Performance indicators for the base case scenario (R) and for RI, RF, RFO and RIFO scenarios for the two harvest control rules (IcesHCR and CbasedHCRtacmax).
Concerning the CV values across iterations for each projection year (Figure 5.12), this last scenario shows the highest values for SSB and recruitment for both rules, while total catch CVs do not show this trend due to the uncertainty decreasing effect of the assessment process described above.

Figure 5.12: Coefficient of variation of SSB, total catch and recruitment for historical and projection years for the base case scenario (R) and for RI, RF, RFO and RIFO scenarios for the two harvest control rules (IcesHCR and ChasedHCR\textsubscript{tacmax}).
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Figure 5.13: Real SSB median values (black line) along with 5th and 95th quantiles (shaded grey ribbon) for historical and projection years for the base case (R). Colored lines represent estimated SSB medians by the SS stock assessment model along with 5th and 95th quantiles (color shaded ribbons), for some assessment years along the projection years.

5.3.5 Rule selection

Although the election of the best rule was out of the scope of this work, we show how performance indicators can be used to compare the relative performance of several rules in order to achieve the management objectives established for that stock.

When incorporating all the sources of uncertainty presented above (RIFO scenario), the two rules used in this work were not precautionary according to ICES principles (Risk3 < 0.05). Thus, for illustrative purposes regarding the rule selection, we evaluated additional alternative rules fixing a maximum TAC of 25,000 or 30,000 tonnes for the above described IcesHCR, or changing the gamma value from 0.2 to 0.6 for the CbasedHCRtacmax rule. We evaluated these rules in terms of the six performance statistics presented above. The selected indicators were scaled to the [0,1] interval, using the transformation $x_{scaled} = \frac{x - min(x)}{max(x) - min(x)}$, in order to represent them jointly in a radar plot (Figure 5.11). This allows selecting the best rule, according to the management objectives that should be agreed by the stakeholders before the analysis. We can see in this example that the Risk3 decreases when the TACmax or
gamma values decrease, obtaining precautionary rule with the CbasedHCRtacmax with $\gamma < 0.4$. The increment of $\gamma$ values results in higher median catches with higher risks and variability along with lower median SSB values. Moreover, we observe that imposing a maximum TAC to IcesHCR decreases the median catches as well as the risk and the probability of closure and increases the median SSB level respect to the IcesHCR with no TAC limit.

Figure 5.14: Scaled performance indicators for alternative harvest control rules for scenario RIFO. Rule names are composed by the type of rule (IcesHCR or Cbased-HCRtacmax), gamma value, minimum TAC value and maximum TAC value. The black cross in the Risk3 axis represents the scaled value of 0.05.

5.4 Discussion

In this chapter a full-feedback MSE has been developed for sardine in the Bay of Biscay. As recommended in the existing literature, different sources of uncertainty have been sequentially incorporated into the Monte Carlo simulations (Punt et al. 2016), being the assessment uncertainty the one that had a larger impact in the risk estimates.

In comparison to the most traditional management approach based on providing the ‘best assessment’ of the resource, one of the main advantages of MSE is that all the sources of uncertainty can be taken into account. However, characterizing uncer-
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tainty remains a key challenge for the effective use of MSE (Butterworth and Punt 1999, Punt et al. 2016). Punt et al. (2016) distinguished five different sources of uncertainties in a MSE and considered that minimally process uncertainty, parameter uncertainty and observation error should always be included. In this work these three uncertainty sources were included. Process uncertainty was introduced through variation in annual recruitment and formed the base case for comparison with the other scenarios. This type of uncertainty is commonly included adding independent errors to expected values (Garcia et al. 2013, Jardim et al. 2010) and environmental autocorrelation effects can be also be accounted for in more complex approaches (Dichmont et al. 2006, Punt et al. 2014, Tommasi et al. 2017, Wayte 2013). Parameter uncertainty was included by incorporating the uncertainty in the parameters that define the initial population, coming from the last assessment’s MCMC output as recommended by Punt et al. (2016), which was identified as the most reliable uncertainty estimation method in Chapter 4 in agreement with Magnusson et al. (2012). Furthermore, parameter uncertainty was propagated to other parameters of the MSE like the stock-recruitment model parameters and catchability-at-age parameters of the Cobb-Douglas model, conforming the initial population uncertainty. Observation error was included when generating annual data according to the assessment model assumptions. In general, as more uncertainty sources were included, the risk to be below $B_{lim}$ and the level catches increased, while spawning stock biomass decreased. This means that the ICES precautionary criterion ($Risk3 < 0.05$) will be met for a lower level of total catches in comparison with the base case, where only process error were considered.

Ideally, the management strategy should be simulated as it would be applied in reality. Thus, MSE for model-based HCRs should explicitly incorporate the annual stock assessment model and the short-term forecast in the MSE, thus having a full-feedback MSE according to ICES terminology (ICES 2020a). In our case study, the inclusion of the annual assessment model in this MSE process had several implications. On the one hand, a bias effect was detected in the estimated final year SSB by the SS model, negative in the first three years and positive afterwards in a range of 0-5% median bias without observations error and 5-10% when introducing observation error. On the other hand, the variability of the estimated SSB by the assessment model was reduced in contrast to the true SSB. The former increased the risk of being below $B_{lim}$, whereas the later reduced the variability in total catches and, as a result, the probability of closures. As noted by ICES (2019d), the full
feedback approach can be useful to identify bias or lags in the assessment output. Garcia et al. (2013) found that XSA model incorporated in their MSE estimated an overexploited stock when it had healthy status and A’mar et al. (2009) found a bias on the estimated SSB by the assessment model of around 10%. Potential explanations of the assessments’ output bias can be related to differences between the stock assessment model assumptions and the operating model or to noisy data that prevent the model parameters to be estimated reliably. The lower variation in catches of model-based management strategies have been already found in other case studies (Butterworth and Punt 1999), which is desirable in order to avoid marketing problems. For model-free management strategies, this effect is minimized when maximum interannual catch variations are added to the HCR to seek for catch stability along time. These latter option can be easier to test but may lack a basis to determine strategies for long-term equilibrium of the resource.

The use of the full-feedback approach is still a hot topic and divergent views about the pros and cons of full versus shortcut approaches were gathered in ICES (2020a). The full-feedback approach is very time consuming and could present additional convergence issues, while the uncertainty in the shortcut approach could be inappropriately characterized. As a compromise solution both approaches could be combined: the shortcut approach could help for initial and fast explorations of a wide set of options, but it is recommended to confirm the outcomes with a full-feedback MSE, particularly when comparing alternative operating models (ICES 2020a). Following this line, the next-generation assessment models should be designed to facilitate their use in MSE. On the one hand, they should be used easily as an OM for an MSE and, on the other hand, they should incorporate a ”quick-mode” in order to act as the estimation model in the assessment process, without so much computational demand (Punt et al. 2020). Developers of the SS model used in this work, are already working on a R-based system to conduct MSE within the SS framework (Hoyle et al. 2020).

Other sources of uncertainty not considered in this work but that could be very important in MSEs are structural uncertainty (Brodziak and Piner 2010, Stewart and Martell 2015) and implementation uncertainty (Dichmont et al. 2008). Regarding structural uncertainty, different scientists tend to construct different models for the same stock (Stewart and Martell 2015), being the structure of the assessment model a potential uncertainty source to incorporate in MSE processes. Implementation un-
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certainty represents situations such as decision-makers not implementing the TACs suggested, or other situations related to discard regulations (Punt et al. 2016). This can be implicitly acknowledged by setting lower catch limits than the advised TAC or introducing uncertainty on the TAC overshoot, assumed to be non-reported which can alter the HCRs performance reaching different SSB levels (Garcia et al. 2013).

The simulation framework was used to compare two alternative HCRs: the F-based ICES MSY advice rule that aims at fishing at \( F_{\text{msy}} \) and an alternative catch-based HCR. None of them were precautionary when incorporating all proposed uncertainty sources. In the case of the ICES advice rule, this might indicate differences in the uncertainty sources and the methodology used to define the reference points and the ones used in MSE and should be further explored. The major detected effect was related to assessment bias. This effect was reduced in the catch-based rule due to the maximum catch which restricts the exploitation even if the SSB is overestimated by the assessment. Among the tested options, precautionary results are only obtained with the catch-based HCR with a maximum TAC, when no assessment uncertainty is included, or when the \( \gamma \) values are reduced to 0.3 or below for this rule.

**FLBEIA** resulted to be an effective tool to carry out MSE for sardine in the Bay of Biscay. The composability of the software allowed us to use the functions already built in, but also to code new functions to satisfy specific needs, such as the stock assessment model or the multinomial observation error for the age composition. However, we did not take advantage of the potential of **FLBEIA** to incorporate uncertainty in the biological parameters such as weights, maturity or mortality-at-age or to analyse the economic impact of the HCRs (Garcia et al. 2013, Prellezo et al. 2016). The configuration of a MSE including biological, ecosystem, fleet and economic dynamics along with all possible sources of uncertainty can result in a very complex model. It has been shown that the relationship between model complexity and the ability to provide understandable and useful results has a bell shape (Grimm and Railsback 2005), so complexity should be chosen with regards to question of interest and objectives of the model to reach the optimum (Leutha et al. 2016). In this case, these additional options provided by **FLBEIA** were postponed for future work.
Conclusions and further work

Monte Carlo simulation has been shown to be a powerful tool to evaluate statistical methods (Morris et al. 2019) and to test assumptions that cannot be evaluated experimentally. Simulation can also facilitate objective and transparent processes for decision-making (Goethel et al. 2019) as the performance of potential measures or strategies can be tested before their implementation. This thesis has focused on testing by means of Monte Carlo simulation statistical methods in three different fields of fishery science, namely habitat modelling, assessment and management of fish stocks. In what follows we provide the main conclusions in relation to each specific objective:

- **To propose and test via Monte Carlo simulation a habitat modelling approach that meets the ecological niche theory.**

We addressed the study of habitats of marine species through regression-based species distribution models (SDM). According to the ecological niche theory, species distribution models should provide unimodal relationships with respect to environmental gradients (Hutchinson 1957). However, most of the methods currently used for SDM do not account explicitly for this unimodal relationship and thus, can result in shapes than are not ecologically meaningful or interpretable. In order to address this issue, we proposed the use of shape-constrained Generalised additive models (SC-GAMs) that by imposing concavity shape-constraints in the response curves lead to unimodality along the chosen environmental gradients. The proposed methodology presented a good balance between the goodness of fit and agreement with ecological niche theory when applied to various simulated species distributions.
We demonstrated that SC-GAM performed better than commonly used regression-based approaches, like Generalised linear models (GLMs) and generalised additive models (GAMs) of different degrees of flexibilities, obtaining fitted curves that were closer to the real responses. When the tested datasets did not cover the whole range of the environmental gradient, similar or even better results were obtained in comparison with the most flexible GAMs, which tended to estimate multimodal or convex shapes that did not match with the underlying simulated shape. SC-GAMs were also compared to the “Plateau” environmental envelope model (Brewer et al. 2016). This method was able to provide the correct shapes in agreement with ecological niche theory, but resulted to be less robust to replicates with higher uncertainty.

The two evaluated implementations of SC-GAMs, the maximum likelihood approach in scam and the component-wise boosting approach in mboost, presented differences in terms of uncertainty estimation, computing time and ease of use. The mboost approach was more robust to introduced uncertainties but slower due to the high computational cost for variance estimation, while the scam implementation was computationally efficient and faster. In addition, scam is based in the popular mgcv package syntax, which can facilitate its use.

Based on the simulation study, we concluded that proposed SC-GAMs are appropriate and useful tools for SDM that enable fitting both unconstrained and shape-constrained responses in a unified framework and that can be readily applied for modelling a large number of species. As a first application, egg data from our case study, sardine in the Bay of Biscay, was used to model the spawning thermal habitat of this species. Application to other two pelagic species was carried out, concluding that results obtained through SC-GAMs for these species, were as good as reported results from corresponding models that need manual tuning of parameters to obtain the desired shape.

- To compare the established stock assessment model for our case study to other alternative models and to evaluate, using Monte Carlo simulation, uncertainty estimation methods when introducing flexibility through non-parametric smoothing in fishing mortality.

Having reliable estimates of the status of exploited fish stocks and the associated uncertainty is crucial for an adequate management of the resources. Among the
large number of available stock assessment models the selection of a model for a particular stock can be based on the available data or complexity level, but also on the technical skills of the analyst, computational constraints or the history of the assessment in the region. The well established Stock Synthesis (SS) model was selected by the ICES working group WGHANSA (ICES 2017c) for the first analytical stock assessment of sardine in the Bay of Biscay. In this thesis we compared it to two alternative approaches: the simpler a4a approach and an ad-hoc Bayesian approach. By making the configuration of the two alternative models as similar as possible to the official SS approach, we showed that the three approaches provided similar trends along time for the quantities of interest, such as biomass or fishing mortality, in spite of differences in the underlying assumptions or structures inherent to the type of model. The selected SS model incorporated the total catch data and used a multinomial distribution for age-structured data, however it had the limitation of relying on iterative tuning processes for some variance parameters’ estimation. The newer a4a approach did not incorporate observation equations for the total catch and the age-structured data followed independent lognormal distributions, but it was able to estimate all variance parameters. In addition, it was fast and simple to implement, while very flexible in terms of parameter modelization. The proposed Bayesian approach, incorporated prior distributions and was also able to estimate variances directly. In contrast to SS and a4a that are well-known software that allow implementing a large number of configurations tested by a big community of users, the ad-hoc Bayesian model was developed and tailored for this specific case study. This provided the opportunity to compare official assessment results to a non “black-box” approach where all assumptions and equations were self-developed. We concluded that obtained estimates were all consistent and that the presented three approaches could be used to estimate Bay of Biscay sardine’s stock status similarly. Furthermore, we identified a4a as a fast and simple approach that could be appropriate to replace the official assessment in simulation studies where thousands of iterations must be run.

Nowadays most stock assessment models are able to quantify estimation uncertainty, however, they use different methods. We carried out a Monte Carlo simulation study to compare different methods for uncertainty estimation in stock assessment models with non-parametric effects on fishing mortality. Using a4a, which was identified above as the most suitable for simulation, the assessment models were fitted with three different approaches for uncertainty estimation: the multivariate normal distri-
bution, the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm implemented in ADMB and the parametric bootstrap. In agreement with previous studies in the literature, we concluded that MCMC was the most reliable method. When uncertainty estimation was compared across models of different levels of complexity for fishing mortality, we found that non-parametric functions, such as splines and tensor products, were able to estimate flexible shapes that parametric models cannot capture. However, the most flexible configurations increased the number of parameters and resulted in greater uncertainty, with greater CVs and relative bias at terminal years and ages. Deterioration of coverage probabilities was also observed for the most complex scenarios, except for the MCMC method. In order to handle the degree of flexibility and the goodness of fit, model selection is usually based on AIC or BIC criteria. Both indicators were tested in terms of accuracy in selecting the correct model, obtaining better results for BIC.

The results from this study enabled having a better understanding of uncertainty estimation in stock assessments, identifying MCMC as the best option for quantifying uncertainty in real case studies that will have an impact on the management strategy evaluation process.

- To develop a full-feedback management strategy evaluation for our case study introducing different uncertainty sources through Monte Carlo simulation.

Managing a fish stock requires making decisions about possible actions. Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE) aims at evaluating by means of simulation the effect of different management actions before they are put in place in order to find strategies that meet the management objectives and are robust to different sources of uncertainty. This requires that the most relevant sources of uncertainty are correctly identified and the ones to be included in the MSE are properly selected. We used Monte Carlo simulation to provide a detailed analysis of the impact of the most relevant uncertainty sources for sardine in the Bay of Biscay. Starting from the base case that only incorporated uncertainty on recruitment, we added gradually additional sources of uncertainty like parameter uncertainty, observation uncertainty and estimation uncertainty, that resulted in a successive increase of the probability of SSB being below the limit reference point $B_{lim}$ and a decrease of the average catches.
One of the major achievements in this chapter was the incorporation of the annual SS stock assessment model within the MSE loop, providing a full-feedback MSE for these stock. This allowed us to detect a bias in the estimation of SSB by the SS model, negative in the first three years and positive afterwards, that resulted in an increase of the risk of being below $B_{lim}$ and of the variability in SSB. In addition, the SSB variability estimated by SS was lower than the real one, which lead to a decrease in the probability of closure in comparison with the non full-feedback approach. The bias induced by the SS model has not been fully understood yet, and deserves further work.

For the rest of uncertainty sources, when multinomial and lognormally distributed observation errors were included, variability in SSB, risks and probability of closure increased, as well as the bias effect in the SSB estimated from the SS stock assessment. Similarly, the incorporation of initial population uncertainty, given by the MCMC output of the most recent SS assessment, resulted in an increment of the risk to be below $B_{lim}$, and of other indicators such as, the probability of closure and the mean standard deviation of catches and SSB along the projection year.

In general, adding uncertainty leaded to larger risks. So, we concluded that the ICES precautionary criterion ($Riks3 < 0.05$) would be obtained with a lower level of total catches in comparison with an MSE that does not include the studied sources of uncertainty. The two rules implemented for the Bay of Biscay sardine in this work, were considered precautionary by the base case MSE, but not when incorporating all the proposed sources of uncertainty. Although the selection of the best harvest control rule for BoB sardine was out of the scope of this work, we provided an example where several additional HCRs were compared, so that the best rule could be selected according to predefined management objectives.

The MSE was developed in FLBEIA. The modular structure allowed us to create complementary functions to incorporate the most relevant uncertainty sources for our case study. In particular, we created a function to include the SS assessment model within the MSE simulation or a function to incorporate non-multiplicative multinomial errors for age-structured data observation. The code developed for our case study is publicly available, although it is a case-specific code, it could be adapted to other stocks assessed by the SS model.
In general terms, we can say that Monte Carlo simulation has been a very useful framework for the all the studied fishery science fields. It allowed testing the modelization of ecological premises that could not have been possible using only real data. Through the generation of several types of responses along an environmental gradient based on a particular ecological theory and using Monte Carlo simulation we could test the proposed method, being able to compare the resulting responses with the true underlying theoretical shape and evaluating the performance of the our proposal. Moreover, the simulation framework allowed comparing different uncertainty estimation methods under controlled variability and population structures of different levels of complexity, which are not known for the real case study populations. Accuracy of model selection criteria could be also tested thanks to the knowledge of the real underlying "truth". Monte Carlo simulation has shown to be also a key tool for management advice, where complexity is being gradually incorporated and tested, as done here, in order to obtain reliable results, before their application to the real world. High computational power was sometimes required by the presented simulation studies, however, this was alleviated thanks to the easy parallelization of Monte Carlo simulation. This framework has provided the needed type of results for each of the objectives of this thesis and we definitely will incorporate in future studies that could be reinforced by it.

Further work

This thesis have resulted in considerable advances concerning the addressed issues, from which further research topics have emerged.

Firstly, species distribution modelling in agreement with the ecological niche theory has been addressed from a frequentist approach. Bayesian approaches are also popular for SDM (Golding and Purse 2016, Paradinas et al. 2015) and the proposal of SC-GAMs in this thesis, could be extended to a Bayesian framework. INLA (Rue et al. 2014) is increasingly used for Bayesian SDM, for which a SC-GAMs implementation could be proposed and tested. This could be done either imposing the needed constraints in the linear predictor scale as done in Chapter 1, or taking advantage of the Bayesian framework and using informative priors for certain parameters in order to obtain the desired response shapes in agreement with the niche theory. For
this purpose the interface for mgcv and JAGS (Wood et al. 2017) could be also tried and extended.

Concerning the assessment and management of fish stocks, the bias found when introducing the SS stock assessment in the MSE remained unresolved. A self-testing study for this model could help to understand if the bias is due to model misspecification or to some other aspect related to the simulation assumptions. Moreover, the factors impacting the magnitude of bias could be also studied. Some ideas have been already proposed, such as issues related to the stock-recruitment relationship, differences between the stock-recruitment used for the conditioning the MSE and the stock-recruitment in the assessment model, or changes in the production of the stock that no longer are in concordance with the fitted stock-recruitment at the beginning of the time series.

This assessment bias has an effect on management strategy evaluation that should be studied for a better decision making process, through a new simulation study where the generated bias would be known and controlled. In this line, short-cut approaches could be compared to the full-feedback MSE. This would require to develop a short-cut approach that can capture all the characteristics of the stock assessment model as realistically and thoroughly as possible, while being faster and efficient to run.

Finally, in line with fisheries sciences trend towards holistic approaches, the linkage between habitat modelling and assessment and management process could be addressed. The use of very complex ecosystem based models, which take in to account, economical, social and ecological aspects, is expanding rapidly. However, increasing model complexity does no always lead to a better understanding of the system and may increase uncertainty and model errors. Thus, caution is suggested when using them for management due to a possible lack of robustness, especially for unknown future climate scenarios (Storch et al. 2017). As an intermediate more simple approach, species interaction with the ecosystem could be studied through the proposed SDM using SC-GAMs, obtaining simple response curves for future climate change scenarios, that could be incorporated in the a4a stock assessment framework as covariates, and also in FLBEIA for MSE, taking advantage of the unified syntax of FLR and mgcv libraries.
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The scientific and technical material produced during the period of this doctoral thesis are detailed in this section:
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Annex A

In this annex we prove that imposing concavity constraints in the linear predictor scale, with a logit link function, result in unimodal probability curves, as mentioned in Chapter 2:

Let \( p(x), x \in \mathbb{R} \) be the estimated response probability curve obtained when imposing concavity restrictions in the linear predictor scale, with \( h = \text{logit} \) as link function. Then,

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{1) } h(p(x)) \text{ is concave} \implies h(p(x)) \text{ is quasiconcave} \\
&\text{2) } h^{-1}(h(p(x))) = p(x) \text{ is quasiconcave} \\
&\text{3) } p(x) \text{ is unimodal}
\end{align*}
\]

1) Definition 2.2 (Avriel et al. 1988): A function \( f \) defined on the convex set \( C \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is called concave if for every \( x_1, x_2 \in C \) and \( 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1 \) we have

\[
\begin{align*}
f(\lambda x_1 + (1 - \lambda) x_2) &\geq \lambda f(x_1) + (1 - \lambda) f(x_2).
\end{align*}
\]

Theorem 3.1 (Avriel et al. 1988): Let \( f \) be defined on the convex set \( C \in \mathbb{R}^n \). It is a quasiconcave function if and only if

\[
\begin{align*}
f(\lambda x_1 + (1 - \lambda) x_2) &\geq \min(f(x_1), f(x_2))
\end{align*}
\]

for every \( x_1, x_2 \in C \) and \( 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1 \).

It is clear that a concave function is also quasiconcave (not vice versa), since

\[
\begin{align*}
f(\lambda x_1 + (1 - \lambda) x_2) &\geq \lambda f(x_1) + (1 - \lambda) f(x_2) \\
&\geq \min(f(x_1), f(x_2))
\end{align*}
\]

2) Proposition 3.2 (Avriel et al. 1988): Let \( \phi \) be a quasiconcave function defined on \( C \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and let \( f \) be a nondecreasing function on \( D \in \mathbb{R} \), containing the range of \( \phi \). Then the composite function \( f \phi(x) \) is also quasiconcave.

Thus, this proof can be generalized to any link function \( h \) whose inverse \( h^{-1} \) is
nondecreasing (in our case $h(p(x))$ is quasiconcave, and $h^{-1}$ (antilogit function) is a non decreasing function obtaining that the composite $h^{-1}(h(p(x))) = p(x)$ is quasiconcave).

3) **Proposition 3.8** (Avriel et al. 1988): Let $f$ be defined on the interval $C \in \mathbb{R}$ and suppose that it attains its maximum at a point $x^* \in C$. Then $f$ is quasiconcave if and only if it is unimodal on $C$.

Proofs for Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.8 can be found in Avriel et al. (1988).

**References**

In this annex we present the code for data generation and fitting with each of the proposed methods in Chapter 2. Data for this example is generated using the provided code, and no external dataset needs to be uploaded.

First, we load the required R libraries and we fix the random number generation seed.

```r
library(coenocliner)
library(scam)
library(gamlss)
library(mboost)
library(plateau)
set.seed(18)
```

**Data generation**

For this example, both the environmental variable and the response probability curve for a certain species are simulated. The environmental variable $x$, is simulated from a normal distribution with $\mu = 12$ and $\sigma = 3$ (note that the simulation study presented in the work is based on real Sea Surface Temperature data). The response probability curve along this variable is generated using the Minchin’s function (generalised Beta function), implemented in the Coenocliner package with a maximum probability of presence of 1 around $x = 14$, a range of 10 and parameters $\alpha = \gamma = 4$ that control the shape of the curve (Figure B1).

In order to mimic real observations, errors are introduced in the generated curve
using the zero and one inflated BEINF distribution from the gamlss.dist package (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gamlss.dist/gamlss.dist.pdf), and finally presence absence data are simulated from a binomial distribution with probabilities coming from the generated response curve. Figure B1 shows the theoretical curve and the resulting presence-absence datapoints after the data generating process.

```r
# generate environmental gradient x with nn points:
(nn<-200)
x<-sort(rnorm(nn,12,3))

#define parameters for Minchins generalised beta function
(Ao <- 1;m <- median(x)+2;r <- 10;a <- 4;g <- 4)
params <- list(m = m, A0 = Ao, r = r, alpha = a, gamma = g)

# generate probability curve with the Beta function and defined parameters
p_real_all <- as.matrix(coenocline(x, responseModel = "beta",
params = params,countModel = "bernoulli", expectation = TRUE)+1e-6)

# add error from a zero and one inflated distribution (BEINF)
sig=0.1
expit<-rBEINF(length(p_real_all), mu=p_real_all, sigma=sig, nu=sig, tau=sig)

# generate presence absence data from the previous probabilities
pa = rbinom(length(p_real_all),1,expit)

# create data frame with generated data for fitting
df = data.frame(y=pa,x=x,real=p_real_all,real_error=expit)
```

Data fitting

Generated data are fitted using 6 different approaches: GLM, GAM_lk, GAM_hk, SCAM_fixsp, boost and Plateau, using the code provided below. Resulting fitted
Figure B1: Generated response curve using Minchin’s generalised Beta function (black) and simulated presence/absence datapoints (grey).

Response curves with each of the methods for this particular example are shown in Figure B2. For this particular simulated dataset all methods are able to detect the maximum around the same value (m~14), however they result in different shapes, with GAM_hk not fulfilling the unimodality condition.

```r
#GLM code
reg1<-glm( y~x+I(x^2),data=df,family=“binomial”)

#GAM_lk k=3 code
reg2<-gam(y ~ s(x,k=3), family=binomial(link=“logit”),data=df)
#GAM_hk k=10 code
reg3<-gam(y ~ s(x,k=10), family=binomial(link=“logit”),data=df)
```

For GAM fitting (with mgcv package) default smoothing basis (thin plate regression splines) have been used, as found in literature (Chust et al., 2014). No potential change in the estimated curve shape is expected when changing basis in terms of penalized basis type (from default, to penalised splines, bs=“tp”) or in terms of the order of the penalty (m=3, third order penalty instead of second order, m=2) (Figure B3).
#different basis

reg32<-gam(y ~ s(x,k=10,bs="ps",m=2), family=binomial(link="logit"), data=df)

reg33<-gam(y ~ s(x,k=10,bs="ps",m=3), family=binomial(link="logit"), data=df)

For SCAM fitting the smoothing parameter was fixed due to the instability of results when trying to estimate the smoothing parameter. For some of the datasets, convergence was not held. As illustration, a new dataset was simulated where estimating the smoothing parameter with SCAM or fixing it to 1 lead to no convergent results while fixing it to a low number lead to stable values (Figure B4). Thus, regression splines where used, controlling the smoothness with the number of knots, fixed to 8 for this study and fixing the smoothing parameter to a small value (0.0001), so that convergence was reached for all datasets.

#SCAM_fixsp code

reg4<-scam(y ~ s(x,k=8,bs="cv",m=2), family=binomial(link="logit"), data=df, sp=0.0001)

When using GAMBOOST the base learner bmono was selected, being the only one that is able to include concavity restrictions. The number of knots and degrees of freedom are set to 15 so that the fitting is flexible enough and not dependent on these parameters. It was seen that increasing the number of knots or degrees of freedom did not improve the fit but did increase computational time.

#boosting code

reg5<-gamboost(factor(y) ~ bmono(x, knots = 15, df = 15, constraint = c("concave")), data=df, family = Binomial(link = c("logit")))

Plateau method needs some initial values for the optimisation process. They were set to 1 arbitrarily. If convergence is not held, different initial values have to be selected.

#Plateau code

initial.pars <- rep(1,5)
reg6<-fit.glm.env(y="y",x.clim=c("x"),initial.pars.input=initial.pars, data=df)
Figure B2: Estimated response curves for each method and simulated presence absence data (grey).

Figure B3: Estimated response curves with different smoothing basis for GAM fittings. The black line corresponds to the default option, thin plate regression splines, whereas the red and green lines represent penalised splines with the order of the penalty equal to 2 and 3 respectively.
Figure B4: Estimated response curves with SCAM when estimating the smoothing parameter (red), when fixing it to 1 (green) or to 0.0001 (blue).
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In this annex we provide additional plots mentioned in Chapter 2.

Figure C1: Presence data points and density (in grey) and absence data points and density (in black) along the environmental gradient for each simulation scenario for a single replicate.
Figure C2: Presence data points and density (in grey) and absence data points and density (in black) along the environmental gradient (SST in this case) for real data used in ”Thermal niche for sardine eggs” case study (section 4.1).
Figure C3: Anchovy (*Engraulis encrasicolus*) egg real presence-absence data (grey points), fitted response curves (in black), with the 95% CI (shaded area) along the selected 4 environmental variables.
Figure C4: Sardine (*Sardine pilchardus*) egg real presence-absence data (grey points), fitted response curves (in black), with the 95% CI (shaded area) along the selected 3 environmental variables.
Figure C5: Mackerel (*Scomber scombrus*) egg real presence-absence data (grey points), fitted response curves (in black), with the 95% CI (shaded area) along the selected 3 environmental variables.
Figure C6: Predicted occurrence probabilities (p) in each map cell for each species (from left to right, anchovy, sardine and mackerel) with SCAM method (up) and Boosting method (bottom).
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JAGS code for the Bayesian approach of the Bay of Biscay sardine assessment described in Chapter 3:

```jags
model{

## Recruitment
mu.recru ~ dlnorm(logmu.sr, tau.sr)
tau.recru ~ dgamma(a.recru, b.recru)

# Priors on first row and column
for(y in 1:(Y)) {
  N[y,1] ~ dlnorm(log(mu.recru), tau.recru) }
N[Y+1,1] <- N[Y,1]

for(a in 2:(A)) {
  N[1,a] ~ dlnorm(logmu.n1, tau.n1)}

## Population dinamics

for(y in 2:(Y+1)) {
```
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# survival eq.
for (a in 2:(A - 1)) { 
    N[y, a] <- N[y - 1, a - 1] * exp(-Z[y - 1, a - 1]) 
}
N[y, A] <- N[y - 1, A - 1] * exp(-Z[y - 1, A - 1]) + N[y - 1, A] * exp(-Z[y - 1, A]) 
}

# catch equation:
for (y in 1:Y) {
    for (a in 1:A) {
        Ca[y, a] <- N[y, a] * (1 - exp(-Z[y, a])) * F[y, a] / Z[y, a]
        catch[y, a] <- Ca[y, a] * WC[y, a]
    }
    logmu.C[y] <- log(sum(catch[y, 1: A]))
}

# total catch by year
Ctot[y] <- sum(Ca[y, 1: A])

# total catch in tons lognormal
Ctons[y] ~ dlnorm(logmu.C[y], tau.Ctot)
reslogC[y] <- log(Ctons[y]) - logmu.C[y] / (sqrt(tau.Ctot))
}

for (y in 1:(Y)) {
    # CP[y,1:A] ~ dmulti(Cprop[y,],ss)
    for (a in 1:A) {
        C[y, a] ~ dlnorm(log(Ca[y, a]), tau.C)
        reslogCa[y, a] <- (log(C[y, a]) - log(Ca[y, a])) / (sqrt(tau.C))
    }
}
```r
## Observation equations indices:
for (y in 1:Y){
  for (a in 1:A){
    tons[y,a]<-N[y,a]*WI[y,a]*mat[y,a]
    tonsI[y,a]<-N[y,a]*exp(-Z[y,a]*t_depm)*WI[y,a]*mat[y,a]
    tonsIac[y,a]<-N[y,a]*exp(-Z[y,a]*t_depm)*WI[y,a]
  }
  SSB[y]<- sum(tons[y,1:A])
  SSBI[y]<- sum(tonsI[y,1:A])
  BI[y]<- sum(tonsIac[y,1:A])
  # indices numbers
  for (a in 2:A) {
    Ia[y,a-1]<-N[y,a]*exp(-Z[y,a]*t_ac)*qac[a-1]*Q
    index[y,a-1]<-Ia[y,a-1]*WI[y,a]
  }
  logmu.Iac[y]<-log(Qac*BI[y])
  # pelgas acoustic
  Iactons[y]~dnorm(logmu.Iac[y],tau.Iactons)
  reslogIactons[y]<-(log(Iactons[y])-logmu.Iac[y])/sqrt(tau.Iac)
  for (a in 1:(A-1)){
    Iac[y,a]~dnorm(log(Ia[y,a]),tau.Iac)
    reslogIac[y,a]<-((log(Iac[y,a])-log(Ia[y,a])))/sqrt(tau.Iac)
  }
}
```
#depm egg
logmu.Idepm[y] <- log(SSBI[y] * qdepm)
Idepm[y] ~ dlnorm(logmu.Idepm[y], tau.Idepm)
#reslogIdepm[y] <- (log(Idepm[y]) - logmu.Idepm[y])/sqrt(tau.Idepm)
}

#DEPM
for (y in 1:length(idx.depm2)){
  logmu.Idepm2[y] <- log(SSBI[idx.depm2[y]] * qdepm2)
  Idepm2[y] ~ dlnorm(logmu.Idepm2[y], tau.Idepm2)
  #reslogIdepm2[y] <- (log(Idepm2[y]) - logmu.Idepm2[y])/sqrt(tau.Idepm2)
}

##F
for (y in 1:Y){
  for (a in 1:A){
    F[y,a] <- fy[y] * sa[a]
    Z[y,a] <- F[y,a] + M[a]
  }
}

##PRIORS
mu.fm ~ dlnorm(logmu.f, tau.f)
tau.fm ~ dgamma(a.recru, b.recru)

for (y in 1:(Y)){ fy[y] ~ dlnorm(log(mu.fm), tau.fm)}
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# fix s[refages]=1 as fixed in ss3
for (a in refages) {sa[a] = -1}
for (a in 1:(refages[1]-1)) {sa[a] ~ dlnorm(logmu.s, tau.s)}
for (a in (refages[length(refages)]+1):A) {sa[a] = -1}

qdepm ~ dlnorm(logmu.qdepm, tau.qdepm)
qdepm2 ~ dlnorm(logmu.qdepm, tau.qdepm)

# fix qac[refageq]=1 as fixed in ss3
for (a in refageq) {qac[a] = -1}
for (a in 1:(refageq[1]-1)) {qac[a] ~ dlnorm(logmu.s, tau.s)}
for (a in (refageq[length(refageq)]+1):(A-1)) {qac[a] ~ dlnorm(logmu.s, tau.s)}

Q ~ dlnorm(logmu.qac, tau.qac)
Qac ~ dlnorm(logmu.qac, tau.qac)

# precisions

tau.C ~ dgamma(a.C,b.C)
tau.Ctot ~ dgamma(a.Ctot,b.Ctot)

tau.Iac ~ dgamma(a.Iac,b.Iac)
tau.Iactons ~ dgamma(a.Iactons,b.Iactons)

tau.Idepm ~ dgamma(a.Idepm,b.Idepm)
tau.Idepm2 ~ dgamma(a.Idepm,b.Idepm)

for(y in 1:length(idx.depm2)){
  muIdepm2[y] <- exp(logmu.Idepm2[y])}

############ quantities to save ############
sdC <- 1/sqrt(tau.C)
sdI <- 1/sqrt(tau.Iac)
sdCtot <- 1/sqrt(tau.Ctot)

for (a in 1:A){
  N0[a] <- N[1,a]}

for (y in 1:Y){

  for (a in 1:(A-1)){
    muIac[y,a] <- Ia[y,a]}

  for (a in 1:A){
    muC[y,a] <- Ca[y,a]}

  Catch[y] <- exp(logmu.C[y])

  muIdep[y] <- exp(logmu.Idep[y])

  rec[y] <- N[y,1]
}
}

R commands used to define the fishing mortality, catchabilities and variance submodels the a4a approach of the Bay of Biscay sardine assessment described in Chapter 3:

fmodel <- ~ factor(replace(year, year>2017, 2017)) +
  factor(replace(age, age>3&age<7, 3))

qmodel <- list(~ factor(replace(age, age>2&age<6), 1, 1, 1), ~1, ~1, ~1)

vmodel <- list(~1, ~1, ~1, ~1, ~1)